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Abstract
G protein-coupled receptors (GPCRs) constitute the largest group of membrane receptor
proteins in eukaryotes. Due to their significant roles in various physiological processes such as
vision, smell, and inflammation, GPCRs are the targets of many prescription drugs. However, the
functional and sequence diversity of GPCRs has kept their prediction and classification based on
amino acid sequence data as a challenging bioinformatics problem. There are existing
computational approaches, mainly using machine learning and statistical methods, to predict and
classify GPCRs based on amino acid sequence and sequence derived features. In this project, we
have constructed a searchable MySQL database, named GPCR-PEnDB (GPCR Prediction
Ensemble Database), of confirmed GPCRs and non-GPCRs with the goal of allowing users to
conveniently access useful information of GPCRs in a wide range of organisms and to compile
reliable training and testing datasets for different combinations of computational tools.
GPCR-PEnDB currently contains 3129 confirmed GPCR and 3575 non-GPCR sequences
collected from the UniProtKB/Swiss-Prot protein database, encompassing over 1200 species. The
non-GPCR entries include transmembrane proteins for evaluating various prediction programs’
abilities to distinguish GPCRs from other transmembrane proteins. Each protein is linked to
information about its source organism, classification, sequence lengths and composition, and other
derived sequence features. Compared to GPCRdb, which is considered the most comprehensive
GPCR resource available, our database contains much fewer GPCR sequences because of our
requirement for every GPCR to be confirmed. Nevertheless, our database contains 1094 GPCRs
not found in GPCRdb. In particular, all of the class D and E GPCRs and many of Class A sensory
receptors are missing from GPCRdb.
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I will present several examples of using this GPCR-PEnDB along with its graphical user
interface to query for GPCRs with specific sequence properties and to compare the prediction
accuracies of GPCR prediction tools. This initial version of GPCR-PEnDB will provide a
framework for future extensions to include additional sequence features, three-dimensional
structural data, and ligand binding information to facilitate the design and assessment of GPCR
prediction and classification tools as well as experimental studies to help understand the functional
roles of various types of GPCRs.
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Chapter 1: Introduction
1.1 BIOLOGICAL SIGNIFICANCE OF G PROTEIN-COUPLED RECEPTORS
G protein-coupled receptors (GPCRs) are immensely important in numerous physiological
processes and are targeted by many therapeutic developments due to their significant roles in
intracellular signaling and clinical importance in many diseases, such as cancer, infection, and
inflammation [Jo & Jung, 2016]. In particular, they can affect tumorigenesis and tumor growth
[Liu et al., 2016]. Also, some of the GPCRs play a vital role in case of heart failure [Wang et al.,
2018]. As GPCRs are involved in a wide range of physiological processes including vision, taste,
smell, inflammation, cell recognition, pheromone signaling and many more, these transmembrane
receptors are being studied extensively by many research groups to understand their biological
functions and molecular pathways.
1.2 PREDICTION AND CLASSIFICATION OF GPCRS
With the advancement of sequencing technologies in the past two decades, large amounts
of protein sequence data have become available. Computational approaches have been developed
to utilize these sequence data to predict whether a given protein is a GPCR, and if so, classify the
functional type it belongs to. Using such computational tools to screen for possible GPCR
sequences and make initial predictions of their biological roles prior to detailed experimental
investigations can save time and valuable wet-lab resources. In developing new algorithms for
GPCR prediction and classification, having a comprehensive and reliable dataset consisting of
both positive and negative examples of GPCRs for training and testing is highly beneficial. My
dissertation work is motivated by such needs.
GPCRs are also known as 7-TM proteins [Hu et. al, 2017] where every GPCR protein has
a characteristic structure consisting of an extracellular N-terminus, an intracellular C-terminus,
and between them seven hydrophobic transmembrane helices that are linked through three
intracellular and three extracellular loops [Schiöth & Fredriksson, 2005] as shown in Figure 1.
1

Based on this characteristic structure, many different bioinformatics software tools have been
developed for predicting GPCRs and subsequently classifying them hierarchically to gain insights
into possible biological functions [Davies et al., 2007]. It is relatively easy to distinguish GPCRs
from other non-transmembrane proteins but picking out a novel GPCR from a set of
transmembrane proteins may not always be a straightforward task. There are other proteins such
as adiponectin receptors that also contain seven transmembrane helices [Hsieh et al., 2005] but
differ from the GPCRs in that they have extracellular C-termini and intracellular N-termini, as well
as different signaling mechanisms [Alexander et al. 2015]. Other examples of seven
transmembrane non-GPCRs include bacteriorhodopsins, rhodopsins from eubacterial and
eukaryotic organisms [Hirai et al., 2009] that show similarities with GPCRs.

Figure 1.1: G-protein-coupled receptor with ligand [C. Vines, Personal Communication,
December 2017]
After predicting the GPCRs from non-GPCRs, classifying of GPCRs can be based on
several features, such as protein sequence homology or functional similarity [Horn et al., 2003],
vertebrates [Schiöth & Fredriksson, 2005] or vertebrates and invertebrates both [Alexander et al.,
2015]. Horn et al. (2003), divides GPCRs into six major classes, named Class A (rhodopsin-like)
[Alexander et al., 2015], Class B (secretin receptor family) [Poyner & Hay, 2012], Class C
(metabotropic glutamate) [Palczewski et al., 2000], Class D (fungal mating pheromone receptors)
[Eilers et al., 2005s], Class E (cyclic AMP receptors) [Raisley et al., 2004] and Class F
(frizzled/smoothened) [(Gentry et al., 2015)]. Among these classes, Class D and E are unique to
2

invertebrates. GRAFS [Schiöth & Fredriksson, 2005] is a classification system, which divides
vertebrates GPCRs into five major classes named as Glutamate [Chaudhari et al., 2000],
Rhodopsin-like [Zamanian et al., 2011], Adhesion [Langenhan et al., 2013], Frizzled/Taste2
[Krishnan et al., 2012], and Secretin family [Schiöth & Fredriksson, 2005]. Classifying the major
six classes of GPCRs is also known as the secondary level of classification [Davies et al. 2007].
The classes can be furthermore divided into sub-families, sub-sub-families and subtypes as done
in GPCRdb [Munk et al., 2016], which is generally recognized as a comprehensive public GPCR
resource that has served the scientific community for over 20 years, to indicate the functional types
of each GPCR in their collection.
There are several existing computational methods for GPCR prediction and classification
[Pearson & Lipman, 1988; Altschul et al., 1990; Elrod & Chou, 2002; Karchin et al., 2002; Qian
et al., 2003; Inoue et al., 2004; Guo et al., 2006; Iqbal et al., 2016; Huang et al., 2004; Gao &
Wang, 2006; Peng et al., 2010; Davies et al., 2008; Cobanoglu et al., 2011; Li et al., 2010; Sahin
et al., 2014; Guerrero et al., 2016; Munoz et al., 2017] . These will be reviewed in Chapter 2.
Generally, these methods are trained using GPCR sequences deposited in GPCRdb as positive
examples and randomly selected non-GPCRs as negative examples. Their reported prediction
accuracies are around the 80 – 90+% range. However, in attempting to evaluate the performance
of the different methods and understand their strengths and weaknesses, we came to realize that it
is necessary to develop a unified GPCR database that can be used for training and testing different
computational approaches or tools due to several reasons:
1. GPCRdb contains a mix of confirmed GPCRs and putative GPCRs that are predicted but not
confirmed (see Appendix M). For training and testing puposes, we need a set of confirmed
GPCRs, which can be collected from the reviewed GPCRs in the Swiss-Prot database [UniProt
Consortium, 2008].
2. The vast majority of the GPCRs deposited in GPCRdb are from human or other mammalian
model organisms (Appendix M) and only the non-olfactory GPCRs are included [Pándy-
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Szekeres et al., 2018]. Examples from other organisms, such as insects and other arthropods,
are not as abundant (Appendix M).
3. The available GPCR prediction web-servers have significantly high false positive rates when
tested on the transmembrane non-GPCRs. This issue is discussed in detail in Chapter 6. We,
therefore, need a good collection of transmembrane non-GPCRs to be used as negative
examples.
1.3 SPECIFIC AIMS
My work focuses on the design and implementation of a searchable database containing
confirmed GPCR and non-GPCR sequences to facilitate the development and assessment of
different computational approaches and software tools for GPCR prediction and classification. As
part of the GPCR-PEn (GPCR Prediction Ensemble) project in our group, this database is named
GPCR-PEnDB and is publicly accessible via the Internet through a user-friendly graphical user
interface.
Specific Aim 1
Compile a collection of confirmed GPCRs and non-GPCRs from a diverse set of organisms
with the aim to provide reliable training and testing data for evaluating various algorithms or
software tools developed for GPCR prediction and classification. The dataset will satisfy the
following requirements:
1. The dataset should contain both positive and negative examples of GPCRs.
2. There should be proteins from many different species in the dataset.
3. Positive examples should comprise confirmed GPCRs only.
4. Negative examples should span a large variety of proteins, including non-GPCR
transmembrane proteins, with different structures and functions.
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Specific Aim 2
Develop a searchable database containing the GPCR and non-GPCR proteins in the above
dataset, which can be queried using MySQL. This database will not only provide the amino acid
sequence data, but also useful information about these proteins (e.g., length, source organism,
amino acid composition, etc.) as well as links to their records in UniProt. In addition, a graphical
user interface will be developed using the Web.py framework so that users who are not necessarily
familiar with the MySQL can access all information conveniently. The database along with the
user interface will be made available to the public as part of our group’s GPCR-PEn and called
GPCR-PEnDB.
Specific Aim 3
Use the GPCR and non-GPCR data collected in GPCR-PEnDB to assess the performance
of several existing web-based GPCR prediction tools. Aside from the usual statistical measures of
prediction accuracy, special attention will be paid to their capabilities in distinguishing GPCRs
from non-GPCR transmembrane proteins.
1.4 OVERVIEW OF DISSERTATION
To facilitate the development and testing of computational algorithms and bioinformatics
tools for GPCR analyses, including a good collection of negative examples (i.e., non-GPCRs) in
the database is just as important as having a diverse set of confirmed GPCRs. This dissertation
focuses on the design of the GPCR-PEnDB database and its information can be accessed. Chapter
2 is a review of the existing prediction methods, databases and computational tools used on specific
datasets. Chapter 3 describes our process of data acquisition and the resulting datasets. Chapter 4
details the methods we used for creating the relational database and the publicly accessible
webserver. This is followed by Chapter 5 that showcases some features in the resulting database
and the webserver. In Chapter 6, we present an assessment on the several available webservers
5

using the protein collection in GPCR-PEnDB as the testing dataset, provide a comparison of their
performance, and discuss their strengths and weaknesses. Finally, Chapter 7 concludes with our
overall findings and suggests several possible future extensions of the current GPCR-PEnDB.

6

Chapter 2: Literature Review
This chapter gives an overview of the existing GPCR databases in the public domain, and
the different approaches and algorithms used by the researchers to predict and classify GPCRs into
various levels. The first section introduces the main GPCR families. The second section describes
the available databases and webservers that provide data and information on GPCRs based on their
several properties and classification. This is followed by two sections on the algorithms behind the
different computational tools used to predict and classify GPCRs and how combinations of two or
more algorithms are applied. The final section presents a summary table to show the accuracy
levels achieved by the different prediction methods.
2.1 GPCRs
G protein (guanine nucleotide-binding protein) – coupled receptors (GPCRs) are a vast and
most diverse group of membrane receptors in eukaryotes. All the GPCRs share a similar formation
(Figure 2.1) with an extracellular N-terminus followed by seven transmembrane helices that are
connected through three extracellular and three intracellular loops which leads to the intracellular
C-terminus [Schiöth & Fredriksson, 2005]. But for certain members of Class A [Sensoy and
Weinstein 2015] and Class C [Bruno et al. 2012] GPCRs, an amphipathic helix 8 is found adjacent
to the C-terminus that lies parallelly with the membrane surface.

Figure 2.1: The common architecture of a G protein-coupled receptor
7

Class A
Class A is also known as Rhodopsin-like receptors which is the largest protein family of
G-protein coupled receptors [Hu et al., 2017]. The ligands for these receptors comprise of a large
number of small molecules, peptides, hormones and neurotransmitters, whereas the receptors
include olfactory receptors, taste receptors and five pheromone receptors [Alexander et al., 2015].
The types of receptors that respond to the sensory and the endogenous (non-sensory) signals can
also be referred to as chemosensory GPCRs (csGPCRs) and endoGPCRs [Vassilatis et al. 2003]
respectively. Vassilatis et al., (2003) also describes how these endoGPCRs (from all the families)
are involved in a large variety of physiological processes that regulate metabolism, development,
reproduction and so on. There are around 350 endoGPCRs found in human that are the targets of
the therapeutic drugs and this is why Rhodopsin-like receptors are studied in a wide range [Eilers
et al., 2005] due to their major involvement in prescribed drugs [Venkatakrishnan et al., 2016].
Class B1 or Secretin family
Class B1 are called Secretin receptors which are known for controlling peptide hormones
from the glucagon hormone family [Alexander et al. 2015] that is very important in controlling the
glucose level of blood or the blood pressure [de Graaf et al. 2017]. Each member of this class has
unique properties and plays an important role in metabolic diseases and physiology [Poyner and
Hay 2012].
Class B2 or Adhesion family
This family belongs to the GPCR family classified by the GRAFS [Schiöth and Fredriksson
2005] system for classification. Phylogenetically this family has close relationship with the class
B (Secretin receptors) family but the receptors have high conservation, larger extracellular Nterminus, cell to cell and cell to matrix adhesion along with unique autocatalytic process which
differs from the class B receptors [Hamann et al. 2015]. In GPCRdb Class B1 and Class B2 are
8

usually combined together for representing Class B and as “G protein-coupled receptor family 2”
in Swiss-Prot [UniProt Consortium 2008] from which two of these groups can be separated if
needed.
Class C
This family is called the Glutamate family that consists of the metabotropic glutamate
receptors along with several other receptors such as calcium-sensing receptor, taste receptors, and
calcium-sensing receptors which play a significant role in several physiological processes such as
calcium homeostasis, taste and synaptic transmission [Wu et al., 2014]. The unique feature of this
family is, it has a large extracellular N-terminus domain which mediates the homodimerization or
heterodimerization[Zhang et al., 2014].
Class D
This is a distinct type of family of GPCR which is also known as fungal mating pheromone
receptors [Alexander et al., 2015]. This family comprises of a diverse group of receptors and the
sequence similarity between the subfamilies is very low [Hu et al., 2017]. The small peptide
ligands bind to the extracellular loops and at the ends of transmembrane helices [Eilers et al. 2005].
Class E
Class E is known as the cyclic adenosine monophosphate (cAMP) receptor family of
GPCRs, which play a significant role in regulating the development related regulation genes [Xue
et al., 2008]. It is also used as intracellular signal transducer and acts as a second messenger for
triggering the physiological changes [Raisley et al. 2004].
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Class F
This class contains frizzled and smoothened proteins, which is why this family is also
known as Frizzled/Smoothened family [Alexander et al., 2015]. The frizzled proteins are regulated
by lipoglycoproteins of the WNT family and Smoothened family are indirectly regulated by the
Hedgehog family [Alexander et al. 2015].
Taste 2 receptors
This family of receptors are included in the GPCRdb [Pándy-Szekeres et al. 2018] database
as a separate family which has a distant relationship with the class A’s but the ligand information
is not known hence it is classified within the Orphan and other 7TM receptors according to
IUPHAR [Alexander et al. 2017] as well.
2.2 GPCR DATABASE AND WEBSERVERS
There are several databases and web-based browsers available that are publicly accessible
containing fundamental information on GPCRs as well as structural and signaling pathways. Each
database is unique from one another and is briefly described in the following section.
UniprotKB/Swiss-Prot
This database [UniProt Consortium, 2008] contains the information about protein
sequences along with the annotation data which is generally updated in every month. It gives
overall information about a protein. The main tools provided by this database are BLAST,
sequence alignment, ID mapping and peptide search. It creates a collaborative search among four
databases namely UniProtKB (protein knowledgebase), UniRef (Sequence clusters), UniParc
(Sequence archive) and Proteomes. Currently this database has reviewed 560,537 sequences and
167,761,270 unreviewed sequences which are available through TrEMBL. UniProt is not limited
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to GPCR related proteins, but we can search for GPCR sequences and their information in this
database.
GPCRDB
GPCRDB contains data, diagram and tools and [Isberg et al., 2016] has the largest
collection of receptor mutants and user friendly search option for the collection of crystal
structures. Users can create and collect the diagrams like snake-plots, box diagrams and
phylogenetic trees for the illustration of receptor residues. There are many features that are unique
and this database gives a lot of information such as the sequence alignments considers helix bulges
and constriction along with the amino acid conservation statistics with generic residue numbering.
This database releases and updates data bi-monthly and currently they have 15,147 proteins,
among which 420 are non-olfactory human proteins with a total of 3,547 organisms. It has search
options for users such as receptors, signal proteins, ligands with pharmacophore generation and
schematic alignments, experimental, mutation browser for crystal structures and provides
classification information up through the fifth level.
SEVENS
The SEVENS database [Ikeda et. al, 2018] uses several bioinformatics tools that predicts
transmembrane helices, aligns sequences and finds motifs and genes for using it in sixty-eight
eukaryotic genomes to accumulate information about the genes in G-protein coupled receptors
with four different threshold levels labeled as Level A, B, C and D. Level A and Level D are
expected to provide best specificity and best sensitivity respectively by searching for sequence
similarity followed by finding motif and domain assignments. The information on GPCRs can be
done using several options such as gene/protein lengths, PROSITE motifs, Pfam domains, novelty,
family etc., that leads to the detailed analysis of the gene list found for each query.

11

GLASS
GLASS [Chan et al., 2015] contains the experimentally confirmed information on GPCRs,
ligands and their association. This database works with the confirmed GPCRs collected
UniProtKB and performs statistical analysis by observing Ki, Kd, IC50 and EC50 with a threshold
value to remove the less probable association of GPCRs and ligands. Then with the refined data it
cross checks with the available related literature of ligand binding and chemical identifiers. The
database contains 3056 confirmed GPCRs and 342,539 ligands which results in a large number of
unique GPCR-ligand entries. This database contains the highest number of GPCR-ligand binding
information than the current databases.
gpDB
gpDB [Theodoropoulou et al., 2008] is a relational database that provides information on
the classes, families and types about 391 G-proteins, 2738 G-protein coupled receptors and how
these molecules interact with 1390 with different families and types of effectors. This database
provides brief description and cross references on the classes, families, sub-families and sub-types
for the available proteins as well as incorporates several tools allowing users perform alignments,
BLAST search or run predictive algorithms such as HMMTM, PRED-GPCR, PRED-COUPLE2
and TMRPres2D.
GPCRpred
GPCRpred [Bhasin & Raghava, 2004] is an SVM based method for the prediction of
proteins in families and subfamilies level based on the dipeptide composition. As the webserver
uses an old classification system, the family level classification is different than the one we have
now. In the webserver there are three input options available for the query sequence such as
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inserting the standard format (PIR/FASTA/EMBL etc.) or the amino acid single letter code format
or upload a file of the sequence.
The output page provides the information of name, sequence, length, date of prediction,
the prediction approach (protein feature) used to predict and classify the query sequence. It is
observed that the webserver works with one query sequence at a time. Following shows the output
page for the query sequence that has been used for the demonstration purpose.

Figure 2.2: GPCRpred webserver with a query sequence
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Figure 2.3: GPCRpred output page for the query sequence
PRED-GPCR
This system is based on a probabilistic method [Papasaikas et al., 2004] which uses family
specific profile HMMs to determine the classification of GPCRs into families for a given query
sequence. The output of the query sequence results in a ranked list of the profile HMM, E-value
cutoff, family, P-values, E-values and the number of profiles matched for each family.
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Figure 2.4: PRED-GPCR webserver with a query sequence
After submitting the query sequence, the output result page shows the motif cutoff, e-value,
combined p-value, combined e-value and the protein profile information. If a non-GPCR
sequence is used as a query, then the result page is blank.
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Figure 2.5: PRED-GPCR output page for the query sequence
SVM-Prot
This webserver [Li et al., 2016] which predicts functional families from the sequences of
different types of proteins disregarding the sequence similarity. It provides an option to run a
sample sequence available in the server also allows user to choose among three machine learning
algorithms such as support vector machine, probabilistic neural network or k-nearest neighbor.
User can provide multiple sequences to be analyzed, allows to access the result later by providing
an email or a link. It also has a feature where users can perform a BLAST for the provided query
sequence.
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Figure 2.6: SVMProt webserver with a query sequence
The output page initially provides the waiting time and a link to check the results later for the user
and when the analysis is done it provides user the result page that shows the probabilities of the
protein families the sequence might belong to and the links to access those families with a BLAST
option. The following is an example output page for a query sequence.
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Figure 2.7: SVMProt output page for the query sequence
GPCR-CA
GPCR-CA [Xiao et al., 2009; Chou, 2001; Chou & Elrod, 1999] predicts and classifies
GPCRs into families using a cellular automaton image approach. GPCR-CA first predicts the
protein to be a GPCR or non-GPCR, if it is a non-GPCR then the output page result shows that the
query sequence is a non-GPCR otherwise for a predicted GPCR, it automates the process to
classify the query sequence based on six main functional groups such as Rhodopsin-like, Secretinlike,

Metabotrophic/Glutamate/Pheromone,

Fungal

Frizzled/smoothened family.
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pheromone,

cAMP

receptor

and

Figure 2.8: GPCR-CA webserver with a query sequence
The output for a query sequence is the length and the family level classification of a protein.
Following is the output result for a query sequence.
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Figure 2.9: GPCR-CA output result for a query sequence
SeQuery
This database [Hu et al., 2019] allows users to visualize the GPCR families’ proteome or
genome network using a graph-based approach to analyze the relationship of a query sequence
with the other GPCRs and their relationship based on their structure, functions from published
literature collected from UniProt, RCSB PDB and GPCRdb. The database used 3105 reviewed
sequences from UniProt and used 2841 sequences to generate a web-server where all the
information of the sequences is used to generate distance matrix using BLAST, then multiple
sequence clustering (MSC) to create clusters of the data which is shown in a graphical view using
graph-theoretic methods and Cytoscape.js. Currently the database can only take one sequence as
an input and shows the closely related proteins and relationship with other GPCRs in various
levels. For a given Class B, Secretin like Latrophilin receptor, the web-server provided the
following output.
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Figure 2.10: Level 1 graphical view of SeQuery
2.3 ALGORITHMS
A protein sequence generally consists of a string of letters in similar or different
arrangements, where the letters represent 20 naturally occurring amino acids along with some
ambiguous amino acids as well. The prediction of GPCRs from a set of proteins can be approached
in several ways that includes using tools to analyze the number of transmembrane helices,
observing the alignment sequences and finding motifs or using different machine learning and
statistical methods where different protein features are used as the explanatory variables. These
tools can be further used to classify GPCRs into lower levels (family, sub-family, sub-sub-family
& sub-type). Over the years, diverse set of feature variables and tools have been developed and
used by the researchers to not only find novel GPCRs but also understanding the functionality and
their signaling pathways. This section gives an overview of how several tools and algorithms have
been used and how the important biomedical questions have been addressed.
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Search Based tools
The most popular alignment search based tools for distinguishing GPCRs from a given set
of proteins are FASTA [Pearson & Lipman, 1988] and BLAST [Altschul et al., 1990]. Both
programs consist of a large database and designed to look for sequence similarity, where higher
similarity of sequences represent homology of common ancestry. The key difference between
these two are that FASTA calculates maximal segment pair (MSP) score by finding similarities in
less similar sequences, whereas BLAST measures ungapped alignments and high-scoring segment
pair (HSP). While FASTA uses local sequence similarity for the identification of periodic
structures, BLAST uses local alignment without gaps.
Other than the search-based methods there are statistical, machine learning and different
methods used to predict and classify GPCRs into different families in which the protein sequence
similarity is undetermined. Covariant discriminant algorithm [Elrod & Chou, 2002], support vector
machines [Karchin et al., 2002], the hidden Markov model [Qian et al., 2003], binary topology
pattern [Inoue et al., 2004], protein power spectrum using fast Fourier transform [Guo et al., 2006]
and statistical encoding method [Iqbal et al., 2016], bagging classification tree [Huang et al., 2004],
k-nearest neighbor (KNN) [Gao & Wang, 2006], and the principal component analysis[Peng et al.,
2010] are the efficient methods to address the classification problem for higher levels.
Combinations of several methods and tools has also been proposed to increase the accuracy for a
larger dataset. Selective top-down classifier is also introduced by combining data mining and
proteochemometrics [Davies et al., 2008], support vector machines with maximum relevance
minimum redundancy and genetic algorithm [Li et al., 2010]. However, in recent studies, different
approaches have been developed where family specific motifs [Cobanoglu et al., 2011] or
structural region lengths [Sahin et al., 2014] are used for prediction and classification of GPCRs.
Other than human genomes, there has been research done for different organisms to reduce the
risk of many diseases by using different tools such as TMHMM and GPCRpred for the
transcriptome assembly of the cattle tick synganglion [Guerrero et al., 2016]. Furthermore
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encoding sequences from the transcriptome of the foreleg [Munoz et al., 2017] has been done using
BLASTp, Pfam, GPCRpred, TMHMM, and PCA-GPCR for predicting GPCRs. With every
algorithm, there are different sets of features which are studied to increase the efficiency of a
certain method, such as amino acid composition, dipeptide composition, various physiochemical
properties, cross validation and so on.
Support vector machine
Support vector machines (SVM) are known as the class of statistical learning algorithms
that are mostly used for classification problems [Li et al., 2016]. Each data item is plotted in ndimensional space where n is the number of features with the value of each feature being the value
of a particular coordinate. Then the classification is performed by determining the hyper-plane that
differentiates between the classes. SVM is very efficient but computationally expensive for
classifying GPCRs into higher levels.
Covariant-discriminant algorithm
The covariant-discriminant algorithm introduced by Chou and Elrod (1999) is used to make
an analysis of the correlation between the types of G-protein coupled receptors and their amino
acid composition. According to the GPCRDB [Horn et al., 1998] the rhodopsin-like amine GPCRs
can be classified into six receptors namely acetylcholine, adrenoceptor, dopamine, histamine,
serotonin and octopamine. For the training dataset histamine and octopamine receptors were
removed as they are very low in quantity. Therefore, the study has been done for the rest of the
four types of receptors which gives a 100% success rate on the re-substitution test. This method is
efficient if a good training dataset can be established. The overall accuracy using the Jackknife
rate for the dataset of 167 GPCRs is 83.23%.
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Binary topology pattern
As GPCRs have highly divergent families, Binary Topology Pattern (BTP) [Inoue et al.,
2004] is an efficient method for classification and identification with a good accuracy. Inoue et al.,
described it as a stepwise method where the first step works with three unified functional groups,
(i) Class A and Non-GPCR, (ii) Class B + Class C and (iii) Frizzled/Smoothened, with a certain
threshold value assigned. In the next step, it works with classifying Class B and Class C, and in
step three, Class C is divided into three functional groups followed by Step four, five and six
determining the rest of the functional groups along with the identification of the mammalian-type
GPCRs. The accuracy is 100% for three groups, and four groups with more than 80%.
Bagging classification tree
Using tree-based algorithm for prediction and classification is very effective and is used to
address several classification problems. Huang et al. (2004) describes a bagging classification tree
for classifying GPCRs into sub-families and sub-sub-families based on the amino-acid
composition. Here it uses the C4.5 algorithm which is used to generate a decision tree. In total
4395 sequences were classified into sub-families and 4036 sequences were classified into sub-subfamilies with an accuracy of 91.1% and 82.4% respectively.
K-nearest neighbor
Gao (2006) has introduced a nearest neighbor method to classify GPCRs from non-GPCRs
and they further classified into four levels. The classification was done based on the amino acid
composition and dipeptide composition of proteins. The dataset consists of 1406 GPCRs for
classifying into six families and 1406 globular proteins where the accuracy is measured using the
jackknife test and Matthew’s correlation coefficient value. The accuracy is improved by using
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dipeptide composition for predicting GPCRs from the globular protein than using only amino acid
composition. For further classification into six families, both amino acid and dipeptide
composition have been used. Comparison of accuracy has been made with other existing methods,
and it is observed that the accuracy of the existing method is better than the SVM-based method
[Karchin et al., 2002] and covariant discriminant algorithm [Elrod & Chou, 2002]. There are no
parameters to be determined for the nearest neighbor algorithm where amino acid and dipeptide
composition have been used, this improved the simplicity in classifying GPCRs into four levels.
Principal component analysis (PCA)
Peng et al. (2010) proposed a method called PCA-GPCR for predicting and classifying
GPCRs into family, sub-family, sub-sub-family, subtype from a large dataset. The study was done
for 1497 sequence derived features which was further reduced into 32-dimensional feature vectors.
In first level, the algorithm identifies whether the sequence protein is a GPCR or non-GPCR, then
for the GPCRs it is classified into four levels by using the intimate sorting algorithm. The accuracy
for the prediction and classification is overall very high.
Family specific motifs
A method has been proposed by Cobanglu et al. (2011) for Class A sub-family
classification of GPCRs that uses sequence derived motifs based on the receptor-ligand interaction
sites. Distinguishing Power Evaluation (DPE) technique was proposed by Cobanglu et al. (2011)
for the classification and also had a discovery of key ligand interaction sites.
Structural regional lengths
Sahin et al. (2014) introduced a method GPCRsort where the length of the transmembrane
helices and loop regions was studied for predicting GPCRs using seven feature vectors which
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resulted in a fast prediction with a high accuracy of 97.3%. The study has been done on 38,525
protein sequences from GPCRDB and TMHMM is used for identifying the lengths of different
regions of the GPCRs.
Statistical encoding method
Iqbal et al. (2016) worked in a statistical distance-based encoding method which works
with the various distances of an amino acid in a sequence at different levels of decomposition to
form a numeric feature vector. They worked on two different datasets to classify three families
and sub-families of Class A. The overall accuracy is more than 94%.
2.4

COMBINATION OF ALGORITHMS
Studies have predicted and classified the GPCRs, where different types of tools are

combined together to increase the efficiency for a large dataset or to lower the computational cost.
Mostly, it is observed that support vector machines with other tools are combined to get an
effective output. This section describes briefly about the tool that has been worked on.
Support vector machine (SVM) with different approaches
Karchin et al. (2002) has used a simple nearest neighbor approach (BLAST), Hidden
Markov Model (HMM) and support vector machines (SVMs) which is a group of statistical
algorithms for recognizing superfamilies and the small subfamilies of GPCRs that bind the same
ligand. The work is focused on comparing different methods with SVMs to observe which one is
better computationally. For the classification of GPCRs, the primary sequence information is used
which required the extension of the two-class problem to a k-class problem. Karchin et al. (2002)
have used the simplest approach to multi-class SVMs by training k one-to-rest classifiers. SVM is
computationally expensive but it has significantly less Minimum Error Point (MEP) than the other
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methods especially in the case for classifying subfamilies. It is also observed that the higher
classification with good approximation can be achieved using SVMtree method. The future work
is focused on classifying the subfamilies based on the suitable feature selection for the subfamilies
along with the biological knowledge of each subfamily’s transmembrane topology.
Yabuki et al. (2005) has described a system called GRIFFIN (G-Protein and Receptor
Interaction Feature Finding Instrument) which uses Support Vector Machines and Hidden Markov
Model to predict GPCR and G-Protein coupling selectivity along with a hierarchical SVM
classifier including the feature vectors to predict Class A GPCRs. For the other type of families
(Opsins, Ofactory subfamilies of Class A, Class B, Class C, frizzled and smoothened) HMM is
used. As BLAST and FASTA uses sequence similarity for predicting the protein, yet it is not clear
to predict GPCRs based on sequence similarity relationship. This system is unique as it uses
information from GPCR ligand information and GPCR sequence. SwissProt and TrEMBL
databases are used as both ligand and sequence information are present. In total, they have used
twenty-four features for ligands and GPCRs.
Another algorithm has been developed by [Liao, Ju, & Zou, 2016] which uses the features
from SVM-Prot [Y. H. Li et al., 2016] and Random forest algorithm to identify GPCRs from nonGPCRs with an accuracy of 91.61%.
Fast Fourier transform with support vector machine
Guo et al. (2006) introduced a fast Fourier transform based support vector machine method
to classify GPCRs and NRs based on the hydrophobicity of proteins. The three principal properties
of hydrophobicity represented by hydrophobicity model, electron-ion interaction potential model
and c-p-v model are used to transform the protein sequences into numerical sequences. Three
hydrophobicity scales were selected for the optimization as hydrophobicity can vary due to
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different experimental conditions, different organic solvents and computing approaches. The
dataset used for GPCRs is collected from GPCRDB containing 964 sequences for the final training
dataset and for NRs, final training dataset of 465 sequences was observed which is collected from
the NucleaRDB. For performance measurement Jackknife test is used as well as for prediction
quality, accuracy, total accuracy and Matthew’s correlation coefficient are evaluated. Higher
accuracy is achieved with the hydrophobicity scale than c-p-v or electron-ion interaction potential
model.
Feature selection with support vector machine
A three-layer classifier is proposed by Li et al. (2010) for GPCRs based on the combination
of SVM with feature selection method. The method holds high accuracy for classifying into
superfamily, family and subfamily of GPCRs. For accuracy measurement Jackknife crossvalidation test is used on two non-redundant datasets. Li et al. with 600 hundred features and then
used the maximum relevance minimum redundancy to pre-evaluate features and used genetic
algorithm is observed to find the optimized feature subset. For developing classification model
support vector machine is coupled with the feature selection method. Higher accuracy is observed
with the proposed method named GPCR-SVMFS than GPCR-CA and GPCRPred.
Genetic ensemble
Naveed and Khan (2012) introduces GPCR-MPredictor which predicts and classifies
GPCRs into five levels (family, sub-family, sub-sub-family, subtype) including the prediction. It
is an ensembled approach where k-nearest neighbor, support vector machine, probabilistic neural
networs, J48, Adaboost and Naives Bayes classifiers have been used. Amino acid composition,
pseudo amino acid composition and dipeptide composition these three features are used to predict
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and classify GPCRs. This ensembled approach has a higher accuracy than principal component
analysis (PCA) method in all the five levels.
2.5 ACCURACY AND SUMMARY
With different sets of algorithms and dataset, set of measurements have been taken to
identify the accuracy for predicting and classifying GPCRs. Cross-validation and Jackknife test
are the most commonly practiced methods along with sensitivity and specificity to measure the
performance of a predictive model. The following table shows the information of the accuracy
observed from different methods for a certain dataset.
Table 2.1: Summary of datasets, algorithms and accuracy measurements
Name
Covariantdiscriminant
[(Elrod &
Chou, 2002)]
Binary
topology
pattern
[(Inoue et al.,
2004)]
Bagging
classification
tree
[(Huang et
al., 2004)]
Fast Fourier
transform
[(Guo et al.,
2006)]
GPCRTree
[(Davies et
al., 2008)]

Dataset
(sequences)
GPCRDB:
167

Prediction/Classification

SwissPROT:
954
Mammalian
GPCRs: 811
Non-GPCRs:
17
GPCRDB:
8431

Ten groups

Sensitivity
Specificity
Success rate

Sub-families
Sub-sub-families

Cross validation

GPCRDB:
946 (GPCRs)

(Class A to Class E)

GPRDB:
8222

Class
Sub-family
Sub-sub-family

Accuracy
Total accuracy
Matthew’s
correlation
coefficient (MCC)
GPCR servers

Correlation between
GPCRs and amino acid
composition
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Accuracy
measurement
Re-substitution
test
Jackknife

Accuracy
Success rate
100%
100% for three
groups
>80% for four
groups
65.8% for NonGPCRs
91.1% for subfamily
82.4% for subsub-family
>94% accuracy
except for
Class C.
>92% MCC for
all the classes
97% for class
84% for subfamily
75% for subsub-family

SVM &
feature
selection
[(Z. Li et al.,
2010)]
SVM-Prot
features &
Random
forest

GPCR-CA:
730

Prediciton
Class (A-E)

Jackknife
Cross validation

98.22% for
prediction
96.99% for
class

Uniprot:
5026 GPCRs,
10386 nonGPCRs

Prediction

91.61%

Principal
component
analysis
(PCA)
[(Peng et al.,
2010)]

GPCRDB:
14026

Prediction
Family
Sub-family
Sub-sub-family
Subtype

Cross validation
Sensitivity
Specificity
Accuracy
Matthew’s
correlation
Jackknife

Family
specific
motifs
[(Cobanoglu
et al., 2011)]
GPCRMPredictor
[(Naveed &
Khan, 2012)]

GPCRDB:
4889

Class A subfamilies
(Amine, Peptide,
Rhodopsin, Prostanoid,
Olfactory)

Cross validation

GPCRDB
and PCA:
14026

Prediction
Family
Sub-family
Sub-sub-family
Subtype

Jackknife test
Sensitivity
Specificity
Matthew’s
correlation
F-measures

Structural
region
lengths
[(Sahin et al.,
2014)]
Statistical
encoding
method
[(Iqbal et al.,
2016)]

GPCRDB:
38525

Prediction
And GPCRDB
classifications

Cross validation

99.75% for
prediction
92.45% for
family
87.80% for
sub-family
83.57% for
sub-sub-family
96.17% for
subtype
97.3%

GPCRDB:
2925

Class (A-C)
Class A families:
Dopamine, Serotonin,
Chemokine

Cross validation

94-98%
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99.5% for
prediction
88.8% for
family
80.47% for
sub-family
80.3% for subsub-family
92.34% for
subtype
90.7% overall

Chapter 3: Compiled Datasets
3.1 GPCR & NON-GPCR DATASETS
The databases that are more likely being used to collect GPCR sequences are GPCRdb and
UniProt-KB/Swiss-Prot. We have initially used Swiss-Prot database as it clearly identifies the
selection of confirmed (reviewed) or predicted (unreviewed) protein sequences. If a particular
dataset contains predicted (unreviewed) proteins, some of the data might become obsolete over the
time period or be confirmed as another type of protein as well. Therefore, the collection of
confirmed GPCRs is done using the Swiss-Prot database.
There are 3129 full length and fragment sequences collected from all the families of
GPCRs. Following shows the number of sequences available in different families:
Table 3.1: The number of GPCR sequences collected for each family
Family name

Number of sequences

Number of

Full Length

Fragments

organisms

Rhodopsin (Class A)

2358

135

308

Secretin (Class B1)

113

0

37

Adhesion (Class B2)

91

1

11

Glutamate (Class C)

112

0

23

Fungal (Class D)

13

0

6

cAMP (Class E)

11

0

1

Frizzled (Class F)

79

6

12

Taste2 (Class T2R)

211

0

12

There are two types of non-GPCR dataset available in our database, non-transmembrane
non-GPCRs and the transmembrane proteins that are not GPCRs as well. It is very important to
have a diverse set of proteins as a negative test set to assess any prediction algorithms, currently
the dataset consists of 1331 non-transmembrane and 2244 transmembrane non-GPCRs.
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To understand the reasoning behind ligand binding and the function of different signaling
pathways of GPCRs, other model organisms (Langenhan et al., 2015) are often used. As most of
algorithms and tools are focusing on predicting or classifying GPCRs in human, here the predicted
GPCRs from Drosophila melanogaster (Fruitfly), Anopheles gambiae (Mosquito), Rhipicephalus
microplus (cattle tick) and their closely related organisms are incorporated in the database that are
collected from Swiss-Prot and other sources. The dataset is refined by only keeping the sequences
consisting of 6 to 8 helices and all the features are incorporated in the database.
UCLUST
This algorithm was introduced by Edgar (2010) which is clustering sequences based on the
similarities with a given identity threshold, T. UCLUST provides constructive results when protein
sequences are given T>~50% or for nucleotides T>~75%. Therefore, to check the homology in
our GPCR dataset, different threshold values from 50-90 have been used to identify the diversity
on all the full-length confirmed GPCR sequences which will be very useful for the users for
training and testing their algorithm with our given dataset. The following table shows the number
of clusters constructed with varied threshold values. It is observed that the number of clusters are
comparatively higher even with the less threshold value which shows the diversity of the dataset.
Table 3.2: Number of clusters using UCLUST with different identity threshold values
T=50%

T=60%

T=70%

Uniques: 2944

Uniques: 2944

Uniques: 2944

Singletons: 2912

Singletons: 2912

Singletons: 2912

Clusters: 677

Clusters: 910

Clusters: 1117

T=80%

T=90%

Uniques: 2944

Uniques: 2944

Singletons: 2912

Singletons: 2912

Clusters: 1418

Clusters: 1927
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3.2 CLASSIFICATION SYSTEM OF GPCRDB
This database is well known as a data source dedicated to collecting, analyzing, and
validating data on GPCRs as well as other useful structural and signaling pathway information.
The database dedicates a large part to provide information on experimental data to help researchers
explore and test their work. Since, we only collected the three lower levels (subfamily, subsubfamily and subtype) classification information from the database, the background on the
collection of the sequences is highlighted here.
Initially, GPCRdb [Horn et al. 1998], started with more than 800 sequences from the
SWISS-PROT database [Bairoch and Apweiler, 1997] to retrieve the best curated collection of
protein sequences. Then in three years [Horn et al., 2001] database collected more than 2000
sequences including fragments. By 2003, GPCRdb [Horn et al., 2003] had tripled the number of
sequences, collected from Swiss-Prot and its computer annotated supplement, TrEMBL. During
these three releases of the GPCRdb, the GPCRs were divided into five major classes with Class
A,B,C, Frizzled/Smoothened and Non-GPCRs [Inoue et al., 2004] with a varying number of minor
sub-families to be 151, then 222 and 283 respectively. Due to the absence of large number of
sequences that we have today, the functional sub-families of the classes were differently
categorized which are now mostly included in the sub-sub-family levels of the database.
To incorporate more information (e.g. structural, mutation, ligand-binding etc.) and
enhance the power of computational tools, GPCRdb [Vroling et al., 2011] incorporated more than
27,000 sequences which was collected from NCBI’s non-redundant (NR) protein sequence
database [Pruitt et al., 2007]. Initially the number of sequences were more than 80,000 which they
reduced by using a database of Hidden Markov Model. With this large number of data, the total
number of families including multiple sequence alignment (MSA) became 1270. Up to this stage
when web browsers were not introduced, users could only get data or alignments via an automated
emailing system.
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By 2015, family level classification also included Vomeronasal (VR1) and Taste 2
receptors as separate classes along with previously described Class A, B and C [Hu et al., 2017].
The Taste 2 receptors were included as a separate class/family as they have more similarity with
Class A receptors [Nordström et al,, 2011] that was previously recognized as a sub-family of
Frizzled. Around 2016, GPCRdb came up with an immense amount of changes with their web
services, analyzing tools and classification system with lesser experimental data than the last
release. The Vomeronasal as a family, and the olfactory receptors as a sub-family of Class A were
completely excluded, whereas they started more focusing on the ~350 non-olfactory receptors
found in human GPCRs [Munk et al., 2016] that have a major impact on the prescription drugs.
At this point, data is also easily downloadable using the Django web framework [Pándy-Szekeres
et al., 2018] and available for the 7 major families and 500 lower levels of classification.
The GPCR classification levels can be arranged into five levels among which the first two
levels represent the prediction of a protein as a GPCR and then categorizes them by using the
family level classification systems GRAFS, where Fungal pheromone (Class D) and cAMP (Class
E) receptors are not included. The family level classification system is further incorporating two
more classes, Taste 2 and Orphan receptors. Then the lower level of classifications such as level
3, 4 and 5 also known as sub-family, sub-sub-family and sub-type respectively. For these levels,
GPCRdb categorizes the proteins based on their ligand and receptor binding properties rather than
sequence homology, as a result few sub-families may have sequence similarity but are not
categorized in the same sub-family due to functional dissimilarity and vice versa [Karchin et. al,
2002]. Currently, there are more than 15,000 GPCR sequences in GPCRdb which comprises of
both reviewed and unreviewed (predicted data) sequences.
GPCRdb maintains a four-segment number system to define all the proteins based on every
unique family, sub-family, sub-subfamily and sub-types where they also include the UniProtKB
IDs as well. The sub-family is usually based on the endogenous ligand type, sub-sub-family
represents the receptor family followed by the sub-type. For example, if a protein has an GPCRdb
ID 001_001_003_009, it means starting from the left, the 001 indicates the family level which is
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Rhodopsin, 001_001 is the sub-family named Aminergic receptors, 001_001_003 is the sub-subfamily as Adrenoreceptors and the whole four-segment of 001_001_003_006 represents the subtype of 𝛼2C-adrenoreceptor. If the number is 001_001_003_009 then it represents everything as
same as the above example but the sub-type is 𝛽 3-adrenoreceptor. Following shows the number of
classification levels available in GPCRdb.
Table 3.3: Number of classification levels in GPCRdb
Level 2

Level 3

Level 4

Level 5

(Family)

(Sub-family)

(Sub-sub-family) (Sub-type)

001 – Rhodopsin

11

61

287

002 – Secretin

1

5

15

003 – Adhesion

1

9

33

004 – Glutamate

3

5

21

005 – Frizzled

1

1

11

006 – Taste 2

1

1

25

007 – Other GPCRs

1

1

6

It is observed that from the 3129 GPCRs that is available in our database, 2011 sequences
matched with GPCRdb, and as all the sequences have the lower level classifications, our database
accommodates classification information on those 2011 sequences. The next section discusses
about the sequences that matched and the ones that didn’t.
3.3 COMPARISON OF GPCRDB AND GPCR-PENDB
GPCRdb incorporates a large number of predicted data and their corresponding
information that focuses on the structure, G proteins, ligands and mutants etc. All the sequences
contain the information on their genes, functions and receptors for the data as well. Although our
database, GPCR_PEnDB contains much less sequences than GPCRdb, the reason that only ~64%
(Table 3.5) data matched with the database is because GPCRdb does not incorporate any reviewed
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or unreviewed GPCR sequences if they are missing any information about gene, function, receptor
or ligand, which would also result in a missing information to create a four segment number code
it uses. Following table shows the number of sequences present for each Class/family in the
database and how many of them matches with GPCRdb.
Table 3.4: The number of sequences that are found in GPCRdb and GPCR-PEnDB
Class ID

Class

Number of sequences
GPCRdb

GPCR-PEnDB

Number of
Matches

(Reviewed GPCRs from
Swiss-Prot)
001

Class

A 11732

2493

1551

850

113

69

544

91

81

969

112

83

47

85

46

(Rhodopsin)
002

Class B1
(Secretin)

003

Class B2
(Adhesion)

004

Class C
(Glutamate)

005

Class F
(Frizzled)

006

Taste2R

610

211

175

007

Other GPCRs

9

4

4

The Class A (Rhodopsin-like) is the largest family of GPCRs, where some of the major
sub-families or sub-sub-families like olfactory/odorant, some of the opsins, vomeronasal,
tyramine, several octopamine and viral G protein-coupled receptors are not present in GPCRdb.
All the GPCRs have the location of the seven transmembrane helices according to
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UniprotKB/Swiss-Prot, some of the receptors like Ryamide, RPE-Retinal, QRFP-like peptide,
Pyrokinin-1 receptor are also predicted by TMHMM 2.0 as well with seven transmembrane
helices. We have at least one sequence from all the sub-types from Class A that are available in
GPCRdb and a list of names for all the sub-families that are present in either GPCRdb or GPCRPEnDB or both are shown. In Class B1 (Secretin) some of the major sub-families like Calcitonin,
Glucagon, different hormone receptors are present in both, whereas some of the Calcitonin
receptors are not present in GPCRdb along with Methuselah and different Latrophilin receptors.
For Class B2, several types of Adhesion G protein coupled-receptors are present, whereas some of
the receptors are only available in GPCRdb for human or other species but not for rat, mouse or
dog. As GPCRdb contains the unreviewed proteins, some of them became obsolete according to
Swiss-Prot as well. For Class C, Taste 1 receptor is present in both databases, whereas some of the
groups of Metabotropic glutamate receptors are present in both but some are missing in GPCRdb.
For Class F (Frizzled) and Class T2R, GPCRdb has less sequences than our database, as the
function (ligand, receptor binding etc.) of those proteins yet to be confirmed. There are also some
groups where GPCR-PEnDB has sequences from both rat and mouse but GPCRdb has from only
one organism. The complete list of receptors that are present in both databases and missing in one
another is shown in the Appendix M.
It is observed that GPCRdb has only 9 sequences in the family 007 (Other GPCRs/Orphan
GPCRs), out of which one of them belongs to Class A (Rhodopsin), also known as a putative
olfactory receptor and three of them belongs to Class B1 (Secretin) also known as GPR157. These
proteins have sequence similarities with multiple classes and that is why they are categorized as
Orphan receptors. Therefore, a separate class is created for these types of proteins which shares
similarities with more than one family.
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3.4 DATA COLLECTION METHODS
This section describes the methods that are used to collect the protein sequences for both
GPCRs and Non-GPCRs. Then it also discusses how the lower level classification is obtained from
the GPCRdb.
3.4.1 Collection of the GPCRs and Non-GPCRs
In the UniProtKB/Swiss-Prot database, instead of searching for “G protein-coupled
receptors”, the advanced search option was used where user can search for a specific type of
protein family. At first we followed the IUPHAR classification system to find the six
families/classes of GPCRs and then extended the search to look for another family of GPCRs that
is not used in the classification system called Taste2 receptors. This family has the second largest
number of confirmed GPCRs after the Rhodopsin family.
The first five protein families, Rhodopsin, Secretin/Adhesion, Glutamate, Fungal and
cAMP receptors can be searched in the Swiss-Prot database using the assigned family numbers
1,2,3,4 and 5 respectively. To get the sixth family, Frizzled, the search used was “G-protein
coupled receptor fz smo family” and all the family datasets were downloaded separately and then
merged. Then by using “Taste2 receptors and G protein coupled receptors”, the protein sequences
are collected and carefully analyzed to only get the confirmed Taste2 receptors.
For the non-GPCRs, all the protein sequences are collected from Swiss-Prot and run
through CDHIT with the threshold set at 0.50 which resulted in a more diverse set of proteins as
CDHIT clears out the sequences with greater than or equal to 50% sequence identity. After
collecting and parsing the data (Appendix B) all the non-transmembrane non-GPCRs sequences,
it is checked using the property “transmembrane” in Swiss-Prot where it shows if a protein has
any transmembrane helices or not. For the transmembrane specific non-GPCRs, it is observed the
number of transmembrane helices vary from 1 to 24, including a total of 137 proteins that have 7
transmembrane helices but do not have the same functions as GPCRs.
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3.4.2. Collection of families from GPCRdb
To get the lower level classification information on all the proteins that are available in
GPCRdb and then sorting these with our existing confirmed GPCR dataset, several steps were
followed. At first, collecting the names of all the families available, and then find their
corresponding list of sub-families, sub-sub-families and sub-types. Following shows how the
names of the classes and sub-families are displayed in GPCRdb, that can be downloaded and then
parsed.

Figure 3.1: GPCRdb family IDs and names
After parsing and organizing the four-segment numbers and their corresponding names
the following number of classification levels are found for each family (Appendix A).
Then using the IDs for the family level (e.g. 001) the files were downloaded and parsed to
get the UniProt IDs and the corresponding four segments numbers from the following format.
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Figure 3.2: GPCRdb format for available sequences
In this way all the sequences from GPCRdb are collected and then it was compared using
the Uniprot IDs with our dataset to check which of the GPCR sequences match and then organized
like the following table for the all the classes individually to analyze and then later upload it in the
database.

Table 3.5: Example of the file created with the lower level classification for each class
Sub-subID

Sub-type ID

Sub-type name

family ID

Sub-Sub-family name

5-HT<sub>1B</sub>
P35404

001_001_001_002

receptor

001_001_001_002

receptor

001_001_001

001_001_001_002

receptor

001_001_001

001_001_001_002

receptor

001_001_001

001_001_001_002

receptor

Family

Aminergic

Class

receptors

receptors

(Rhodopsin)

Aminergic

Class

receptors

(Rhodopsin)

Aminergic

Class

receptors

(Rhodopsin)

Aminergic

Class

receptors

(Rhodopsin)

Aminergic

Class

receptors

(Rhodopsin)

001_001

receptors

001_001

receptors

001_001

5-Hydroxytryptamine
001_001_001

5-HT<sub>1B</sub>
O08892

name

5-Hydroxytryptamine

5-HT<sub>1B</sub>
P79250

family

5-Hydroxytryptamine

5-HT<sub>1B</sub>
P28564

Sub-family

5-Hydroxytryptamine

5-HT<sub>1B</sub>
P60020

Sub-

receptors

001_001

5-Hydroxytryptamine
001_001_001
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receptors

001_001

A

A

A

A

A

5-HT<sub>1B</sub>
P49144

001_001_001_002

receptor

5-Hydroxytryptamine
001_001_001

5-HT<sub>1B</sub>
P46636

001_001_001_002

receptor

receptors

001_001

5-Hydroxytryptamine
001_001_001
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receptors

001_001

Aminergic

Class

A

receptors

(Rhodopsin)

Aminergic

Class

receptors

(Rhodopsin)

A

Chapter 4: GPCR-PEnDB
This chapter focuses on the contents of the GPCR-PEnDB and how the connection is
established between the relational database and the web-server. GPCR-PEnDB relational database
contains the features, family classification, source organisms and the functions of GPCRs and nonGPCRs. These data can be accessed, analyzed and used in various forms. There are several options
available in the web-server that allows user to observe and collect data on one particular type of
protein to a variety of protein groups. GPCR-PEnDB focuses on providing users a constructive
training and testing dataset for studying the efficiency of computational algorithms. This setup
also links the proteins to their corresponding UniProtKB protein description pages as well as the
3D structures that are available in the RCSB PDB (Protein Databank). Also, users can download
the result in both CSV format and the Fasta sequences using the similarity tool CD- HIT.

Figure 4.1: The architecture of GPCR-PEnDB
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4.1 GPCR-PENDB DATABASE
GPCR-PEnDB is a relational database where data can be accessed in many ways without
reorganizing the tables that contain information about each protein starting from a general
overview (e.g. name, id, gene), then different levels of classification, source organisms and protein
features. In order to easily access information on both the positive and negative datasets we have
created seven tables, namely Protein, Organism, AA_Dipeptide, TMHMM_Length, IUPHAR,
GRAFS and LL_classification. The entity relationship diagram is shown in Figure 4.2.

Figure 4.2: Entity Relationship Diagram
The Protein table (Primary key: Protein_ID) is the parent table containing the sequence ids,
protein names, entry names, lengths of each sequence (in terms of number of amino acid residues),
the amino acid percentages and the indicator distinguishing GPCRs from non-GPCRs. The ID
number, entry, protein and gene names are collected or followed as it is in the Swiss-Prot database
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by downloading its spreadsheet and after re-arranging it, the field “Protein_type” is added
manually where GPCRs, GPCR fragments, transmembrane specific non-GPCRs and nontransmembrane GPCRs are labeled as CG, CGF, CNT and CN respectively, whereas for the
predicted sequences based on the type of the protein it can be either PG (Predicted GPCR) or PN
(Predicted Non-GPCR). The PDB IDs are also included in a separated field for only the GPCR
structures available in RCSB PDB. The amino acid percentages are calculated using a python script
(Appendix B) and three other different IDs (foreign keys) have been assigned to the protein
sequences based on the GRAFS and IUPHAR systems along with the IDs assigned for the
organism types. These allow the proteins to connect with the GRAFS, IUPHAR and Organism
tables respectively using the foreign keys defined in the table as GRAFS_ID, IUPHAR_ID,
Organism_ID. For simplicity, the Protein_ID is used as the foreign key in the tables containing
amino acid, dipeptide percentages and predicted regional length by TMHMM. As the Protein table
contains 32 fields, it is very important to specify all the fields while adding new data even if the
fields are not applicable. In this case, we have used a hyphen ‘-’ to indicate a non-applicable or an
unknown field.
In the Organism table (Primary key: Organism_ID), all the entities have their scientific
names and common names along with an identification number. For bacteria and viruses, serotype
and strain information are also included. An additional column named “Frequency” has the counts
of the sequences available in the dataset for each type of organism. The Organism IDs are assigned
using a python code (Appendix C). With this structure, user can construct datasets that focus on a
set of specified organisms.
The GRAFS and the IUPHAR tables (Primary keys: GRAFS_ID, IUPHAR_ID) have the
same structure with two columns. The first column contains the IDs and the second column has
the family names (also known as level 2 classification) of the classification system as shown in
Table I. As the further level classification information is not available for all the proteins, it has
been kept separated in the LL_Class table. In this table the primary key is the Uniprot IDs of the
GPCRs and three fields indicating the protein functions based on their lower level classification.
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The fields are sub-family, sub-sub-family and sub-type that are also known as the level 3, level 4
and level 5 classification respectively.
The AA_Dipeptide table (Primary key: Protein_ID) contains amino acid and dipeptide
percentages calculated using python scripts (Appendix D and E). It has 423 columns, with the first
one containing the protein name. The next 20 columns give the percentages of the common types
of amino acids (represented as A, C, D,…,W, Y) and one more column for all other unidentified
amino acids found in the sequences. These are followed by the percentages of the 400 dipeptides
(AA, AC, AD, …., YW, YY) plus one column for all unidentified dipeptides.
GPCR structural features that include the number of transmembrane helices and their
lengths, the lengths of the N- and C-termini, as well as the inside and outside loop lengths are
important characteristics for prediction and classification. As from a recent study it is found that
only 105 unique GPCR structures are available in PDB [Bernal et al., 2000], we decided to use the
hidden Markov model based transmembrane helix prediction tool TMHMM2.0 [Sonnhammer et
al., 1998] to estimate of the lengths of the structural regions for the GPCR dataset and generated
the TMHMM_Length table (Primary key: Protein_ID). The tool is installed locally and the output
is parsed using a python script (Appendix F) where all the lengths of different regions are parsed
and kept in separated columns. This table contains the predicted lengths of N- and C-termini, seven
transmembrane helices, three inside and three outside loops for the GPCRs whenever the
estimation is possible.
The GPCR-PEnDB database resides on apps02.bioinformatics.utep.edu which is a Dell
PowerEdge R430 rack server that uses dual Intel Xeon E5-2620 processors (6 cores at 2.4GHz for
each processor) and has two 16Gb DIMM memory modules. The server utilizes the CentOS 7
operating system, a Red Hat Enterprise Linux derivative, and is part of the Bioinformatics Network
at UTEP. The physical server is located within the Research and Academic Data Center. The
database is built in MySQL Version 14.14 Distribution 5.6.37, for Linux(x86_64) using EditLine
wrapper.
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4.2 GPCR-PENDB WEB-SERVER
Our team has developed the GPCR-Prediction Ensemble (GPCR-PEn) pipeline
http://gpcr.utep.edu/ where the algorithms that are available with source codes are incorporated to
make an ensemble approach. Currently we have BLAST, Pfam, GPCRPred and GPCRTm
incorporated where user can use one or multiple fasta sequences and get a result predicted by the
combination of selected algorithms.

Figure 4.3: GPCR-PEn interface
Within GPCR-PEn, a web interface for the GPCR-PEnDB is implemented in the web.py
framework 0.37 version, has been made publicly accessible at http://gpcr.utep.edu/database. This
web server (Appendix H) allows users to generate MySQL queries conveniently by specifying
different input search parameters. Two search options are available. The quick search allows users
to specify only one conditional clause (MySQL clause name: WHERE) from only a single table.
The output will display information from all the tables for those proteins satisfying the search
condition. Following Figure 4.4 shows the options available for the quick search, these options
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will pull up information from the database and will display the result in a table. Then the saved
inputs are used twice, one for writing the results in a file in CSV format and to assemble the protein
sequences in a separate file in fasta format. Links are given to download both type files. For the
fasta file, we have also provided the ability to use the CD-HIT tool (Appendix I), so that users can
either download all the sequences or cluster similar sequences using a similarity threshold value
between 0.65 and 1.0.
For example, if a user wants to explore all the human data available in the database
including GPCRs and non-GPCRs, in the first field if the user specifies the name of the organism
and select the Organisms field from the drop down menu, it will display all the data available in a
table, where user can download the table to get the information about the proteins, their functions,
amino acid percentages, TMHMM predicted regional lengths, classification as well as, can only
download the FASTA sequences for those particular proteins.

Figure 4.4: Quick search options available in the web-server
In the advanced search, multiple conditional clauses can be specified by the user to generate
the query. The search options cover almost all the fields of the database, which makes the webserver efficient to collect any amount of data based on any criteria or selection. The interface is
designed in such a way that users who are particularly interested just to look for a set a of proteins
from a biological aspect can also make quick or filtered searches as well. Users can either look for
a specific group of organisms, sequences that hold a certain amount or type of amino acid residues,
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classification-based search or even creating an own combination of choice. As a simple example
if users want to download the sequences without the presence of any special characters, they can
specify “Others = 0” (count of special character is zero), in the “Amino Acid percentage” field,
that will only display the complete sequences without any special characters.
We have used scripts in python (Appendix I) to save and use the inputs specified by the
user and convert it into an SQL query (Appendix J) to accumulate the results from the database
and show it in the result page (Appendix K) of the webserver in a tabular format.
As mentioned before, if a user uses Quick search, it pulls up all the sequences based on
only one condition (e.g. Organism name human) but if users want to create an intricated query
such as looking for Aminergic receptors in human and rat where the lengths of the sequences are
greater than 500 amino acid residue just to compare these two organisms’ Aminergic receptor
properties.

Figure 4.5: Creating an advanced search query
The above set up of advanced searches covers a wide range of queries that can be generated
for retrieving data from a database even without having prior knowledge about the programming
language or the schema that has been used. This web-server is designed in a such a way where
users can specify any set of fields based on their preference stored as inputs and the SQL query
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will be generated in the back end that displays the resulting query and provides options to save the
data according to the users specifications.
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Chapter 5: Searching GPCR-PEnDB
5.1 MYSQL QUERY TO GPCR-PENDB
We have gathered the general information (e.g. protein name, gene name, sequence) for
each protein as well as the common features like amino acid and dipeptide counts and percentages,
the five-level classification for the available GPCRs and the length of different regions using
TMHMM 2.0. We encountered some problems with the TMHMM estimation where the predicted
number of helices in a GPCR differed from seven. As TMHMM is a prediction tool, some of the
confirmed GPCRs got predicted with 6 or 8 transmembrane helices, so we kept them separate, and
provided the regional lengths only for the GPCRs that were predicted with 7 transmembrane
helices. Ideally, these structural features should be obtained from the actual 3D structures
deposited in structural database like PDB (Protein Data Bank) [Berman et al., 2000].
Having the searchable database GPCR-PEnDB enables us to generate MySQL queries
consisting of various clauses that not only involve joining multiple tables but grouping the results
based on a numeric range. The following figure contains a query that search for all the GPCRs
with ‘Class A’ IUPHAR classification, >10% serine in amino acid composition, and >300 in Cterminal length. The search result, as shown in Table 5.1, also displays the UniProt Protein ID,
sequence length, and the source organism.

Figure 5.1: Example of a MySQL query to GPCR-PEnDB
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Table 5.1: Output table of the query asking for GPCRs in Class A with >10% serine and C-terminal
length > 300.
Protein_ID

Serine(S) %

Length

C_term

Common name

Q9W534

10.91

670

305

Fruit fly

Q6NV75

10.18

609

311

Human

Q86SP6

12.31

731

367

Human

Q8K0Z9

10.30

631

333

Mouse

Q9DDD1

12.31

723

357

Chicken

Q924Y8

11.92

730

368

Rat

One other important advantage of the MySQL database is that it allows us to add new
sequence collections (e.g., the collection of predicted but unconfirmed GPCRs as mentioned
above) easily. Furthermore, we can regularly update the sequence collection so that users can
access the most current information.
5.2 SEARCH VIA GPCR-PENDB WEB-SERVER
The web interface (Figure 5.2) is designed to provide the flexibility for users to obtain
information from various entities without constructing MySQL queries. One can assemble
different queries and narrow down the search to accumulate details about the entities of interest by
entering or selecting parameters on the webpage. Each resulting protein ID is linked to the
UniprotKB database for the user to find more detailed information about the protein. The user can
also specify whether the display should include detailed information of amino acid percentages or
the structural region lengths estimated by TMHMM. From resulting page, users can compile and
download the results in both CSV and FASTA formats. The FASTA formatted download can be
done with or without using the clustering tool CD-HIT that provides non-redundant representative
sequences as output. This allows user to keep the fasta sequences separated from the sequence
derived features so that other features can be generated and used if needed.
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Figure 5.2: Web-interface of GPCR-PEnDB
For example, if we use the advanced search option to look for GPCR sequences with
lengths greater than 3000, the result (see Figure 5.3) shows that there are 10 confirmed GPCR
sequences, from different organisms such as human, mouse, rat, fruitfly and zebra fish. All these
sequences belong to Class B (Secretin-like/Adhesion-like family). This tells us that GPCRs from
other families do not exceed 3000 in length. Also, if we choose the option to display the available
TMHMM predicted regional lengths, we can see that the N-terminals are much longer (~2400 to
~5900) than the C-terminals (~150 to ~300) in these long Class B GPCRs.
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Figure 5.3: Resulting page showing the GPCR sequences with >3000 length.
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Chapter 6: Assessment of existing webservers
Using the entire GPCR-PEnDB dataset, an assessment is performed on several webservers
that are available online. At first it was done on predicting a GPCR and distinguishing a non-GPCR
from the given dataset, the transmembrane non-GPCRs are also kept separated from the nontransmembrane non-GPCRs in order to analyze the false positive rates separately. Then for the
webservers that can predict other levels of classification, it was done using the true positive
GPCRs. As Classes A, B and C are larger families than the rest, we analyzed only using these
classes for the family level. The following statistical measures are used to conduct the assessment:

Accuracy =

True Positive + True Negative
Total

Sensitivity =

True Positive
True Positive + False Negative

Specificity =

True Negative
True Negative + False Positive

Positive Predictive Value, PPV =
Negative Predictive Value, NPV =
False Positive Rate, FPR =

True Positive
True Positive + False Positive
True Negative
True Negative + False Negative

False Positive
False Positive + True Negative

The assessment was challenging due to the requirements of the input data for each webserver and also parsing the result from the downloadable files or the resulting html page. Some of
them only allows to input one sequence at a time or cannot perform when a special character (not
representing the usual amino acids) are present in a sequence. The following section focuses on
the whole process of the assessment done on each of the webservers.
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GPCR-CA
This web-server (Xiao et al., 2009) is based on a cellular automaton (CA) approach
described by Wolfram (1984) where the CA images are used for the complicated and long protein
sequences to observe the distinctive pattern features even without the presence of significant
homology. At first the 20 amino acids are coded in Binary digits (e.g. Proline, P = 00001; Arginine,
R = 00110 etc.) based on the model that uses similarity and complementary rule along with
recognition and information theory. For a given protein sequence and based on the amino acid
residues organized using five-digit binary numbers, the grids are filled with the colors white and
black if the binary digit for a position is 0 or 1 respectively. For each protein sequences this
procedure creates narrow ribbons filled with black and white colors that can be further analyzed
to recognize the textural patterns among the given set of data. To optimize and extract the features
from these patterns, gray level co-occurrence matrix (GLCM) is used from which four distinct
features are selected, namely angular second moment, contrast, inverse different moment and
entropy. These four features are then added as components in the Pseudo amino acid composition
(Chou, 2001) and by using the Covariant Discriminant algorithm the prediction is completed. This
web-server can predict and classify GPCRs up to the family level. The families include Class A,
B, C, D, E and F. This web-server only allows one sequence at a time as an input, therefore, a
Python module, “Mechanize” is used that allows user to programmatically automate and parse data
by filling the forms in the HTML page. Following Figure 6.1 shows the output page for a given
input from which the input is parsed (Appendix L) for every protein query.
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Figure 6.1: GPCR-CA html page source for a given input
The overall accuracy for predicting a GPCR and a non-GPCR for this web-server is 88.68% is
because of the false positive rate for transmembrane proteins is 27.92%, whereas the server
performs well classifying the GPCR families with an accuracy of 91.30%.
PCA-GPCR
This web-server [Peng et al., 2010] uses principal component analysis (PCA) to reduce the
high dimensionality of the data by converting a set of observations of correlated variables to a set
of uncorrelated variables named principal components. Here several physiochemical properties are
used as feature variables along with some autocorrelation descriptors which led the number of
variables to be 1497. PCA is used for the dimensionality reduction and an intimate sorting
algorithm is used afterwards to predict different classes of GPCRs.
For a given data matrix, X = (X1 , X 2 , … … Xp ) with m number of feature variables where
𝑋𝑖 is the column vector where i = 1, 2, … … , n denoting all the protein sequences. Using the mean
and variance of 𝑋𝑖 the data is standardized as follows
X i − Xi
Yi =
where i = 1,2, . . . , p
√Var(X i )
Then the covariance matrix, Cov(Y) is determined by computing
1
Cov(Y) =
YTY
𝑛−1
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Then by calculating the eigenvalues (𝜆1 ≥ 𝜆2 ≥ ⋯ ≥ 𝜆𝑝 ) and the eigenvectors
(𝐸1 , 𝐸2 , … , 𝐸𝑝 ) for the covariance matrix Cov(Y) the construction of the principal components is
done where only a first number of m uncorrelated PCs are used where m ≤ p representing the
protein sequences.

𝑝

𝑃𝐶 (𝑖 ) = ∑ 𝐸𝑖,𝑗 𝑌𝑗 where i = 1,2, … , p
𝑗=1

The principal components obtained from a given set of data are then trained by the intimate
sorting algorithm where based on the similarity score a query protein is grouped with the trained
data. Given a set of N training proteins 𝑃𝑖 (𝑖 = 1,2, … , 𝑁) with a 𝜆 dimension of feature vector, for
a given query protein with the same number of feature variables the similarity score is calculated
by the following
ϕ(P, Pi ) =

P ∙ Pi
where i = 1,2, … , N
‖P‖‖Pi ‖

Also, P ∙ Pi = ∑λj=1 pj pi,j , ‖P‖ = √∑λj=1 p2j and ‖Pi ‖ = √∑λj=1 p2i,j
Here, the similarity score, ϕ(P, Pi ) for a query protein varies from -1 to 1, where the higher
score results a query protein being grouped in a class based on the training data. Also, the highest
accuracy is achieved in this study when the number of PCs is chosen to be 32.
As PCA-GPCR is created in 2010 and follows the hierarchical structure provided by the
GPCRdb which at that time divided GPCRs into five main classes, namely Rhodopsin (Class A),
Secretin (Class B), Glutamate (Class C), Vomeronasal and Taste 2 receptors. Therefore, this webserver can classify only those classes and some of the sub-families, sub-sub-families and sub-types
of Class A GPCRs. This web-server had an overall low performance due to it being a legacy
program that followed a different set of proteins and their classification system. Although it had a
higher Sensitivity (99.62%) than any other ones on the assessment.
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SVM-PROT
This web-based software [Y. H. Li et al., 2016] uses support vector machine (SVM), a
supervised learning algorithm where the data is labeled and trained for identifying an optimal
hyperplane or multiple hyperplanes in order to classify the new (testing data). A hyperplane is a
line that separates samples and groups them based on their properties or feature variables. Then
margins are used to define the minimal distance for a sample from the hyperplane that can be used
to minimize the complexity for separating the classes from each other. The samples on the margins
are known as the support vectors that helps to determine the safe distance from which the classes
can be separated. In a two-dimensional space, it is easier to separate two classes using the
hyperplane and margins on both sides if the samples from the two classes are very distinct from
each other. But for a complicated set of data, where it is not easily separable, more dimensions
(e.g. z-axis for three-dimension) can be added for separating the classes. For example, when z-axis
is needed to separate the classes, the distance of the data points is calculated from the z-origin and
mapped back to get the boundary for separating the classes. This method of solving a non-linear
problem using a linear classifier is known as the kernel.
The feature vector consists of the physicochemical properties generated from the protein
sequences. The properties include amino acid composition, hydrophobicity, normalized Van der
Waals volume, polarity, polarizability, charge, surface tension, secondary structure and solvent
accessibility for the residues of a sequence. Then three global descriptors are used to describe these
properties where the percentage of amino acids, counts of transition from one amino acid to the
other and amino acid percentages in the 25, 50, 75 and 100% of the sequence length are measured.
For constructing the hyperplane, the feature vector for each sequence is used to find the
vector normal to the hyperplane (w) and minimizing that vector (Euclidean norm of w, ‖w‖2 ) by
using another variable (b) that satisfies the following two conditions where yi is the group index
and |𝑏|⁄‖𝑤‖ represents the perpendicular distance from the hyperplane to the origin.
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w ∙ xi + b ≥ +1, for yi = +1 (positive) Group 1
w ∙ xi + b ≤ −1, for yi = −1 (negative) Group 2
The sign after determining [w ∙ x + b] classifies the given vector x. This procedure is used
for linearly separating two classes. For non-linearly separable classes, SVM-PROT uses a high
dimensional space for mapping all the input variables using a Gaussian kernel function and a
Lagrangian expression.
Gaussian kernel, K(xi , xj ) = 𝑒 −‖xj −xi ‖

2

⁄2𝜎 2

1

Lagrangian: ∑𝑙𝑖=1 𝛼𝑖 − ∑𝑙𝑖=1 ∑𝑙𝑗=1 𝛼𝑖 𝛼𝑗 𝑦𝑖 𝑦𝑗 K(xi , xj ) where 𝛼𝑖 ≥ 0 𝑎𝑛𝑑 ∑𝑙𝑖=1 𝛼𝑖 𝑦𝑖 = 0
2

Here, 𝑙 is the number of training samples, 𝛼 is a vector of 𝑙 variables and each training
sample (xi , yi ) is represented by 𝛼𝑖 .
By maximizing the Lagrangian expression 𝛼𝑖0 and b are determined for applying them in
the following decision function that places the input variable in the high dimensional feature
space whether it belongs to a positive or a negative group.
f(x) = sign(∑li=1 α0i yi K(xi , xj ) + b)
SVM-PROT was published in 2003 and now it covers a wide range of protein families
(192) that can be predicted and not only limited to predicting GPCRs also defining the molecular
and biological function using the machine learning method. The program only allows input
sequences of the length starting from 50 to 5000 amino acids. If a large dataset is given where at
least one of the sequences has a special/unidentified amino acid, it pauses for the entire dataset and
is unable to produce the output file. Keeping that in mind, the number of sequences from our
original dataset is reduced to 3063 GPCRs (including fragments), 1315 non-GPCRs and 2219
transmembrane non-GPCRs.
The complete dataset is separated for GPCRs, transmembrane non-GPCRs and nonGPCRs to save time for getting the output files. The output file is in .xls format that provides ID,
Length and three functions namely, Molecular function with probability (in percentage),
Biological process and Broadly defined function. Sometimes the output files do not follow the
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pattern of having all the three functions or even not having any, so each possible case has been
considered in the script. At first, the strategy to parse the output for the GPCR dataset is discussed.
To get the prediction result, the molecular function needs to be parsed along with the
probabilities for each protein. As it is a general protein family prediction web-server, the top
predicted families with a higher probability for a confirmed GPCR can be found as either “G
protein coupled receptors” or “7 transmembrane receptor (rhodopsin family)” with a value higher
than 90%. Therefore, the cut-off value is set to be greater than or equal to 90% to consider a protein
predicted as a GPCR.
Generally, if it is not predicted as a GPCR, the top hit or probability is usually 58.6%.
Figure 6.2 (left) shows an example that is considered in this assessment as a GPCR and the figure
6.2 (right) is considered as a predicted non-GPCR. After looking at the file in the excel sheet, the
script is written in such a way where it considers the first top three hits and their corresponding
probabilities.

Figure 6.2: Examples of output from SVM-PROT
Also, it is observed that this web-server can only classify the GPCR families Class A, B
and C. Therefore, the hits that start with “7 transmembrane receptor” are also parsed carefully to
get the family level prediction result. For the non-GPCRs some of the proteins got predicted with
no molecular function or probabilities, in those cases the proteins are still considered as non60

GPCRs as this web-server is a general protein prediction tool. After parsing the data another script
is used to compare the results with our dataset and the statistical calculations are done using
Microsoft excel.
Although it is not an exclusive web-server for predicting only GPCRs, the web-server is
very efficient for prediction of a GPCR with an accuracy, sensitivity and specificity being higher
than 95% and the false positive value is also very low (5.67%). For family level classification, the
predicted output is measured only for Class A, B and C resulting a 95.05% accuracy.
Table 6.1: Assessment on the available web-servers (Part I)
PCA-GPCR

GPCR-CA

SVM-PROT

Accuracy

72.90

88.68

96.57

Sensitivity

99.62

96.38

96.57

Specificity

51.60

81.97

96.56

Positive Predicted Value

62.14

82.44

95.77

Negative Predicted Value

99.42

96.27

97.22

False Positive Value-TM

70.64

27.92

5.76

-

91.30

95.05

Family Level Accuracy

The above Table 6.1 shows the statistical measures (in percentage) calculated using the
web-servers that are available online from which PCA-GPCR can only predict GPCRs and GPCRCA can predict and classify GPCRs to six families (excluding Taste 2 receptors). SVM-PROT is
a web-based software that is used to predict and classify protein families and out-performed than
the other GPCR predicting web-servers as it is trained using a wide range of protein families.
The following three web-servers are also available online but we have locally installed and
implemented them in our GPCR-PEn pipeline to obtain a well-formatted result table and calculate
the statistical measures for observing their strengths and weaknesses individually as well as from
generating an ensemble approach.
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GPCR-Pred
This web-server [Bhasin & Raghava, 2004] also uses support vector machine (SVM) based
algorithm in a three-step strategy where the fixed-length feature vector is obtained from the
dipeptide compositions of the protein sequences. SVM_light [Joachims, 1998] software package
is implemented in this server where number of parameters and built-in kernel functions can be
specified and used.
GPCR-Pred can predict the five families of GPCRs except Frizzled (Class F) and only the
list of sub-families of Class A collected from GPCRdb. This SVM based module has been
developed using 778 GPCRs and 2524 non-GPCRs. As this web-server is created in 2004, the subfamilies of Class A do not match with the latest classification system of GPCRdb. In the webserver the output cannot be downloaded and only displayed in a resulting HTML page. Therefore,
to display and save the result for multiple sequences, the local version of GPCRPred is used in our
pipeline. A function is created in the GPCR-PEn pipeline that searches for the word “Class” or
“Subfamily” to parse the result for each sequence from a given fasta formatted file of multiple
sequences.

Figure 6.3: Output table of GPCRPred in the GPCR-PEn pipeline
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The output table only shows the proteins that got predicted as GPCRs, for the non-GPCRs
no output is shown, so for the non-GPCRs that is not displayed or in the table, are considered as
non-GPCRs for the statistical calculations. The accuracy is found to be less than 90% and the
reason behind that is the false positive rate using the transmembrane non-GPCRs gave
comparatively a very high (36.83%) value.
Pfam
Profile hidden Markov models (HMM) are probabilistic models and here it is applied in
the multiple sequence alignment to identify the position specific conserved amino acids in the
sequences to enclose the evolutionary changes that has occurred [Finn et al., 2016]. Initially from
the multiple sequence alignments, the insertion/deletion of amino acid residues are modelled which
leads to estimate the frequency of the amino acids at each position and observing the transitions
of the amino acids for each specific position from the alignments for creating the profile HMM.
Then this profile is used to find addition matching family members from the reference proteome
database that qualifies the insertion threshold value.
This is a general protein prediction tool that is not only exclusive for predicting GPCRs.
Therefore, the name of the families of GPCRs have different notations (Table 6.2) than the
traditional manner. For convenience and interpreting the names used in Pfam, it is also used locally
from our pipeline where a list of names has been collected to accurately get the prediction accuracy
for the given set of data. This web-server can predict the classes A, B, C, E, F and Taste2 receptors,
also five sub-families of Class A like olfactory and chemoreceptors etc.
Table 6.2: The Pfam notations for different classes of GPCRs
Pfam notations
Receptor name
Class (Family)
7tm_1
Rhodopsin
Class A
7tm_4
V1R
7tm_2
7tm_3
Dicty_CAR

Olfactory
Vomeronasal 1
Secretin
Metabotropic glutamate
cAMP
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Class B
Class C
Class E

Frizzled
TAS2R

Frizzled
Taste 2

Class F
Class T2R

The overall performance of Pfam is very good except the Sensitivity is lower compared to
the other web-servers, but this web-server gave the best false positive value which is 0.45%.
GPCR-TM
The local version of TMHMM 2.0 [Sonnhammer et al., 1998] has been implemented in our
pipeline as GPCR-TM that predicts a transmembrane protein using Hidden Markov model (HMM)
and constructing a model considering the residues from different regions of a protein structure.
The core and caps of the transmembrane helices along with the loops are the three main locations
that is used to build the model. The cytoplasmic and non-cytoplasmic sides of a protein carry
different distribution of the residues, therefore, in total the model has seven states. The first one is
the helix core, in the cytoplasmic side it consists of a cap, a loop and a globular domain, whereas
in the non-cytoplasmic side it contains a cap, a short and a long loop with a globular domain. In
all the states the emission probabilities of the amino acids are estimated. For the training of the
HMM model, at first the maximum likelihood is estimated then re-estimated from the labeled
sequences obtained from Swiss-Prot to add soft boundaries. Then an annealing scheme is used
where, at first noise is added to the model to get the unfavorable models sampled with some
probability and with every iteration the noise is reduced by 5%. Which basically unlabeled the
residues by a certain amount for all the boundaries and then relabeled the residues according to the
predicted result. After the convergence, using the Viterbi algorithm the most likely path of the
sample sequence is determined. This method is repeated where the relabeled data from the previous
state is used on the new data to be unlabeled and then relabeled. This HMM-based method
specializes on predicting the different regional lengths of a transmembrane protein that we have
used here to predict the GPCRs which is also known as the seven transmembrane proteins. Several
conditions have been set to make this tool fit for predicting GPCRs through our pipeline, such as
the length of the protein sequences must be higher than 150 and only the sequences that predicted
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with seven transmembrane helices can be considered as predicted GPCRs. Following shows the
output table that is generated using our dataset from the GPCR-PEn pipeline.

Figure 6.4: Result table of GPCR-Tm using GPCR-PEn pipeline
As this tool only predicts the regional lengths and highly dependent on predicting a GPCR
by calculating the number of transmembrane helices, it also had a higher false positive rate but the
overall performance is much more alike with GPCRPred.
Table 6.3 shows the assessment (in percentage) done on the tools individually and
altogether that are ensembled in the GPCR-PEn pipeline. The ∪ (union) of three tools represents
when any of these predicting a protein to be a GPCR or a non-GPCR which shows that the
sensitivity, measuring the true positive rate is higher and the specificity, measuring the true
negative rate is lower. In case of ∩ (intersection), a protein is predicted as a GPCR (true positive)
or a non-GPCR (true negative) when all the tools are predicting the same for a protein. This shows
that the sensitivity is much lower and the specificity is higher. It is also observed that the accuracy
is lower for the union of the tools and the false positive rate is really low for the intersection of the
tools.
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Table 6.3: Assessment summary on the web-servers (Part II)
Pfam GPCRPred GPCR-Tm Three
tools ∪

Three
tools ∩

Accuracy

91.17

86.32

88.76

82.29

89.30

Sensitivity

80.02

97.98

95.82

99.77

77.15

Specificity

99.72

76.95

83.09

67.24

99.75

Positive Predicted Value

99.57

77.35

81.99

72.38

99.62

Negative Predicted Value

86.13

97.93

96.11

99.71

83.53

False Positive Rate -TM

0.45

36.83

26.98

32.76

0.25

Family Level Accuracy

99.96

95.10

-

-

-

It is observed that the general protein databases that are not focused on only one type of
protein families did better than the others as the dataset used for those programs are much larger
and full of variation. The programs tend to predict any transmembrane protein to be a GPCR,
hence, for the negative dataset it is very important to train the algorithms with more transmembrane
proteins. Some of the programs followed older version of classification that is not followed
anymore caused a lower score in the assessment. Also, due to the lack of data in different lower
level classification groups the programs were unable to perform well on those levels and more data
needs to be incorporated.
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Chapter 7: Conclusion and Future Work
7.1 CONCLUSION
GPCR-PEnDB is useful for quickly identifying one or multiple GPCR proteins from
different species or based on their families and subfamilies. The way the basic features are stored
within the database make it a powerful tool for generating datasets for creating and testing
algorithms and tools related to GPCR prediction and classification. The GPCR-PEnDB database
serves a cross disciplinary purpose so that any user who needs a particular set of information about
GPCR sequences can easily obtain it.
7.2 FUTURE WORK
The aims of this research focused on setting up a database that can be used for assessing
the performances of various programs for predicting and classifying GPCRs. Through this project
I have identified a few directions in which GPCR-PEnDB can be further extended, refined, and
utilized.
Prediction
The computational tools that have been used to predict a novel GPCR, are mostly trained
and tested on human or other model organism data. We have not only incorporated confirmed
GPCR data from 410 organisms but have covered more than 800 different organisms in the
negative (non-GPCR) example set as well. This negative set has less than 50% sequence similarity
and also integrates more examples of the transmembrane proteins. Using a combination of these
dataset researchers will find it useful to evaluate the strengths and weaknesses of their algorithms
when applied to a more diverse range of organisms.
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Classification
GPCR-PEnDB contains 3129 confirmed GPCRs, where the classification information up
to level five is only available for ~64% of the data. To enhance the availability of more
classification levels for the existing GPCRs as well as newly predicted ones, several approaches
can be incorporated. Studying the three-dimensional structures of the confirmed and predicted
GPCRs and analyzing the differences between these two types will be useful to understand the
GPCR-ligand binding modes. Keeping that in mind the related information on the ligands and the
G proteins for the available data can be incorporated as well.

While this initial version has been implemented at this time, GPCR-PEnDB provides the
necessary framework for growth as more data sequences and features can be included in future
developments. Ongoing work to expand the sequences within the database include adding a
collection of predicted but not yet confirmed GPCRs and revising the non-GPCR sequence
collection that better resembles the organism distribution of the GPCRs.
Additionally, the types of information found within the database can be expanded. For
example, to help understand the ligand binding and signaling in GPCRs. it is very important to
observe the 3D structure of a particular GPCR, with the overall available structures in hand. We
plan to develop a pattern specifically focused on ligand binding and the internal signaling inside
of a cell developed by a specific type of GPCRs as well as classifying them based on their behavior
and how they work with the agonists and antagonists. Incorporating available GO-terms could also
be very useful in grouping each GPCR based on their biological process or molecular function to
understand the mechanism of each individual GPCR.
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Appendices
APPENDIX A – PARSING DATA FROM GPCRDB
# To get the name of the children/lower level names for each family
import json
from pprint import pprint
with open('gpcrdb_006_001_001_children.json') as f:
data = json.load(f)
#pprint(data)
fo = open('parse_006_001_001_children.csv','a')
#for i in data:
fo.write(data["slug"])
fo.write(",")
fo.write(data["name"])
fo.write("\n")
fo.close()
#Collecting entry name, id, family name, species name and protein
sequence
import json
from pprint import pprint
with open('gpcrdb.org7.json') as f:
data = json.load(f)
#pprint(data)
fo = open('gpcrdb_007.csv','a')
for i in data:
fo.write(i["entry_name"])
fo.write(",")
fo.write(i["accession"])
fo.write(",")
fo.write(i["family"])
fo.write(",")
fo.write(i["species"])
fo.write(",")
fo.write(i["sequence"])
fo.write("\n")
#adding 2nd column from a list to the other one when ID matches
# for comparing GPCRdb with GPCR-PEnDB
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import csv
infile_list = open("classA_list.csv","r")
infile_id = open("classA_names.csv","r")
lines_list = infile_list.readlines()
lines_id = infile_id.readlines()
#print lines_list
lines_list = [item.split(",") for item in lines_list]
#lines_list = [item.split("\r\n") for item in lines_list]
#print lines_list
lines_id = [item.split("\r\n") for item in lines_id]
#print lines_id
fo = open("classA_4thlevel.csv","a")
#print lines_list[1]
for id_1 in lines_id:
counter = 0
#fo.write(id_1[0])
#fo.write(",")
for id_2 in lines_list:
if id_1[0] == id_2[0]:
print id_1[0],id_2[1]
s = str(id_1[0]) + ',' + str(id_2[1])
fo.write(s)
else:
counter = counter + 1
#print counter
if counter >299:
print id_1[0]
fo.write(id_1[0])
fo.write('\n')
fo.close()
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Appendix B – Non-GPCR IDs, Protein name in Python
import sys,subprocess , numpy
def nongpcr_id():
infile = open('Non.fasta', 'r')
lines = infile.readlines()
seqs = []
tempseq = ''
for line in lines:
if line[0] == '>' and not tempseq:
tempheader = line.strip()
elif line[0] == '>':
seqs.append([tempheader,tempseq])
tempheader = line.strip()
tempseq = ''
else:
tempseq = tempseq + line.strip()
seqs.append([tempheader,tempseq])
# create a file for the IDs
fo = open('non_cdhit_ID.csv','a')
#For each sequence
for seq in seqs:
#Write to temp file
tempfile = open('temp.fasta', 'w')
tempfile.write('%s\n%s'%(seq[0],seq[1]))
tempfile.close()
with open("temp.fasta") as gpcr:
for line in gpcr:
if line.startswith(">"):
line = line.replace(' ','')
header = line.split()
number = header[0].split('|')
print "Id:",number[1]
continue
fo.write(number[1])
fo.write('\n')
fo.close()
nongpcr_id()
import sys,subprocess , numpy
def protein_name():
infile = open('Non.fasta', 'r')
lines = infile.readlines()
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seqs = []
tempseq = ''
for line in lines:
if line[0] == '>' and not tempseq:
tempheader = line.strip()
elif line[0] == '>':
seqs.append([tempheader,tempseq])
tempheader = line.strip()
tempseq = ''
else:
tempseq = tempseq + line.strip()
seqs.append([tempheader,tempseq])
# create a file for protein names
fo = open('non_cdhit_protein_name.csv','a')
#For each sequence
for seq in seqs:
#Write to temp file
tempfile = open('temp.fasta', 'w')
tempfile.write('%s\n%s'%(seq[0],seq[1]))
tempfile.close()
with open("temp.fasta") as gpcr:
for line in gpcr:
if line.startswith(">"):
header = line.split('|')
number = header[2].split(' ')
print number[1]
continue
fo.write(number[1])
fo.write('\n')
fo.close()
protein_name()
import sys,subprocess , numpy
def sequence():
infile = open('Non.fasta', 'r')
lines = infile.readlines()
seqs = []
tempseq = ''
for line in lines:
if line[0] == '>' and not tempseq:
tempheader = line.strip()
elif line[0] == '>':
seqs.append([tempheader,tempseq])
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tempheader = line.strip()
tempseq = ''
else:
tempseq = tempseq + line.strip()
seqs.append([tempheader,tempseq])
# Create a file for the sequences
fo = open('non_cdhit_sequences.csv','a')
#For each sequence
for seq in seqs:
#Write to temp file
tempfile = open('temp.fasta', 'w')
tempfile.write('%s\n%s'%(seq[0],seq[1]))
tempfile.close()
with open("temp.fasta") as gpcr:
for line in gpcr:
if line.startswith(">"):
line = line.replace(' ','')
header = line.split()
number = header[0].split('|')
continue
else:
seq_length = len(line)
fo.write(line)
fo.write('\n')
print line
fo.close()
sequence()

Appendix C – Taxonomy, IDs for Organisms in Python
import sys,subprocess , numpy
def strain():
infile = open('SwissProtGPCRs.fasta', 'r')
lines = infile.readlines()
seqs = []
tempseq = ''
for line in lines:
if line[0] == '>' and not tempseq:
tempheader = line.strip()
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elif line[0] == '>':
seqs.append([tempheader,tempseq])
tempheader = line.strip()
tempseq = ''
else:
tempseq = tempseq + line.strip()
seqs.append([tempheader,tempseq])
# create a file for strain
fo1 = open('11_13_gpcr_organism_name.csv','a')
fo = open('11_13_gpcr_virus_name.csv','a')
#For each sequence
for seq in seqs:
#Write to temp file
tempfile = open('temp.fasta', 'w')
tempfile.write('%s\n%s'%(seq[0],seq[1]))
tempfile.close()
with open("temp.fasta") as gpcr:
xlist = []
for line in gpcr:
if line.startswith(">"):
#
print line
header = line.split('=')
#organism = header[1].split('GN')[0]
organism = header[1][0:-3]
column1 = header[0].split('|')
column1 = column1[1]
altprint = 0
sero = ''
strain = ''
if 'virus' in organism or 'Virus' in
organism:
altprint = 1
elif '(' in organism:
ols = organism.split('(')
gss = ols[0].strip().split()
if len(gss) == 2:
genus = gss[0]
species = gss[1]
elif len(gss) > 2:
genus = gss[0]
species = gss[1]
sero = ' '.join(gss[2:])
else:
altprint = 1
strain = ols[1].split(')')[0]
else:
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gss = organism.strip().split()
if len(gss) == 2:
genus = gss[0]
species = gss[1]
elif len(gss) > 2:
genus = gss[0]
species = gss[1]
sero = ' '.join(gss[2:])
else:
altprint = 1
if altprint == 1:
fo.write(','.join([column1,organism]))
fo.write('\n')
else:
fo1.write(','.join([column1,genus,species,sero,strain]))
fo1.write('\n')
fo.close()
fo1.close()
strain()

APPENDIX D: PERCENTAGES OF AMINO ACIDS IN PYTHON
import sys,subprocess , numpy
def count_aa():
infile = open('non_five.fasta', 'r')
lines = infile.readlines()
seqs = []
tempseq = ''
for line in lines:
if line[0] == '>' and not tempseq:
tempheader = line.strip()
elif line[0] == '>':
seqs.append([tempheader,tempseq])
tempheader = line.strip()
tempseq = ''
else:
tempseq = tempseq + line.strip()
seqs.append([tempheader,tempseq])
# create a file with tm = 6 or 8
tmhmm_file = open('tmhmm.fasta','w')
fo = open('swiss_id.csv','a')
#For each sequence
for seq in seqs:
#Write to temp file
tempfile = open('temp.fasta', 'w')
tempfile.write('%s\n%s'%(seq[0],seq[1]))
tempfile.close()
#Write to temp file call tmhmm
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comm = '/export/home/kbegum/gpcr_code/tmhmm-2.0c/bin/tmhmm
temp.fasta -noplot'
process = subprocess.Popen(comm, stdout=subprocess.PIPE,
stderr=subprocess.PIPE, shell=True)
process.wait()
lin = process.stdout.readlines()
with open("temp.fasta") as gpcr:
counts = {}
keys = ["AA", "C", "D", "E", "F", "G", "H", "I", "K",
"L", "M", "N", "P", "Q", "R", "S", "T", "V", "W", "Y"]
keys1 = ["X"]
for char in keys:
counts[char] = 0
for line in gpcr:
if line.startswith(">"):
line = line.replace(' ','')
header = line.split()
number = header[0].split('|')
else:
seq_length = len(line)
z = str(seq_length)
print seq_length
for char in line.strip():
if char in keys:
counts[char] += 1
total = float(sum(counts.values()))
others = seq_length - total
s_seq_length = str(others)
toReturn = ''
for key in keys:
aa_per = (counts[key])
toReturn = toReturn + '%.4f'%aa_per + ','
fo.write(''.join(str(x) for x in toReturn))
#fo.write(s_seq_length)
fo.write('\n')
return toReturn
fo.close()
count_aa()
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Appendix E – Dipeptide count of amino acids in Python
Dipeptide count code:
import re
complete=[]
count=0
seq=""
for line in open("Non.fasta"):
if line.startswith(">"):
if count>0:
complete.append(seq)
header = line
header = header.replace("\n","")
header = header.replace("\r","")
complete.append(header)
seq=""
count=count+1
else:
hold = line
hold = hold.replace("\n","")
hold = hold.replace("\r","")
seq = seq + hold
complete.append(seq)
nucleotides = ["A", "C", "D", "E", "F", "G", "H", "I", "K", "L", "M",
"N", "P", "Q", "R", "S", "T", "V", "W", "Y"]
'''
words1 = []
for x in nucleotides:
word=x
words1.append(word)
for e in complete:
for n in words1:
if e.startswith(">"):
header = e
else:
num=e.count(n)
file = open("1_words.csv","a")
header = header.replace(",",";")
l=len(e)
freq = (num/float(l))
file.write(header + "," + str(l) + "," + n + "," +
str(num) + "," + str(freq) + "\n")
file.close()
'''
file = open("2_mist1.csb","a")
words2 = []
p = []
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for x in nucleotides:
for y in nucleotides:
word=x+y
#
word = word + ','
words2.append(word)
#print str.replace("'","")
for e in complete:
length = len(e)
for n in words2:
if e.startswith(">"):
header = e
else:
num = 0
idx = 0
while True:
idx = e.find(n, idx)
if idx >= 0:
num += 1
idx += 1
else:
break
p.append(num)
chunks = [p[x:x+400] for x in range(0, len(p), 400)]
c = 0
for i in chunks:
file.write(str(chunks[c]))
file.write('\n')
c = c + 1
file.close()

Organism table ID adjustments:
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import re
infile1 = open('11_29_id_organism.csv','r')
infile2 = open('11_29_organism_table.csv','r')
lines1 = infile1.read().splitlines()
lines2 = infile2.readlines()
fo = open('1130_organism.csv','a')
d = ''
#m = [m.replace('\r\n','') for m in lines1]
for line in lines1:
m = line.split(',')
for lines in lines2:
c = lines.split(',')
if m[1:5] == c[1:5]:
d = str(m[0]) + ',' + str(c[0])
print d
fo.write(d)
fo.write('\n')
fo.close()

Appendix F – Length using TMHMM2.0 in Python
import sys,subprocess , numpy
def length_aa():
infile = open('non_five.fasta', 'r')
lines = infile.readlines()
seqs = []
tempseq = ''
for line in lines:
if line[0] == '>' and not tempseq:
tempheader = line.strip()
elif line[0] == '>':
seqs.append([tempheader,tempseq])
tempheader = line.strip()
tempseq = ''
else:
tempseq = tempseq + line.strip()
seqs.append([tempheader,tempseq])
# create a file with tm = 6 or 8
tmhmm_file = open('tmhmm.fasta','w')
#fo = open('aa_count_mist_swiss.csv','a')
#For each sequence
for seq in seqs:
#Write to temp file
tempfile = open('temp.fasta', 'w')
tempfile.write('%s\n%s'%(seq[0],seq[1]))
tempfile.close()
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#Write to temp file call tmhmm
comm = '/export/home/kbegum/gpcr_code/tmhmm-2.0c/bin/tmhmm
temp.fasta -noplot'
process = subprocess.Popen(comm, stdout=subprocess.PIPE,
stderr=subprocess.PIPE, shell=True)
process.wait()
lin = process.stdout.readlines()
with open("temp.fasta") as gpcr:
counts = {}
keys = ["A", "C", "D", "E", "F", "G", "H", "I", "K",
"L", "M", "N", "P", "Q", "R", "S", "T", "V", "W", "Y"]
keys1 = ["X"]
for char in keys:
counts[char] = 0
for line in gpcr:
if line.startswith(">"):
line = line.replace(' ','')
header = line.split()
number = header[0].split('|')
#

print number[2]

#
#

continue
fo.write(number[1])
fo.write('\n')
else:

#
#

seq_length = len(line)
z = str(seq_length)
fo.write(z)
fo.write('\n')
#print seq_length
for char in line.strip():
if char in keys:
counts[char] += 1
total = float(sum(counts.values()))
others = seq_length - total
s_seq_length = str(others)
toReturn = ''
for key in keys:
aa_per = (counts[key])
toReturn = toReturn + str(aa_per) + ','
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#fo.write('ID')
#fo.write('\t')
#fo.write(number[2])

#
#

#print toReturn
#fo.write('\n')
fo.write(''.join(str(x) for x in toReturn))
#fo.write(s_seq_length)
fo.write('\n')
print toReturn
return toReturn

#
fo.close()
length_aa()

Appendix G – MySQL commands for creating tables and populating data
PROTEINS table:

LOAD DATA LOCAL INFILE
'/export/home/kbegum/gpcr_code/merge_gpcr_final_1.csv' INTO TABLE
GPCR2 FIELDS TERMINATED BY ',' LINES TERMINATED BY '\n' (PROTEIN_ID,
Name,Organism_ID,IUPHAR_ID,GRAFS_ID,Sequence,Length,A,C,D,E,F,G,H,I,K,
L,M,N,P,Q,R,S,T,V,W,Y,Other,PROTEIN_TYPE);

Dipeptide table:
LOAD DATA LOCAL INFILE
'/export/home/kbegum/gpcr_code/merge_gpcr_final_1.csv' INTO TABLE
GPCR2 FIELDS TERMINATED BY ',' LINES TERMINATED BY '\n' (GPCR_ID,
Name,Organism_ID,IUPHAR_ID,GRAFS_ID,Sequence,Length,A,C,D,E,F,G,H,I,K,
L,M,N,P,Q,R,S,T,V,W,Y,Other,PROTEIN_TYPE);
CREATE TABLE AA_Dipeptide( PROTEIN_ID varchar(25) PRIMARY KEY, A1
varchar(25), C1 varchar(25), D1 varchar(25), E1 varchar(25), F1
varchar(25), G1 varchar(25), H1 varchar(25), I1 varchar(25), K1
varchar(25), L1 varchar(25), M1 varchar(25), N1 varchar(25), P1
varchar(25), Q1 varchar(25), R1 varchar(25), S1 varchar(25), T1
varchar(25), V1 varchar(25), W1 varchar(25), Y1 varchar(25), Others1
varchar(25), AA varchar(25), AC varchar(25), AD varchar(25), AE
varchar(25), AF varchar(25), AG varchar(25), AH varchar(25), AI
varchar(25), AK varchar(25),AL varchar(25),AM varchar(25), AN
varchar(25), AP varchar(25), AQ varchar(25), AR varchar(25), AS1
varchar(25), AT varchar(25), AV varchar(25), AW varchar(25), AY
varchar(25), CA varchar(25), CC varchar(25), CD varchar(25), CE
varchar(25), CF varchar(25), CG varchar(25), CH varchar(25), CI
varchar(25), CK varchar(25), CL varchar(25), CM varchar(25), CN
varchar(25), CP varchar(25), CQ varchar(25), CR varchar(25), CS
varchar(25), CT varchar(25), CV varchar(25), CW varchar(25), CY
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varchar(25),
varchar(25),
varchar(25),
varchar(25),
varchar(25),
varchar(25),
varchar(25),
varchar(25),
varchar(25),
varchar(25),
varchar(25),
varchar(25),
varchar(25),
varchar(25),
varchar(25),
varchar(25),
varchar(25),
varchar(25),
varchar(25),
varchar(25),
varchar(25),
varchar(25),
varchar(25),
varchar(25),
varchar(25),
varchar(25),
varchar(25),
varchar(25),
varchar(25),
varchar(25),
varchar(25),
varchar(25),
varchar(25),
varchar(25),
varchar(25),
varchar(25),
varchar(25),
varchar(25),
varchar(25),
varchar(25),
varchar(25),
varchar(25),
varchar(25),
varchar(25),
varchar(25),
varchar(25),
varchar(25),
varchar(25),
varchar(25),
varchar(25),
varchar(25),
varchar(25),

DA varchar(25),
DF varchar(25),
DK varchar(25),
DP varchar(25),
DT varchar(25),
EA varchar(25),
EF varchar(25),
EK varchar(25),
EP varchar(25),
ET varchar(25),
FA varchar(25),
FF varchar(25),
FK varchar(25),
FP varchar(25),
FT varchar(25),
GA varchar(25),
GF varchar(25),
GK varchar(25),
GP varchar(25),
GT varchar(25),
HA varchar(25),
HF varchar(25),
HK varchar(25),
HP varchar(25),
HT varchar(25),
IA varchar(25),
IF1 varchar(25),
IK varchar(25),
IP varchar(25),
IT varchar(25),
KA varchar(25),
KF varchar(25),
KK varchar(25),
KP varchar(25),
KT varchar(25),
LA varchar(25),
LF varchar(25),
LK varchar(25),
LP varchar(25),
LT varchar(25),
MA varchar(25),
MF varchar(25),
MK varchar(25),
MP varchar(25),
MT varchar(25),
NA varchar(25),
NF varchar(25),
NK varchar(25),
NP varchar(25),
NT varchar(25),
PA varchar(25),
PF varchar(25),

DC varchar(25),
DG varchar(25),
DL varchar(25),
DQ varchar(25),
DV varchar(25),
EC varchar(25),
EG varchar(25),
EL varchar(25),
EQ varchar(25),
EV varchar(25),
FC varchar(25),
FG varchar(25),
FL varchar(25),
FQ varchar(25),
FV varchar(25),
GC varchar(25),
GG varchar(25),
GL varchar(25),
GQ varchar(25),
GV varchar(25),
HC varchar(25),
HG varchar(25),
HL varchar(25),
HQ varchar(25),
HV varchar(25),
IC varchar(25),
IG varchar(25),
IL varchar(25),
IQ varchar(25),
IV varchar(25),
KC varchar(25),
KG varchar(25),
KL varchar(25),
KQ varchar(25),
KV varchar(25),
LC varchar(25),
LG varchar(25),
LL varchar(25),
LQ varchar(25),
LV varchar(25),
MC varchar(25),
MG varchar(25),
ML varchar(25),
MQ varchar(25),
MV varchar(25),
NC varchar(25),
NG varchar(25),
NL varchar(25),
NQ varchar(25),
NV varchar(25),
PC varchar(25),
PG varchar(25),
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DD varchar(25), DE
DH varchar(25), DI
DM varchar(25), DN
DR varchar(25), DS
DW varchar(25), DY
ED varchar(25), EE
EH varchar(25), EI
EM varchar(25), EN
ER varchar(25), ES
EW varchar(25), EY
FD varchar(25), FE
FH varchar(25), FI
FM varchar(25), FN
FR varchar(25), FS
FW varchar(25), FY
GD varchar(25), GE
GH varchar(25), GI
GM varchar(25), GN
GR varchar(25), GS
GW varchar(25), GY
HD varchar(25), HE
HH varchar(25), HI
HM varchar(25), HN
HR varchar(25), HS
HW varchar(25), HY
ID varchar(25), IE
IH varchar(25), II
IM varchar(25), IN1
IR varchar(25), IS1
IW varchar(25), IY
KD varchar(25), KE
KH varchar(25), KI
KM varchar(25), KN
KR varchar(25), KS
KW varchar(25), KY
LD varchar(25), LE
LH varchar(25), LI
LM varchar(25), LN
LR varchar(25), LS
LW varchar(25), LY
MD varchar(25), ME
MH varchar(25), MI
MM varchar(25), MN
MR varchar(25), MS
MW varchar(25), MY
ND varchar(25), NE
NH varchar(25), NI
NM varchar(25), NN
NR varchar(25), NS
NW varchar(25), NY
PD varchar(25), PE
PH varchar(25), PI

varchar(25), PK varchar(25), PL varchar(25), PM varchar(25), PN
varchar(25), PP varchar(25), PQ varchar(25), PR varchar(25), PS
varchar(25), PT varchar(25), PV varchar(25), PW varchar(25), PY
varchar(25), QA varchar(25), QC varchar(25), QD varchar(25), QE
varchar(25), QF varchar(25), QG varchar(25), QH varchar(25), QI
varchar(25), QK varchar(25), QL varchar(25), QM varchar(25), QN
varchar(25), QP varchar(25), QQ varchar(25), QR varchar(25), QS
varchar(25), QT varchar(25), QV varchar(25), QW varchar(25), QY
varchar(25), RA varchar(25), RC varchar(25), RD varchar(25), RE
varchar(25), RF varchar(25), RG varchar(25), RH varchar(25), RI
varchar(25), RK varchar(25), RL varchar(25), RM varchar(25), RN
varchar(25), RP varchar(25), RQ varchar(25), RR varchar(25), RS
varchar(25), RT varchar(25), RV varchar(25), RW varchar(25), RY
varchar(25), SA varchar(25), SC varchar(25), SD varchar(25), SE
varchar(25), SF varchar(25), SG varchar(25), SH varchar(25), SI
varchar(25), SK varchar(25), SL varchar(25), SM varchar(25), SN
varchar(25), SP varchar(25), SQ varchar(25), SR varchar(25), SS
varchar(25), ST varchar(25), SV varchar(25), SW varchar(25), SY
varchar(25), TA varchar(25), TC varchar(25), TD varchar(25), TE
varchar(25), TF varchar(25), TG varchar(25), TH varchar(25), TI
varchar(25), TK varchar(25), TL varchar(25), TM varchar(25), TN
varchar(25), TP varchar(25), TQ varchar(25), TR varchar(25), TS
varchar(25), TT varchar(25), TV varchar(25), TW varchar(25), TY
varchar(25), VA varchar(25), VC varchar(25), VD varchar(25), VE
varchar(25), VF varchar(25), VG varchar(25), VH varchar(25), VI
varchar(25), VK varchar(25), VL varchar(25), VM varchar(25), VN
varchar(25), VP varchar(25), VQ varchar(25), VR varchar(25), VS
varchar(25), VT varchar(25), VV varchar(25), VW varchar(25), VY
varchar(25), WA varchar(25), WC varchar(25), WD varchar(25), WE
varchar(25), WF varchar(25), WG varchar(25), WH varchar(25), WI
varchar(25), WK varchar(25), WL varchar(25), WM varchar(25), WN
varchar(25), WP varchar(25), WQ varchar(25), WR varchar(25), WS
varchar(25), WT varchar(25), WV varchar(25), WW varchar(25), WY
varchar(25), YA varchar(25), YC varchar(25), YD varchar(25), YE
varchar(25), YF varchar(25), YG varchar(25), YH varchar(25), YI
varchar(25), YK varchar(25), YL varchar(25), YM varchar(25), YN
varchar(25), YP varchar(25), YQ varchar(25), YR varchar(25), YS
varchar(25), YT varchar(25), YV varchar(25), YW varchar(25), YY
varchar(25));
LOAD DATA LOCAL INFILE '/export/home/kbegum/gpcr_code/dekhajak1.csv'
INTO TABLE AA_Dipeptide FIELDS TERMINATED BY ',' LINES TERMINATED BY
'\n'
(PROTEIN_ID,A1,C1,D1,E1,F1,G1,H1,I1,K1,L1,M1,N1,P1,Q1,R1,S1,T1,V1,W1,Y
1,Others1,AA, AC, AD, AE, AF, AG, AH, AI, AK, AL, AM, AN, AP, AQ, AR,
AS1, AT, AV, AW, AY, CA, CC, CD, CE, CF, CG, CH, CI, CK, CL, CM, CN,
CP, CQ, CR, CS, CT, CV, CW, CY, DA, DC, DD, DE, DF, DG, DH, DI, DK,
DL, DM, DN, DP, DQ, DR, DS, DT, DV, DW, DY, EA, EC, ED, EE, EF, EG,
EH, EI, EK, EL, EM, EN, EP, EQ, ER, ES, ET, EV, EW, EY, FA, FC, FD,
FE, FF, FG, FH, FI, FK, FL, FM, FN, FP, FQ, FR, FS, FT, FV, FW, FY,
GA, GC, GD, GE, GF, GG, GH, GI, GK, GL, GM, GN, GP, GQ, GR, GS, GT,
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GV, GW, GY, HA, HC, HD, HE, HF, HG, HH, HI, HK, HL, HM, HN, HP, HQ,
HR, HS, HT, HV, HW, HY, IA, IC, ID, IE, IF1, IG, IH, II, IK, IL, IM,
IN1, IP, IQ, IR, IS1, IT, IV, IW, IY, KA, KC, KD, KE, KF, KG, KH, KI,
KK, KL, KM, KN, KP, KQ, KR, KS, KT, KV, KW, KY, LA, LC, LD, LE, LF,
LG, LH, LI, LK, LL, LM, LN, LP, LQ, LR, LS, LT, LV, LW, LY, MA, MC,
MD, ME, MF, MG, MH, MI, MK, ML, MM, MN, MP, MQ, MR, MS, MT, MV, MW,
MY, NA, NC, ND, NE, NF, NG, NH, NI, NK, NL, NM, NN, NP, NQ, NR, NS,
NT, NV, NW, NY, PA, PC, PD, PE, PF, PG, PH, PI, PK, PL, PM, PN, PP,
PQ, PR, PS, PT, PV, PW, PY, QA, QC, QD, QE, QF, QG, QH, QI, QK, QL,
QM, QN, QP, QQ, QR, QS, QT, QV, QW, QY, RA, RC, RD, RE, RF, RG, RH,
RI, RK, RL, RM, RN, RP, RQ, RR, RS, RT, RV, RW, RY, SA, SC, SD, SE,
SF, SG, SH, SI, SK, SL, SM, SN, SP, SQ, SR, SS, ST, SV, SW, SY, TA,
TC, TD, TE, TF, TG, TH, TI, TK, TL, TM, TN, TP, TQ, TR, TS, TT, TV,
TW, TY, VA, VC, VD, VE, VF, VG, VH, VI, VK, VL, VM, VN, VP, VQ, VR,
VS, VT, VV, VW, VY, WA, WC, WD, WE, WF, WG, WH, WI, WK, WL, WM, WN,
WP, WQ, WR, WS, WT, WV, WW, WY, YA, YC, YD, YE, YF, YG, YH, YI, YK,
YL, YM, YN, YP, YQ, YR, YS, YT, YV, YW, YY);
CREATE TABLE Organism_v2 (Organism_ID varchar(25) PRIMARY KEY, Genus
varchar(25) NULL, Species varchar(60) NULL, Serotype varchar(60) NULL,
Strain varchar(100) NULL, Common_name varchar(100) NULL, Frequency
varchar(25));
LOAD DATA LOCAL INFILE
'/export/home/kbegum/gpcr_code/11_18_new_organismid.csv' INTO TABLE
Organism_v2 FIELDS TERMINATED BY ',' LINES TERMINATED BY '\r\n'
(Organism_ID, Genus, Species, Serotype, Strain, Common_name,
Frequency);

Updating Organism table:
CREATE TABLE Organism_v2 (Organism_ID varchar(25) PRIMARY KEY, Genus
varchar(25) NULL, Species varchar(60) NULL, Serotype varchar(60) NULL,
Strain varchar(100) NULL, Common_name varchar(100) NULL, Frequency
varchar(25));
LOAD DATA LOCAL INFILE
'/export/home/kbegum/gpcr_code/11_18_new_organismid.csv' INTO TABLE
Organism_v2 FIELDS TERMINATED BY ',' LINES TERMINATED BY '\r\n'
(Organism_ID, Genus, Species, Serotype, Strain, Common_name,
Frequency);

Updating columns of Organism ID:
UPDATE PROTEINS SET Organism_ID = lpad(Organism_ID,5,0)
CREATE TABLE temp_table (PROTEIN_ID varchar(25) PRIMARY KEY,
Organism_ID varchar(25) NULL, Frequency varchar(25));
LOAD DATA LOCAL INFILE
'/export/home/kbegum/gpcr_code/1130_organism_sql.csv' INTO TABLE
temp_table FIELDS TERMINATED BY ',' LINES TERMINATED BY '\r\n'
(PROTEIN_ID,Organism_ID);
UPDATE PROTEINS
INNER JOIN temp_table on temp_table.PROTEIN_ID = PROTEINS.PROTEIN_ID
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SET PROTEINS.Organism_ID = temp_table.Organism_ID;
DROP TEMPORARY TABLE your_temp_table;

TMHMM length table:
CREATE TABLE TMHMM_Length (PROTEIN_ID varchar(25) PRIMARY KEY, N_term
varchar(25),IL1 varchar(25),IL2 varchar(25),IL3 varchar(25),TM1
varchar(25),TM2 varchar(25),TM3 varchar(25),TM4 varchar(25),TM5
varchar(25),TM6 varchar(25),TM7 varchar(25),OL1 varchar(25),OL2
varchar(25),OL3 varchar(25),C_term varchar(25),Length varchar(25));
LOAD DATA LOCAL INFILE
'/export/home/kbegum/gpcr_code/11_28_tmhmm_length.csv' INTO TABLE
TMHMM_Length FIELDS TERMINATED BY ',' LINES TERMINATED BY '\r\n'
(PROTEIN_ID, N_term, IL1, IL2,
IL3,TM1,TM2,TM3,TM4,TM5,TM6,TM7,OL1,OL2,OL3,C_term,Length);

APPENDIX H: WEB-SERVER INPUT PAGE
$def with (setup)
<!DOCTYPE html PUBLIC "-//W3C//DTD XHTML 1.0 Strict//EN"
"http://www.w3.org/TR/xhtml1/DTD/xhtml1-strict.dtd">
<meta http-equiv="content-type" content="text/html;
charset=utf-8" />
<meta name="description" content="Short page description
here." />
<meta name="keywords" content="keyword1, keyword2,
keyword3" />
<head>
<title>UTEP GPCR-PEnDB</title>
$:{setup['css']}
$:{setup['favIco']}
<script

language = "javascript"

type = "text/javascript">

if (window.XMLHttpRequest) {
Request = new XMLHttpRequest();
} else if (window.ActiveXObject) {
Request = new ActiveXObject("Microsoft.XMLHTTP");
}
window.onbeforeunload = function(){ window.scrollTo(0,0); }
var file = "{% static 'json/html-table-elements.json' %}"
</script>
<script>
function hidediv(){
var mydiv = document.getElementById("param");
if (mydiv == null)
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{

alert("Sorry can't find your div");
return;

}
mydiv.style.display="none";
}
function showdiv(){
var mydiv = document.getElementById("param");
if (mydiv == null)
{ alert("Sorry can't find your div");
return;
}
mydiv.style.display="table";
}
</script>
<hr>
</head>
<body onLoad = "initLoad()" id="loadBody">
<div id="page-wrap">
<div id="header-wrap">$:{setup['banner']} </div>
$:{setup['navBar']}
<table border="1">
<div id="spinner" class="spinner" style="display:none;">
<img id="img-spinner" align="left" src="/static/img/ajaxloader.gif" alt="Loading"/>...One Moment Please...
</div>
</table>
<center>
<h2>GPCR-PEnDB</h2>
<div id = "searchform">
<table width="950"
border="0" cellpadding="0"
cellspacing="0">
<tr><td colspan="0" width="125" style="verticalalign:baseline">
The database contains more than
3000 confirmed GPCR (CG) and 3500 non-GPCR (CN) from more than 1200
different
organisms including bacteria and viruses. About half of the non-GPCR
sequences are
transmembrane proteins (CNT). Each protein, with a unique
identification number, is linked
to its source organism, gene name, protein name, sequence length, and
other features such
as amino acid and dipeptide compositions. For the GPCRs, the lengths
of characteristic
structural regions (i.e., N-terminal, C-terminal, seven transmembrane
helices, and the
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extracellular and intracellular loops) are also provided. If
available, GPCR family
classification information is also included.
</td></tr>
</table>
<center>
<div id = "searchform">
<table width="950"
border="0" cellpadding="0"
cellspacing="0">
<tr><td colspan="0" width="125" style="verticalalign:baseline"><h3>Quick Search</h3>
<td>
<a href="./database_instructions" target = "./database">(Help)</a>
</td>
</td></tr>
</table>
<table width="950" border="1" cellpadding="8px"
cellspacing="1" bordercolor ="green">
<tr><td>
<form action="" method="POST" id="post-form"
enctype="multipart/form-data">
<div style="margin:0;padding:0">
<input name="authenticity_token" type="hidden"
value="6656e1052cf32fa79dbc6f644484e1d4b3980d46" />
</div>
<input style="width: 300px;" id="search_term"
name="search_term" type="text" placeholder="e.g. Name, Organism,
Protein ID"/>
<select id="qt" name="qt">
<option value='all'>Show All Entries</option>
<option value='amino_acid_composition'>Amino Acid
Percentage</option>
<option
value='classification'>Classification</option>
<option value='entry_name'>Entry Name</option>
<option value='protein_name'>Protein
Name</option>
<option value='gene_name'>Gene Name</option>
<option
value='seq_length'>Length</option>
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<option value='organism'>Organisms</option>
<option

value='protein_id'>UniProtKB

ID</option>
</select>
<input type="submit" value="Quick Search"
id="submitSequence"></input>

</td></tr>
</table>

<table width="950" border="0" cellpadding="0"
cellspacing="0">
<tr><td colspan="6"><h3>Advanced Search
<form><input type="button" value="show"
onclick="showdiv()"/>
<input type="button" value="hide"
onclick="hidediv()"/>
</form></h3></td></tr>
</table>

<table cellspacing=1 width="950" class='bodytext'
border=1 bordercolor="green" id="param" style="display:none">
<form action="" method="POST" id="post-form"
enctype="multipart/form-data">
<div style="margin:0;padding:0">
<input name="authenticity_token" type="hidden"
value="49ef981d37a1eeae4cd8efdbc9887472583f2883" /></div>
<tr>
<td class="yellowcell"
align="center"><b>Organism</b></td>
<td><input id="a_organism" name="a_organism"
size="30" type="text" placeholder ="e.g. Human OR Mouse ..." /></td>
</tr>

<tr>
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<td class="yellowcell"
align="center"><b>Protein</b></td>
<td><input id="a_pname" name="a_pname" size="30"
type="text" placeholder ="e.g. Opsin ..." /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td class="yellowcell"
align="center"><b>Gene</b></td>
<td><input id="a_gname" name="a_gname" size="30"
type="text" placeholder ="e.g. grk ..." /></td>
</tr>

<tr>
<td class="yellowcell" align =
"center"><b>Sequence Length</b></td>
<td><nobr>
<select id="length_range"
name="length_range" onChange="changeSecond('length');"
onLoad="changeSecond('length');">
<option value='equal_to'>Equal
to</option>
<option value='greater_than'>Greater
than</option>
<option value='less_than'>Less
than</option>
</select>
<input id="a_length" name="a_length"
size="10" type="text" />
<div style='display:inline;
visibility:hidden;' id=length_div > and <input disabled="disabled"
id="length_second" name="length[second]" size="10" type="text" />
</div>
</nobr></td>
</tr>

<tr>
<td class="yellowcell" align = "center"
><b>Category</b></td>
<td><class = "yellowcell"/><b>GPCRs</b><br>
<input type="checkbox" name="pro_type" id = "cg_type"
value = "cg_type" /> Full length&emsp;
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<input type="checkbox" name="pro_type" id =
"cgf_type" value = "cgf_type" /> Fragments&emsp; <br>
<class = "yellowcell"/><b> Non-GPCRs</b><br>
<input type="checkbox" name="pro_type"
id="cnt_type" value="cnt_type" />Transmembrane&emsp;
<input type="checkbox" name="pro_type"
id="cn_type" value="cn_type" />Non-transmembrane</td>
</tr>

<tr>
<td class="yellowcell" align = "center"><b>GRAFS
family</b></td>
<td>
<input id="rho" type="checkbox" name="grafs"
value="Rhodopsin" /> Rhodopsin&ensp;
<input id="adh" type="checkbox" name="grafs"
value="Adhesion" />Adhesion&ensp;
<input id="sec" type="checkbox" name="grafs"
value="Secretin" /> Secretin&ensp;
<input id="glu" type="checkbox" name="grafs"
value="Glutamate" /> Glutamate&ensp;
<input id = "fung" type ="checkbox" name =
"grafs" value ="fungal"/> Fungal pheromone&ensp;
<input id = "camp" type="checkbox" name =
"grafs" value = "camp"/> cAMP receptor&ensp;
<input id="fri" type="checkbox" name="grafs"
value="Frizzled" /> Frizzled&ensp;<br>
<input id="taste2r" type="checkbox"
name="grafs" value="taste2r" /> Taste2R&ensp;
</td>
</tr>

<tr>
<td class="yellowcell" align = "center"><b>IUPHAR
family</b></td>
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<td><input id="clA" type="checkbox"
value="ClassA" /> Class A&ensp;&emsp;
<input id="clB" type="checkbox" name="iuphar"
value="ClassB" />Class B&ensp;&emsp;
<input id="clC" type="checkbox" name="iuphar"
value="ClassC" /> Class C&ensp;&emsp;
<input id="clD" type="checkbox" name="iuphar"
value="ClassD" />Class D&ensp;&emsp;
<input id="clE" type="checkbox" name="iuphar"
value="ClassE" />Class E&ensp;&emsp;
<input id="clF" type="checkbox" name="iuphar"
value="ClassF" />Class F&ensp;&emsp;
<input id = "clt2R" type="checkbox" name =
"iuphar" value="ClassT2R" /> Class T2R&ensp;&emsp;
name="iuphar"

</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td class="yellowcell" align="center"><b>Subfamily</b></td>
<td><input id="a_sub_fam" name="a_sub_fam"
size="30" type="text" placeholder ="e.g. Peptide ..." /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td class="yellowcell" align="center"><b>Sub-subfamily</b></td>
<td><input id="a_sub_sub_fam"
name="a_sub_sub_fam" size="30" type="text" placeholder ="e.g.
Calcitonin ..." /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td class="yellowcell" align="center"><b>Subtype</b></td>
<td><input id="a_sub_type" name="a_sub_type"
size="30" type="text" placeholder ="e.g. CRF ..." /></td>
</tr>

<tr>
<td class="yellowcell" align = "center" ><b>Amino
acid percentage</b></td>
<td><input id="aa" name="aa" size="30"
type="text" placeholder ="e.g. A>2 ..." /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td class="yellowcell" align =
"center"><b>Dipeptide percentage</b></td>
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<td><input id="dipep" name="dipep" size="30"
type="text" placeholder ="e.g. AA>1 ..." /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td class="yellowcell" align = "center"
><b>Display</b></td>
<td ><input type="checkbox" name="display"
id="aa_perc" value="aa_perc" />Amino acid percentage&emsp;
<input type="checkbox" name="display"
id="TMHMM" value="tm"

/>TmHelix
</tr>
</td>
</tr>

</table>
<tr><td></td><td> <input name="commit" type="submit"
onclick='storedata()' value="Advanced Search" /></td></tr>
<br>
<tr><td><a href="./database_instructions" target = "_blank">Click here
for help</a>
</tr></td>
</table>
<p></p>
</form>
</div> <!-- end searchform div-->
$:{setup['menu']}
</body>
</html>

APPENDIX I: WEBPY CODE
# This is a very simple web app that accepts jobs and submits them
# to the pipeline. Emailing the results to the submitter is handled
# by a cron job, since the job manager and/or sendmail configuration
# may prohibit the pipeline from sending email directly from a
# submitted job.
import os
import re
import sys
import json
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import glob
import time
import subprocess
import cStringIO
import MySQLdb
from builtins import str
abspath = os.path.dirname(__file__)
sys.path.append(abspath)
from Config import *
#Add library paths to the system for use
sys.path.append(PROJECT_ROOT+'/pylib/')
sys.path.append(PROJECT_ROOT+'/pipeline/src/python/web/')
sys.path.append(PROJECT_ROOT+'/pipeline/src/beautifulsoup/')
sys.path.append(PROJECT_ROOT+'/pipeline/src/python/web/')
sys.path.append(OUTPUT_DIR)
os.chdir(abspath)
import web
import gpcrErrors
BBRC_HOME = PROJECT_ROOT
GENE_LIST_DESCRIPTION_FILE = 'descriptions.txt'
# Map of URLs to their handler classes.
urls = (
'/', 'Index',
'/results', 'Results',
'/background', 'Background',
'/instructions', 'Instructions',
'/references', 'References',
'/usefullinks', 'Links',
'/database','Database',
'/database_instructions','Database_Instructions',
'/dbresults','Database_Results',
'/dbfasta','Database_FASTA',
'/contactus', 'Contact',
'/getCSV', 'getCSV',
'/get_dbCSV','get_dbCSV',
'/get_dbFASTA', 'get_dbFASTA',
'/get_dbCDHIT', 'get_dbCDHIT',
'/processing', 'Processing',
'/dbt','DBT'
)

# Load the template HTML files.
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render =
web.template.render("%s/pipeline/src/templates/"%PROJECT_ROOT,globals=
{'str':str})
def getVars():
vars = {'css': getCSS(),
'banner': getBanner(),
'navBar': getNavBar(),
'favIco': getFavico(),
'menu': getHTMLMenu(),
'errors': '',
'google_analytics_support': getGoogleAnalyticsBlock()}
return vars
JOB_ID = time.time()
def getNextJobId():
global JOB_ID
JOB_ID += 1
return JOB_ID
def getHTMLMenu():
LINK_DIVIDER = '&nbsp;|&nbsp;'
return '\n'.join([
'<hr/>',
'<center>',
LINK_DIVIDER.join([
'<a href="%s">Home</a>'%URL_ROOT,
'<a href="%s/background">Background</a>'%URL_ROOT,
'<a href="%s/instructions">Instructions</a>'%URL_ROOT,
'<a href="%s/references">References</a>'%URL_ROOT,
'<a href="%s/usefullinks">Useful Links</a>'%URL_ROOT,
'<a href="%s/database">Database</a>'%URL_ROOT,
'<a href="%s/contactus">Contact Us</a>'%URL_ROOT
]),
'<br/>This work is supported by the USDA-NIFA grant 2012-3842219910, and the NIMHD grant 2G12MD007592<br>',
'The University of Texas at El Paso (UTEP), 500 W University
Ave. El Paso, TX 79968<br>',
'Copyright 2018 GPCR, All Rights Reserved<br>',
' </center>',
'<hr/>'
])
def getCSS():
return "<link rel='stylesheet' href='" + URL_ROOT +
"/static/css/gpcr_style.css'>"
def getResultsCSS():
return "<link rel='stylesheet' href='" + URL_ROOT +
"/static/css/gpcr_style_results.css'>\n\
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<link rel='stylesheet' href='" + URL_ROOT +
"/static/css/foundation.css'>"
def getDB_ResultsCSS():
return "<link rel='stylesheet' href='" + URL_ROOT +
"/static/css/gpcr_db_style_results.css'>\n\
<link rel='stylesheet' href='" + URL_ROOT +
"/static/css/foundation.css'>"
def getBanner():
return "<img src='" + URL_ROOT +
"/static/img/Main_Banner_v5.png'>"
def getFavico():
return "<link rel='shortcut icon' href='" + URL_ROOT +
"/static/img/fav.ico' type='image/x-icon'>"
def getNavBar():
return "<div id='menu-bar'><ul>\
<li><a href='" + URL_ROOT + "'>Home</a></li>\
<li><a href='" + URL_ROOT + "/background'>Background</a></li>\
<li><a href='" + URL_ROOT +
"/instructions'>Instructions</a></li>\
<li><a href='" + URL_ROOT + "/references'>References</a></li>\
<li><a href='" + URL_ROOT + "/usefullinks'>Useful
Links</a></li>\
<li><a href='" + URL_ROOT + "/database'>Database</a><li>\
<li><a href='" + URL_ROOT + "/contactus'>Contact us</a></li>\
</ul></div>"
def getGoogleAnalyticsBlock():
return '''
<script>
(function(i,s,o,g,r,a,m){i['GoogleAnalyticsObject']=r;i[r]=i[r]||funct
ion(){
(i[r].q=i[r].q||[]).push(arguments)},i[r].l=1*new
Date();a=s.createElement(o),
m=s.getElementsByTagName(o)[0];a.async=1;a.src=g;m.parentNode.insertBe
fore(a,m)
})(window,document,'script','//www.googleanalytics.com/analytics.js','ga');
ga('create',
'UA-66562630-3', 'auto');
ga('send', 'pageview');
</script>
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'''
class DBT:
def GET(self,*args,**kws):
import db_commands
import sys
print(sys.version)
results = db_commands.classification('Non')
vars=getVars()
print(sys.version)
return render.contactus(setup=vars)
class Contact:
def GET(self,*args,**kws):
vars = getVars()
return render.contactus(setup=vars)
class Links:
def GET(self,*args,**kws):
vars = getVars()
return render.usefullinks(setup=vars)
class Background:
def GET(self,*args,**kws):
vars = getVars()
return render.background(setup=vars)
class Database:
def GET(self):
vars = getVars()
return render.database(setup=vars)
def POST(self,*args,**kws):
print 'Within database post'
inmap = web.input(search_term='',fastasequence='', qt='all',
a_organism='',a_pname = [''], a_gname =
[''],length_range='',a_length='', grafs = [''], iuphar =
[''],a_sub_fam=[''],a_sub_sub_fam = [''], a_sub_type = [''], aa='',
dipep='',display = [''],pro_type = [''])
print inmap
jobId = getNextJobId()
fastasequence = inmap.fastasequence
q=inmap.search_term
qt= inmap.qt
a_organism = inmap.a_organism
a_pname = inmap.a_pname
a_gname = inmap.a_gname
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length_range = inmap.length_range
a_length = inmap.a_length
grafs = inmap.grafs
iuphar = inmap.iuphar
a_sub_fam = inmap.a_sub_fam
a_sub_sub_fam = inmap.a_sub_sub_fam
a_sub_type = inmap.a_sub_type
aa = inmap.aa
dipep = inmap.dipep
display = inmap.display
pro_type = inmap.pro_type
a_organism = [str(r) for r in a_organism.split(' OR ')]

if fastasequence != '':
#<PUT FASTA SEQUENCE FILE STUFF HERE>
jobId = getNextJobId()
# raise web.seeother("/dbresults?query=%s&qt=%s"%(q,qt))
from datetime import date
import io
global contigMap
try:
directory = OUTPUT_DIR+'%s/'%jobId
os.mkdir(directory)
if len(fastasequence) > 0:
fastaSequence = fastasequence.splitlines()
elif fastafile:
ffile = fastafile[0]
fastaSequence = ffile.splitlines()
if len(fastaSequence) < 2:
vars = getVars()
vars['errors'] = gpcrErrors.getSubmissionError()
return render.index(setup=vars)
print 'Before file creation'
fastaSequences = shortenSequenceContig(fastaSequence)
regExChars = list("|.^$*+?{}[]()\\")
for n in fastaSequences:
for sc in regExChars:
if sc in list(n[1]):
vars = getVars()
vars['errors'] =
gpcrErrors.getSubmissionSCError(n[0])
return render.index(setup=vars)
sq = alt_seqtype_detect(n[1])
#
if (sq != 'P') or ((seq_type == 'D' or seq_type ==
'T') and sq != 'D'):
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#
#
#
#
#
#

print('In if')
vars = getVars()
vars['errors'] = gpcrErrors.getSequenceError()
return render.index(setup=vars)
else:
print('In else')
with open(directory+'%s.Sequence.fasta'%jobId,'w+') as

resultFile:
for item in fastaSequences:
resultFile.write(item[0]+'\n' + item[1]+'\n')
resultFile.close()
fastaFile = directory+"%s.Sequence.fasta"%jobId
print 'Before parameter file'
#
createParameterFile(seq_type, gpcr_evalue,
min_len_protein_coding_regions, gpcr_fl_aa, gpcr_fl_pred_hel,
gpcr_max_pred_hel, gpcr_s_aa, gpcr_s_pred_hel, algos, directory,
jobId)
#
log =
open('%s%s.log'%(directory,('%s'%jobId).split('.')[0]), 'w')
#
log.write('Thanks for using the UTEP GPCR
Pipeline\nProcessing of your submission has started.\n')
#
log.close()
os.environ["SHELL"]='/bin/bash'
#
comm = 'nohup %s/src/python/gpcrpipelineCL.py -in %s para %s%s.para -outdir %s > %s%s.nohup 2>&1
&'%(PIPELINE_ROOT,fastaFile, directory,jobId, directory, directory,
jobId)
if sq == 'P':
comm = 'nohup %s/bin/ncbi-blast-2.2.29/bin/blastp query %s -db %s/db/GPCR -evalue 0.05 -max_target_seqs 1 -outfmt \"6
qseqid sseqid stitle pident nident evalue\" -out %sblast_results.tab >
%s%s.nohup 2>&1 &'%(PIPELINE_ROOT,fastaFile,PROJECT_ROOT, directory,
directory, jobId)
elif sq == 'D':
comm = 'nohup %s/bin/ncbi-blast-2.2.29/bin/blastx query %s -db %s/db/GPCR -evalue 0.05 -max_target_seqs 1 -outfmt \"6
qseqid sseqid stitle pident nident evalue\" -out %sblast_results.tab >
%s%s.nohup 2>&1 &'%(PIPELINE_ROOT,fastaFile,PROJECT_ROOT, directory,
directory, jobId)
cf = open('%sscript.sh'%(directory), 'w')
cf.write(comm)
cf.write('\nSTATUS=$?\necho $STATUS\nexit $STATUS\n')
cf.write('echo \"Completed\"')
cf.close()
os.chmod('%sscript.sh'%directory, 0777)
process = subprocess.Popen('/usr/bin/bash
%sscript.sh'%directory, stdout=subprocess.PIPE,
stderr=subprocess.PIPE, shell=True)
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except:
e = sys.exc_info()[0]
vars = getVars()
vars['error'] = gpcrErrors.getSubmissionError()
print 'Within error'
return render.database(setup=vars)
time.sleep(5)
raise web.seeother("/db_processing?jobId=%s"%str(jobId))
elif q !='':
raise web.seeother("/dbresults?query=%s&qt=%s"%(q,qt))
elif a_organism != [''] or a_pname != [''] or a_gname != [''] or
a_length != '' or grafs != '' or iuphar != '' or a_sub_fam !=[''] or
a_sub_sub_fam != [''] or a_sub_type != [''] or aa != '' or dipep !=''
or pro_type != '':
#print a_organism
st_grafs = '+'.join(grafs)
st_org = '+'.join(a_organism)
st_pname = '+'.join(a_pname)
st_gname = '+'.join(a_gname)
st_iuphar = '+'.join(iuphar)
st_display = '+'.join(display)
st_pro_type = '+'.join(pro_type)
st_a_sub_fam = '+'.join(a_sub_fam)
st_a_sub_sub_fam = '+'.join(a_sub_sub_fam)
st_a_sub_type = '+'.join(a_sub_type)
raise
web.seeother("/dbresults?a_organism=%s&a_pname=%s&a_gname=%s&length_ra
nge=%s&a_length=%s&grafs=%s&iuphar=%s&a_sub_fam=%s&a_sub_sub_fam=%s&a_
sub_type=%s&aa=%s&dipep=%s&display=%s&pro_type=%s"%(st_org,st_pname,st
_gname,length_range,a_length,st_grafs,st_iuphar,st_a_sub_fam,st_a_sub_
sub_fam,st_a_sub_type,aa,dipep,st_display,st_pro_type))
else:
raise web.seeother("/dbresults?blank=Y")
class Database_Processing:
def GET(self):
vars = getVars()
inmap = web.input(jobId=None)
jobId = inmap.jobId
print ('in processing')
try:
log =
open('%s%s/%s.log'%(OUTPUT_DIR,jobId,jobId.split('.')[0]),'r')
lines = log.readlines()
if re.match('Completed',lines[-1]):
raise web.seeother('/results?jobId=%s'%jobId)
else:
status = 'The current status of jobId=%s \n'%jobId
status = status + '<br>' + '<br>'.join(lines[1:])
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vars = getVars()
vars['status'] = status
return render.processing(setup=vars)
except:
return 'Error in Processing'
class Database_Results:
def GET(self,*args,**kws):
import db_commands
vars = getVars()
vars['css'] = getDB_ResultsCSS()
inmap = web.input(blank='N',
query='',fastasequence='',qt='all',a_organism='',a_pname = '', a_gname
= '',length_range='',a_length='', grafs = '', iuphar = '',a_sub_fam =
'',a_sub_sub_fam = '', a_sub_type = '', aa='', dipep='',display =
'',pro_type = '')
q = inmap.query
qt = inmap.qt
a_organism = inmap.a_organism.split()
a_pname = inmap.a_pname.split()
a_gname = inmap.a_gname.split()
length_range = inmap.length_range
a_length = inmap.a_length
grafs = inmap.grafs.split()
iuphar = inmap.iuphar.split()
a_sub_fam = inmap.a_sub_fam.split()
a_sub_sub_fam = inmap.a_sub_sub_fam.split()
a_sub_type = inmap.a_sub_type.split()
aa= inmap.aa.split()
dipep = inmap.dipep.split()
display = inmap.display.split()
pro_type = inmap.pro_type.split()
blank_search = inmap.blank
if blank_search=='Y':
results = db_commands.proid_search('')
return render.db_results(setup=vars, rows=results)
a_organism = [str(r) for r in a_organism]
a_pname = [str(r) for r in a_pname]
a_gname = [str(r) for r in a_gname]
grafs = [str(r) for r in grafs]
iuphar = [str(r) for r in iuphar]
a_sub_fam = [str(r) for r in a_sub_fam]
a_sub_sub_fam = [str(r) for r in a_sub_sub_fam]
a_sub_type = [str(r) for r in a_sub_type]
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aa = [str(r) for r in aa]
dipep = [str(r) for r in dipep]
display = [str(r) for r in display]
pro_type = [str(r) for r in pro_type]
#cd_val = [str(r) for r in cd_val]
print qt
print "database result", a_sub_fam
print 'Within database_results'
if qt == 'organism':
results = db_commands.organism_search(q)
elif qt =='entry_name':
results = db_commands.entryname_search(q)
elif qt == 'protein_id':
results = db_commands.proid_search(q)
elif qt == 'classification':
results = db_commands.classification(q)
elif qt == 'amino_acid_composition':
results = db_commands.aa_quick(q)
elif qt == 'seq_length':
results = db_commands.length_quick(q)
elif qt == 'protein_name':
results = db_commands.pname_search(q)
elif qt == 'gene_name':
results = db_commands.gname_search(q)
elif a_organism != [] or a_pname != [] or a_gname != [] or
a_length != '' or grafs != [] or iuphar != [] or a_sub_fam != [] or
a_sub_sub_fam != [] or a_sub_type != [] or aa != [] or dipep != [] or
pro_type != [] or display != [] or pro_type !=[]:
results =
db_commands.a_search(a_organism,a_pname,a_gname,length_range,a_length,
grafs,iuphar,a_sub_fam,a_sub_sub_fam,a_sub_type,aa,dipep,display,pro_t
ype)
else:
results = db_commands.proid_search('')
# here create link
if q != '':
l =
"%s/get_dbCSV?query=%s&qt=%s"%(URL_ROOT,inmap.query,inmap.qt)
fl =
"%s/dbfasta?query=%s&qt=%s"%(URL_ROOT,inmap.query,inmap.qt)
else:
l =
"%s/get_dbCSV?a_organism=%s&a_pname=%s&a_gname=%s&length_range=%s&a_le
ngth=%s&grafs=%s&iuphar=%s&a_sub_fam=%s&a_sub_sub_fam=%s&a_sub_type=%s
&aa=%s&dipep=%s&display=%s&pro_type=%s"%(URL_ROOT,inmap.a_organism,inm
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ap.a_pname,inmap.a_gname,inmap.length_range,inmap.a_length,inmap.grafs
,inmap.iuphar,inmap.a_sub_fam,inmap.a_sub_sub_fam,inmap.a_sub_type,inm
ap.aa,inmap.dipep,inmap.display,inmap.pro_type)
fl =
"%s/dbfasta?a_organism=%s&a_pname=%s&a_gname=%s&length_range=%s&a_leng
th=%s&grafs=%s&iuphar=%s&a_sub_fam=%s&a_sub_sub_fam=%s&a_sub_type=%s&a
a=%s&dipep=%s&display=%s&pro_type=%s"%(URL_ROOT,inmap.a_organism,inmap
.a_pname,inmap.a_gname,inmap.length_range,inmap.a_length,inmap.grafs,i
nmap.iuphar,inmap.a_sub_fam,inmap.a_sub_sub_fam,inmap.a_sub_type,inmap
.aa,inmap.dipep,inmap.display,inmap.pro_type)
return render.db_results(setup=vars,
rows=results,link=l,fastalink=fl)
class Database_FASTA:
def GET(self,*args,**kws):
import db_commands
vars = getVars()
vars['css'] = getDB_ResultsCSS()
inmap =
web.input(query='',cd_val='',search_term='',fastasequence='',
qt='all', a_organism='',a_pname ='', a_gname = '',
length_range='',a_length='', grafs = '', iuphar = '',a_sub_fam =
'',a_sub_sub_fam ='', a_sub_type = '', aa='', dipep='',display =
'',pro_type = '')
print "Within db_fasta get"
print inmap
hid_vars = {'q' : inmap.query,'qt': inmap.qt,'a_organism' :
inmap.a_organism,'a_pname' : inmap.a_pname, 'a_gname': inmap.a_gname,
'length_range' : inmap.length_range,'a_length' :
inmap.a_length,'grafs' : inmap.grafs,'iuphar' :
inmap.iuphar,'a_sub_fam':inmap.a_sub_fam,
'a_sub_sub_fam':inmap.a_sub_sub_fam,
'a_sub_type':inmap.a_sub_type,'aa': inmap.aa,'dipep' :
inmap.dipep,'display' : inmap.display,'pro_type' :
inmap.pro_type,'cd_val' : inmap.cd_val}
print hid_vars
return render.db_fasta(setup=vars,hidden_vars= hid_vars)
def POST(self,*args,**kws):
import db_commands
print 'Within database_fasta post'
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inmap = web.input(cd_val='',q='',fastasequence='', qt='all',
a_organism='',a_pname ='', a_gname = '', length_range='',a_length='',
grafs = '', iuphar = '',a_sub_fam ='',a_sub_sub_fam = '',a_sub_type =
'', aa='', dipep='',display = '',pro_type = '')
jobId = getNextJobId()
fastasequence = inmap.fastasequence
q=inmap.q
qt= inmap.qt
cd_val = inmap.cd_val

a_organism = inmap.a_organism.split()
a_pname = inmap.a_pname.split()
a_gname = inmap.a_gname.split()
length_range = inmap.length_range
a_length = inmap.a_length
grafs = inmap.grafs.split()
iuphar = inmap.iuphar.split()
a_sub_fam = inmap.a_sub_fam.split()
a_sub_sub_fam = inmap.a_sub_sub_fam.split()
a_sub_type = inmap.a_sub_type.split()
aa= inmap.aa.split()
dipep = inmap.dipep.split()
display = inmap.display.split()
pro_type = inmap.pro_type.split()
if qt == 'organism':
results = db_commands.organism_search_fasta_db(q,jobId)
elif qt =='entry_name':
results = db_commands.entryname_search_fasta_db(q,jobId)
elif qt == 'protein_id':
results = db_commands.proid_search_fasta_db(q,jobId)
elif qt == 'classification':
results = db_commands.classification_fasta_db(q,jobId)
elif qt == 'amino_acid_composition':
results = db_commands.aa_quick_fasta_db(q,jobId)
elif qt == 'seq_length':
results = db_commands.length_quick_fasta_db(q,jobId)
elif qt == 'protein_name':
results = db_commands.pname_search_fasta_db(q,jobId)
elif qt == 'gene_name':
results = db_commands.gname_search_fasta_db(q,jobId)
elif a_organism != [] or a_pname != [] or a_gname != [] or
a_length != '' or grafs != [] or iuphar != [] or a_sub_fam != [] or
a_sub_sub_fam != [] or a_sub_type != [] or aa != [] or dipep != [] or
pro_type != [] or display != [] or pro_type !=[]:
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results =
db_commands.a_search_fasta_db(a_organism,a_pname,a_gname,length_range,
a_length,grafs,iuphar,a_sub_fam,a_sub_sub_fam, a_sub_type,
aa,dipep,display,pro_type,jobId)
else:
results = db_commands.proid_search_fasta_db('')

infile = open('%s%s_query_seq.fasta'%(OUTPUT_DIR,jobId),'r')
toReturn_seq = ''.join(infile.readlines())
import re
word = ''
if re.search('[a-zA-Z]+',cd_val) and cd_val.lower() !='full':
vars = getVars()
fl =
"%s/dbfasta?a_organism=%s&a_pname=%s&a_gname=%s&length_range=%s&a_leng
th=%s&grafs=%s&iuphar=%s&a_sub_fam=%s&a_sub_sub_fam=%s&a_sub_type=%s&a
a=%s&dipep=%s&display=%s&pro_type=%s"%(URL_ROOT,inmap.a_organism,inmap
.a_pname,inmap.a_gname,inmap.length_range,inmap.a_length,inmap.grafs,i
nmap.iuphar,inmap.a_sub_fam,inmap.a_sub_sub_fam,inmap.a_sub_type,inmap
.aa,inmap.dipep,inmap.display,inmap.pro_type)
s = 'Please type the word: Full'
return render.db_error(setup=vars,link = fl, s = s)
elif cd_val.lower() == 'full':
print 'db_fasta download result:'
web.header('Content-Disposition', 'attachment;
filename=gpcrpendb_fasta%s.fasta'%getNextJobId())
web.header('Content-Type', 'fasta')
#return toReturn_seq
elif float(cd_val) < 0.65 or float(cd_val) >1.0000000:
vars = getVars()
fl =
"%s/dbfasta?a_organism=%s&a_pname=%s&a_gname=%s&length_range=%s&a_leng
th=%s&grafs=%s&iuphar=%s&a_sub_fam=%s&a_sub_sub_fam=%s&a_sub_type=%s&a
a=%s&dipep=%s&display=%s&pro_type=%s"%(URL_ROOT,inmap.a_organism,inmap
.a_pname,inmap.a_gname,inmap.length_range,inmap.a_length,inmap.grafs,i
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nmap.iuphar,inmap.a_sub_fam,inmap.a_sub_sub_fam,inmap.a_sub_type,inmap
.aa,inmap.dipep,inmap.display,inmap.pro_type)
s = 'Please enter a valid number in the range from 0.65 to
1.0'
return render.db_error(setup=vars,link = fl, s = s)
elif float(cd_val) >= 0.65 :
print '0.65 works'
cd_name = cd_val.replace('.','_')
print cd_name
comm ='%s/bin/cdhit/cd-hit -i %s%s_query_seq.fasta -o
%s%s_out_%s.fasta -c
%s'%(PIPELINE_ROOT,OUTPUT_DIR,jobId,OUTPUT_DIR,jobId,cd_name,cd_val)
process =
subprocess.Popen(comm,stdout=subprocess.PIPE,stderr=subprocess.PIPE,sh
ell=True)
process.wait()
print(process.stderr.readlines())
print(process.stdout.readlines())
infile =
open('%s%s_out_%s.fasta'%(OUTPUT_DIR,jobId,cd_name),'r')
toReturn_seq = ''.join(infile.readlines())
print 'db_fasta download result:'
web.header('Content-Disposition', 'attachment;
filename=gpcr_cdhit_results_%s.fasta'%getNextJobId())
web.header('Content-Type', 'fasta')
return toReturn_seq
class get_dbCSV:
def GET(self,*args,**kws):
import db_commands
vars = getVars()
vars['css'] = getDB_ResultsCSS()
inmap = web.input(cd_val='',blank='N',
query='',fastasequence='',qt='all',a_organism='',a_pname='',a_gname=''
,length_range='',a_length='', grafs = '', iuphar = '',a_sub_fam =
'',a_sub_sub_fam = '',a_sub_type = '', aa='', dipep='',display =
'',pro_type = '')
q = inmap.query
qt = inmap.qt
a_organism = inmap.a_organism.split()
a_pname = inmap.a_pname.split()
a_gname = inmap.a_gname.split()
length_range = inmap.length_range
a_length = inmap.a_length
grafs = inmap.grafs.split()
iuphar = inmap.iuphar.split()
aa= inmap.aa.split()
a_sub_fam = inmap.a_sub_fam.split()
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a_sub_sub_fam = inmap.a_sub_sub_fam.split()
a_sub_type = inmap.a_sub_type.split()
dipep = inmap.dipep.split()
display = inmap.display.split()
pro_type = inmap.pro_type.split()
cd_val = inmap.cd_val
blank_search = inmap.blank
if blank_search=='Y':
results = db_commands.proid_search('')
#return render.db_results(setup=vars, rows=results)
a_organism = [str(r) for r in a_organism]
a_pname = [str(r) for r in a_pname]
a_gname = [str(r) for r in a_gname]
grafs = [str(r) for r in grafs]
iuphar = [str(r) for r in iuphar]
a_sub_fam = [str(r) for r in a_sub_fam]
a_sub_sub_fam = [str(r) for r in a_sub_sub_fam]
a_sub_type = [str(r) for r in a_sub_type]
aa = [str(r) for r in aa]
dipep = [str(r) for r in dipep]
display = [str(r) for r in display]
pro_type = [str(r) for r in pro_type]
#cd_val = [str(r) for r in cd_val]
print 'Within getdbcsv_results'
if qt == 'organism':
results = db_commands.organism_search(q)
elif qt =='entry_name':
results = db_commands.entryname_search(q)
elif qt == 'protein_id':
results = db_commands.proid_search(q)
elif qt == 'classification':
results = db_commands.classification(q)
elif qt == 'amino_acid_composition':
results = db_commands.aa_quick(q)
elif qt == 'seq_length':
results = db_commands.length_quick(q)
elif qt == 'protein_name':
results = db_commands.pname_search(q)
elif qt == 'gene_name':
results = db_commands.gname_search(q)
elif a_organism != [] or a_pname != [] or a_gname != [] or
a_length != '' or grafs != [] or iuphar != [] or a_sub_fam != [] or
a_sub_sub_fam != [] or a_sub_type != [] or aa != [] or dipep != [] or
pro_type != [] or display != [] or pro_type !=[]:
results =
db_commands.a_search(a_organism,a_pname,a_gname,length_range,a_length,
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grafs,iuphar,a_sub_fam,a_sub_sub_fam,
a_sub_type,aa,dipep,display,pro_type)
else:
results = db_commands.proid_search('')
toReturn = ''
toReturn = 'The number of proteins found: ' +
(str(results[0][0])) + '\n'
toReturn = toReturn + 'Display: ' + str(results[0][1]) + '\n'
toReturn = toReturn + 'Query terms: ' + str(results[0][2]) +
'\n'
for r in results[1:]:
b = []
for rs in r:
b.append(str(rs))
toReturn = toReturn + ','.join(b) + '\n'
#toReturn = toReturn + 'Download: <a href=\"/kbegum/get_dbCSV?\"
download target=\"_blank\">Results</a> \n'
print 'db_CSV download result:'
web.header('Content-Disposition', 'attachment;
filename=gpcrpendb_results_%s.csv'%getNextJobId())
web.header('Content-Type', 'text/csv')
return toReturn
class Database_Instructions:
def GET(self,*args,**kws):
vars = getVars()
return render.database_instructions(setup=vars)
class Database_CDHIT:
def GET(self,*args,**kws):
vars = getVars()
return render.db_cdhit(setup=vars)

APPENDIX J: CONVERTING AN INPUT TO MYSQL QUERY IN WEB-SERVER
# This code converts the input from the web-server of GPCR-PEnDB to
MySQL queries and accesses the database
cols_aa_tmhmm = 'SELECT
PROTEINS.PROTEIN_ID,PROTEINS.Name,PROTEINS.Protein_Name,PROTEINS.Gene_
Name,PROTEINS.Length,PROTEINS.PROTEIN_TYPE,Organism_v2.Genus,Organism_
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v2.Species,Organism_v2.Common_name,round(PROTEINS.A*100,2),round(PROTE
INS.C*100,2),round(PROTEINS.D*100,2),round(PROTEINS.E*100,2),round(PRO
TEINS.F*100,2),round(PROTEINS.G*100,2),round(PROTEINS.H*100,2),round(P
ROTEINS.I*100,2),round(PROTEINS.K*100,2),round(PROTEINS.L*100,2),round
(PROTEINS.M*100,2),round(PROTEINS.N*100,2),round(PROTEINS.P*100,2),rou
nd(PROTEINS.Q*100,2),round(PROTEINS.R*100,2),round(PROTEINS.S*100,2),r
ound(PROTEINS.T*100,2),round(PROTEINS.V*100,2),round(PROTEINS.W*100,2)
,round(PROTEINS.Y*100,2),round
(PROTEINS.Other*100,2),TMHMM_Length.N_term,TMHMM_Length.TM1,TMHMM_Leng
th.IL1,TMHMM_Length.TM2,TMHMM_Length.OL1,TMHMM_Length.TM3,TMHMM_Length
.IL2,TMHMM_Length.TM4,TMHMM_Length.OL2,TMHMM_Length.TM5,TMHMM_Length.I
L3,TMHMM_Length.TM6,TMHMM_Length.OL3,TMHMM_Length.TM7,TMHMM_Length.C_t
erm FROM PROTEINS INNER JOIN Organism_v2 ON PROTEINS.Organism_ID =
Organism_v2.Organism_ID INNER JOIN GRAFS ON PROTEINS.GRAFS_ID =
GRAFS.GRAFS_ID INNER JOIN IUPHAR ON PROTEINS.IUPHAR_ID =
IUPHAR.IUPHAR_ID INNER JOIN AA_Dipeptide ON PROTEINS.PROTEIN_ID =
AA_Dipeptide.PROTEIN_ID INNER JOIN TMHMM_Length ON
TMHMM_Length.PROTEIN_ID = PROTEINS.PROTEIN_ID'
cols_grafs_iuphar_aa_tmhmm = 'SELECT
PROTEINS.PROTEIN_ID,PROTEINS.Name,PROTEINS.Protein_Name,PROTEINS.Gene_
Name,PROTEINS.Length,PROTEINS.PROTEIN_TYPE,Organism_v2.Genus,Organism_
v2.Species,Organism_v2.Common_name,GRAFS.GRAFS,
IUPHAR.IUPHAR,Ll_class.sub_family, Ll_class.s_sub_Family,
Ll_class.sub_type,PROTEINS.PDB_ID,round(PROTEINS.A*100,2),round(PROTEI
NS.C*100,2),round(PROTEINS.D*100,2),round(PROTEINS.E*100,2),round(PROT
EINS.F*100,2),round(PROTEINS.G*100,2),round(PROTEINS.H*100,2),round(PR
OTEINS.I*100,2),round(PROTEINS.K*100,2),round(PROTEINS.L*100,2),round(
PROTEINS.M*100,2),round(PROTEINS.N*100,2),round(PROTEINS.P*100,2),roun
d(PROTEINS.Q*100,2),round(PROTEINS.R*100,2),round(PROTEINS.S*100,2),ro
und(PROTEINS.T*100,2),round(PROTEINS.V*100,2),round(PROTEINS.W*100,2),
round(PROTEINS.Y*100,2),round
(PROTEINS.Other*100,2),TMHMM_Length.N_term,TMHMM_Length.TM1,TMHMM_Leng
th.IL1,TMHMM_Length.TM2,TMHMM_Length.OL1,TMHMM_Length.TM3,TMHMM_Length
.IL2,TMHMM_Length.TM4,TMHMM_Length.OL2,TMHMM_Length.TM5,TMHMM_Length.I
L3,TMHMM_Length.TM6,TMHMM_Length.OL3,TMHMM_Length.TM7,TMHMM_Length.C_t
erm FROM PROTEINS INNER JOIN Organism_v2 ON PROTEINS.Organism_ID =
Organism_v2.Organism_ID INNER JOIN GRAFS ON PROTEINS.GRAFS_ID =
GRAFS.GRAFS_ID INNER JOIN IUPHAR ON PROTEINS.IUPHAR_ID =
IUPHAR.IUPHAR_ID INNER JOIN AA_Dipeptide ON PROTEINS.PROTEIN_ID =
AA_Dipeptide.PROTEIN_ID INNER JOIN TMHMM_Length ON
TMHMM_Length.PROTEIN_ID = PROTEINS.PROTEIN_ID INNER JOIN Ll_class ON
PROTEINS.PROTEIN_ID = Ll_class.PROTEIN_ID'
cols_grafs_iuphar= 'SELECT
PROTEINS.PROTEIN_ID,PROTEINS.Name,PROTEINS.Protein_Name,PROTEINS.Gene_
Name,PROTEINS.Length,PROTEINS.PROTEIN_TYPE,Organism_v2.Genus,Organism_
v2.Species,Organism_v2.Common_name,GRAFS.GRAFS,
IUPHAR.IUPHAR,Ll_class.sub_family, Ll_class.s_sub_family,
Ll_class.sub_type,PROTEINS.PDB_ID FROM PROTEINS INNER JOIN Organism_v2
ON PROTEINS.Organism_ID = Organism_v2.Organism_ID INNER JOIN GRAFS ON
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PROTEINS.GRAFS_ID = GRAFS.GRAFS_ID INNER JOIN IUPHAR ON
PROTEINS.IUPHAR_ID = IUPHAR.IUPHAR_ID INNER JOIN AA_Dipeptide ON
PROTEINS.PROTEIN_ID = AA_Dipeptide.PROTEIN_ID INNER JOIN TMHMM_Length
ON TMHMM_Length.PROTEIN_ID = PROTEINS.PROTEIN_ID INNER JOIN Ll_class
ON PROTEINS.PROTEIN_ID = Ll_class.PROTEIN_ID'
cols_aa = 'SELECT
PROTEINS.PROTEIN_ID,PROTEINS.Name,PROTEINS.Protein_Name,PROTEINS.Gene_
Name,PROTEINS.Length,PROTEINS.PROTEIN_TYPE,Organism_v2.Genus,Organism_
v2.Species,Organism_v2.Common_name,GRAFS.GRAFS,IUPHAR.IUPHAR,Ll_class.
sub_family, Ll_class.s_sub_family,
Ll_class.sub_type,PROTEINS.PDB_ID,round(PROTEINS.A*100,2),round(PROTEI
NS.C*100,2),round(PROTEINS.D*100,2),round(PROTEINS.E*100,2),round(PROT
EINS.F*100,2),round(PROTEINS.G*100,2),round(PROTEINS.H*100,2),round(PR
OTEINS.I*100,2),round(PROTEINS.K*100,2),round(PROTEINS.L*100,2),round(
PROTEINS.M*100,2),round(PROTEINS.N*100,2),round(PROTEINS.P*100,2),roun
d(PROTEINS.Q*100,2),round(PROTEINS.R*100,2),round(PROTEINS.S*100,2),ro
und(PROTEINS.T*100,2),round(PROTEINS.V*100,2),round(PROTEINS.W*100,2),
round(PROTEINS.Y*100,2),round(PROTEINS.Other*100,2) FROM PROTEINS
INNER JOIN Organism_v2 ON PROTEINS.Organism_ID =
Organism_v2.Organism_ID INNER JOIN GRAFS ON PROTEINS.GRAFS_ID =
GRAFS.GRAFS_ID INNER JOIN IUPHAR ON PROTEINS.IUPHAR_ID =
IUPHAR.IUPHAR_ID INNER JOIN AA_Dipeptide ON PROTEINS.PROTEIN_ID =
AA_Dipeptide.PROTEIN_ID INNER JOIN TMHMM_Length ON
TMHMM_Length.PROTEIN_ID = PROTEINS.PROTEIN_ID INNER JOIN Ll_class ON
PROTEINS.PROTEIN_ID = Ll_class.PROTEIN_ID'
cols_tmhmm = 'SELECT
PROTEINS.PROTEIN_ID,PROTEINS.Name,PROTEINS.Protein_Name,PROTEINS.Gene_
Name,PROTEINS.Length,PROTEINS.PROTEIN_TYPE,Organism_v2.Genus,Organism_
v2.Species,Organism_v2.Common_name,GRAFS.GRAFS,IUPHAR.IUPHAR,Ll_class.
sub_family, Ll_class.s_sub_family,
Ll_class.sub_type,PROTEINS.PDB_ID,TMHMM_Length.N_term,TMHMM_Length.TM1
,TMHMM_Length.IL1,TMHMM_Length.TM2,TMHMM_Length.OL1,TMHMM_Length.TM3,T
MHMM_Length.IL2,TMHMM_Length.TM4,TMHMM_Length.OL2,TMHMM_Length.TM5,TMH
MM_Length.IL3,TMHMM_Length.TM6,TMHMM_Length.OL3,TMHMM_Length.TM7,TMHMM
_Length.C_term FROM PROTEINS INNER JOIN Organism_v2 ON
PROTEINS.Organism_ID = Organism_v2.Organism_ID INNER JOIN GRAFS ON
PROTEINS.GRAFS_ID = GRAFS.GRAFS_ID INNER JOIN IUPHAR ON
PROTEINS.IUPHAR_ID = IUPHAR.IUPHAR_ID INNER JOIN AA_Dipeptide ON
PROTEINS.PROTEIN_ID = AA_Dipeptide.PROTEIN_ID INNER JOIN TMHMM_Length
ON TMHMM_Length.PROTEIN_ID = PROTEINS.PROTEIN_ID INNER JOIN Ll_class
ON PROTEINS.PROTEIN_ID = Ll_class.PROTEIN_ID'
def
a_search(a_organism,length_range,a_length,grafs,iuphar,aa,dipep,displa
y,pro_type):
import MySQLdb
from Config import *
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# connect
db = MySQLdb.connect(host=SQL_HOST, user=SQL_UN, passwd=SQL_PS,
db=SQL_DB,read_default_file=SQL_CNF)
cursor = db.cursor()
#=====================================================================
======
#
# Quick Search
#
#=====================================================================
======
#--------------Organism Search-----------------------------------------------------------------#
def organism_search(q):
import MySQLdb
from Config import *
# connect
db = MySQLdb.connect(host=SQL_HOST, user=SQL_UN, passwd=SQL_PS,
db=SQL_DB,read_default_file=SQL_CNF)
cursor = db.cursor()
# execute SQL select statement
query = '%s '%(cols_aa_tmhmm) + 'WHERE Organism_v2.Common_name LIKE
\"%{0}%\" OR Organism_v2.Genus LIKE \"%{0}%\" OR Organism_v2.Species
LIKE \"%{0}%\";'.format(q)
print query
cursor.execute(query)
d_h = 'Amino acid percentages & TMHMM predicted lengths'
q_h = 'Organism name = ' + q
# commit your changes
db.commit()
numrows = int(cursor.rowcount)
toReturn = [(numrows,q_h,d_h),('ID','Entry name','Protein
name','Gene','Length','Type','Genus','Species','Common name',
'A','C','D','E','F','G','H','I','K','L','M','N','P','Q','R','S','T','V
','W','Y ','Others','Nterm','H1','IL1','H2','OL1','H3','IL2','H4','OL2','H5','IL3','H6','OL3
','H7','C-term')]
# get and display one row at a time.
for x in range(0,numrows):
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row = cursor.fetchone()
toReturn.append(row)
#print toReturn
return toReturn
#------------------------------------------Entry Name-----------------------------------------------------#
def entryname_search(q):
import MySQLdb
from Config import *
# connect
db = MySQLdb.connect(host=SQL_HOST, user=SQL_UN, passwd=SQL_PS,
db=SQL_DB,read_default_file=SQL_CNF)
cursor = db.cursor()
toReturn = []
# execute SQL select statement
query = '%s '%(cols_aa_tmhmm) + 'WHERE PROTEINS.Name LIKE
\"%{0}%\";'.format(q)
cursor.execute(query)
d_h = 'Amino acid percentages & TMHMM predicted lengths'
q_h = 'Entry name = ' + q
# commit your changes
db.commit()
numrows = int(cursor.rowcount)
toReturn = [(numrows,q_h,d_h),('ID','Entry Name','Protein
name','Gene','Length','Type','Genus','Species','Common name',
'A','C','D','E','F','G','H','I','K','L','M','N','P','Q','R','S','T','V
','W','Y ','Others','Nterm','H1','IL1','H2','OL1','H3','IL2','H4','OL2','H5','IL3','H6','OL3
','H7','C-term')]
numrows = int(cursor.rowcount)
# get and display one row at a time.
for x in range(0,numrows):
row = cursor.fetchone()
toReturn.append(row)
return toReturn

#------------------------------------------Protein Name-----------------------------------------------------#
def pname_search(q):
import MySQLdb
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from Config import *
# connect
db = MySQLdb.connect(host=SQL_HOST, user=SQL_UN, passwd=SQL_PS,
db=SQL_DB,read_default_file=SQL_CNF)
cursor = db.cursor()
toReturn = []
# execute SQL select statement
query = '%s '%(cols_aa_tmhmm) + 'WHERE PROTEINS.Protein_Name LIKE
\"%{0}%\";'.format(q)
cursor.execute(query)
d_h = 'Amino acid percentages & TMHMM predicted lengths'
q_h = 'Protein name = ' + q
# commit your changes
db.commit()
numrows = int(cursor.rowcount)
toReturn = [(numrows,q_h,d_h),('ID','Entry Name','Protein
name','Gene','Length','Type','Genus','Species','Common name',
'A','C','D','E','F','G','H','I','K','L','M','N','P','Q','R','S','T','V
','W','Y ','Others','Nterm','H1','IL1','H2','OL1','H3','IL2','H4','OL2','H5','IL3','H6','OL3
','H7','C-term')]
numrows = int(cursor.rowcount)
# get and display one row at a time.
for x in range(0,numrows):
row = cursor.fetchone()
toReturn.append(row)
return toReturn
#------------------------------------------Gene Name-----------------------------------------------------#
def gname_search(q):
import MySQLdb
from Config import *
# connect
db = MySQLdb.connect(host=SQL_HOST, user=SQL_UN, passwd=SQL_PS,
db=SQL_DB,read_default_file=SQL_CNF)
cursor = db.cursor()
toReturn = []
# execute SQL select statement
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query = '%s '%(cols_aa_tmhmm) + 'WHERE PROTEINS.Gene_Name LIKE
\"%{0}%\";'.format(q)
cursor.execute(query)
d_h = 'Amino acid percentages & TMHMM predicted lengths'
q_h = 'Gene name = ' + q
# commit your changes
db.commit()
numrows = int(cursor.rowcount)
toReturn = [(numrows,q_h,d_h),('ID','Entry Name','Protein
name','Gene','Length','Type','Genus','Species','Common name',
'A','C','D','E','F','G','H','I','K','L','M','N','P','Q','R','S','T','V
','W','Y ','Others','Nterm','H1','IL1','H2','OL1','H3','IL2','H4','OL2','H5','IL3','H6','OL3
','H7','C-term')]
numrows = int(cursor.rowcount)
# get and display one row at a time.
for x in range(0,numrows):
row = cursor.fetchone()
toReturn.append(row)
return toReturn
#---------------------------------------------------Uniprot ID-----------------------------------------------#
def proid_search(q):
import MySQLdb
from Config import *
# connect
db = MySQLdb.connect(host=SQL_HOST, user=SQL_UN, passwd=SQL_PS,
db=SQL_DB,read_default_file=SQL_CNF)
cursor = db.cursor()
# execute SQL select statement
query = '%s '%(cols_aa_tmhmm) + 'WHERE PROTEINS.PROTEIN_ID LIKE
\"%{0}%\";'.format(q)
cursor.execute(query)
if q == '':
d_h = 'Amino acid percentages & TMHMM predicted lengths'
q_h = 'All'
else:
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q_h = 'UniProtKB ID = ' + q
d_h = 'Amino acid percentages & TMHMM predicted lengths'
# commit your changes
db.commit()
numrows = int(cursor.rowcount)
toReturn = [(numrows,q_h,d_h),('ID','Entry name','Protein
name','Gene','Length','Type','Genus','Species','Common name',
'A','C','D','E','F','G','H','I','K','L','M','N','P','Q','R','S','T','V
','W','Y ','Others','Nterm','H1','IL1','H2','OL1','H3','IL2','H4','OL2','H5','IL3','H6','OL3
','H7','C-term')]
# get and display one row at a time.
for x in range(0,numrows):
row = cursor.fetchone()
toReturn.append(row)
print query
return toReturn
#----------------------------Classification------------------------------------------------------#
def classification(q):
import MySQLdb
from Config import *
# connect
db = MySQLdb.connect(host=SQL_HOST, user=SQL_UN, passwd=SQL_PS,
db=SQL_DB,read_default_file=SQL_CNF)
cursor = db.cursor()
# execute SQL select statement
#Query for non GPCRs
if q == 'Non' or q == 'non' or q == 'None' or q == 'none':
query = '%s '%(cols_aa_tmhmm) + 'WHERE PROTEINS.PROTEIN_TYPE
="CN";'
cursor.execute(query)
db.commit()
q_h = 'Classification = ' + q
d_h = 'Amino acid percentages & TMHMM predicted lengths'
numrows = int(cursor.rowcount)
toReturn = [(numrows,q_h,d_h),('ID','Entry name','Protein
name','Gene','Length','Type','Genus','Species','Common name',
'A','C','D','E','F','G','H','I','K','L','M','N','P','Q','R','S','T','V
','W','Y ','Others','Nterm','H1','IL1','H2','OL1','H3','IL2','H4','OL2','H5','IL3','H6','OL3
','H7','C-term')]
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for x in range(0,numrows):
row = cursor.fetchone()
toReturn.append(row)
print query
return toReturn
else:
#Query for GPCR classifications
query = '%s '%(cols_grafs_iuphar_aa_tmhmm) + 'WHERE
IUPHAR.IUPHAR LIKE \"%{0}%\" OR GRAFS.GRAFS LIKE \"%{0}%\";'.format(q)
# print query
cursor.execute(query)
# commit your changes
db.commit()
q_h = 'Classification = ' + q
d_h = 'Amino acid percentages & TMHMM predicted lengths'
numrows = int(cursor.rowcount)
#toReturn = []
#toReturn.append((numrows))
toReturn = [(numrows,q_h,d_h),('ID','Entry name','Protein
name','Gene','Length','Type','Genus','Species','Common name','GRAFS
(family)','IUPHAR (family)','Sub-family','Sub-sub-family','Sub-type',
'A','C','D','E','F','G','H','I','K','L','M','N','P','Q','R','S','T','V
','W','Y ','Others','Nterm','H1','IL1','H2','OL1','H3','IL2','H4','OL2','H5','IL3','H6','OL3
','H7','C-term')]
# toReturn = toReturn + toReturn1
print toReturn
# get and display one row at a time.
for x in range(0,numrows):
row = cursor.fetchone()
toReturn.append(row)
# print toReturn[0]
return toReturn
#----------------------------AA percentage------------------------------------------------------#
def aa_quick(q):
import MySQLdb
from Config import *
# connect
db = MySQLdb.connect(host=SQL_HOST, user=SQL_UN, passwd=SQL_PS,
db=SQL_DB,read_default_file=SQL_CNF)
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cursor = db.cursor()
# execute SQL select statement
query = '%s '%(cols_aa_tmhmm) + 'WHERE
PROTEINS.\"{0}\/100";'.format(q)
query = query.replace('"','')
query = query.replace('\\','')
print query
# print query
cursor.execute(query)
q_h = 'Amino Acid, ' + q
d_h = 'TMHMM predicted lengths'
# commit your changes
db.commit()
numrows = int(cursor.rowcount)
toReturn = [(numrows,q_h,d_h),('ID','Entry Name','Protein
name','Gene','Length','Type','Genus','Species','Common
name','A','C','D','E','F','G','H','I','K','L','M','N','P','Q','R','S',
'T','V','W','Y ','Others','Nterm','H1','IL1','H2','OL1','H3','IL2','H4','OL2','H5','IL3','H6','OL3
','H7','C-term')]
toReturn
# get and display one row at a time.
for x in range(0,numrows):
row = cursor.fetchone()
toReturn.append(row)
return toReturn
#----------------------------Length--------------------------------------------------------------#
def length_quick(q):
import MySQLdb
from Config import *
# connect
db = MySQLdb.connect(host=SQL_HOST, user=SQL_UN, passwd=SQL_PS,
db=SQL_DB,read_default_file=SQL_CNF)
cursor = db.cursor()
# execute SQL select statement
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query = '%s '%(cols_aa_tmhmm) + 'WHERE PROTEINS.Length
\"{0}\";'.format(q)
query = query.replace('"','')
query = query.replace('\\','')
cursor.execute(query)
print query
q_h = 'Length ' + q
d_h = 'Amino acid percentages & TMHMM predicted lengths'
# commit your changes
db.commit()
numrows = int(cursor.rowcount)
toReturn = [(numrows,q_h,d_h),('ID','Entry Name','Protein
name','Gene','Length','Type','Genus','Species','Common
name','A','C','D','E','F','G','H','I','K','L','M','N','P','Q','R','S',
'T','V','W','Y ','Others','Nterm','H1','IL1','H2','OL1','H3','IL2','H4','OL2','H5','IL3','H6','OL3
','H7','C-term')]
# get and display one row at a time.
for x in range(0,numrows):
row = cursor.fetchone()
toReturn.append(row)
return toReturn

#=====================================================================
======
#
# advanced SEARCH
#
#=====================================================================
======
def
a_search(a_organism,a_pname,a_gname,length_range,a_length,grafs,iuphar
,a_sub_fam,a_sub_sub_fam,a_sub_type,aa,dipep,display,pro_type):
import MySQLdb
from Config import *
# connect
db = MySQLdb.connect(host=SQL_HOST, user=SQL_UN, passwd=SQL_PS,
db=SQL_DB,read_default_file=SQL_CNF)
cursor = db.cursor()
# If all the search term are null except "Display" and "Category"
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if (display != [] or pro_type != []) and (len(a_organism) == 0 )
and (len(a_pname) == 0 ) and (len(a_gname) == 0) and a_length == ''
and (len(iuphar) == 0 ) and (len(grafs) == 0 ) and (len(a_sub_fam)
==0) and (len(a_sub_sub_fam) == 0) and (len(a_sub_type) == 0) and
(len(aa) == 0) and (len(dipep) == 0 ):
if display ==[] and pro_type != []:
d_h = 'GRAFS & IUPHAR'
toReturn = [('ID','Entry name','Protein
name','Gene','Length','Type','Genus','Species','Common name', 'GRAFS
(family)','IUPHAR (family)','Sub-family','Sub-sub-family','Subtype','PDB_ID')]
if len(pro_type) == 1:
if pro_type[0] == 'cgf_type':
#Every box is empty, only pro_type = cg_type
query = '%s '%(cols_grafs_iuphar)+ 'WHERE
PROTEINS.PROTEIN_TYPE = "CGF";'
q_h = 'Confirmed GPCR fragments'
elif pro_type[0] == 'cg_type':
#Every box is empty only pro_type = cn_type
query = '%s '%(cols_grafs_iuphar)+ ' WHERE
PROTEINS.PROTEIN_TYPE = "CG";'
q_h = 'Confirmed GPCRs'
elif pro_type[0] == 'cn_type':
query = '%s '%(cols_grafs_iuphar) + ' WHERE
PROTEINS.PROTEIN_TYPE = "CN";'
q_h = 'Confirmed Non-GPCRs'
elif pro_type[0] == 'cnt_type':
query = '%s '%(cols_grafs_iuphar) + ' WHERE
PROTEINS.PROTEIN_TYPE = "CNT";'
q_h = 'Confirmed Non-GPCRs(transmembrane)'
elif len(pro_type) == 2:
if pro_type[0] == 'cg_type':
if pro_type[1] == 'cgf_type':
query = '%s '%(cols_grafs_iuphar)+ 'WHERE
PROTEINS.PROTEIN_TYPE = "CG" OR PROTEINS.PROTEIN_TYPE = "CGF";'
q_h = 'Confirmed GPCRs & fragments'
elif pro_type[1] == 'cn_type':
query = '%s '%(cols_grafs_iuphar)+ 'WHERE
PROTEINS.PROTEIN_TYPE = "CG" OR PROTEINS.PROTEIN_TYPE ="CN";'
q_h = 'Confirmed GPCRs & Non-GPCRs'
elif pro_type[1] == 'cnt_type':
query = '%s '%(cols_grafs_iuphar) + 'WHERE
PROTEINS.PROTEIN_TYPE = "CG" OR PROTEINS.PROTEIN_TYPE = "CNT";'
q_h = 'Confirmed GPCRs & Non-GPCRs(transmembrane)'
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elif pro_type[0] == 'cgf_type':
if pro_type[1] == 'cn_type':
query = '%s '%(cols_grafs_iuphar)+ 'WHERE
PROTEINS.PROTEIN_TYPE = "CGF" OR PROTEINS.PROTEIN_TYPE = "CN";'
q_h = 'Confirmed GPCR fragments & Non-GPCRs'
elif pro_type[1] == 'cnt_type':
query = '%s '%(cols_grafs_iuphar)+ 'WHERE
PROTEINS.PROTEIN_TYPE = "CGF" OR PROTEINS.PROTEIN_TYPE ="CNT";'
q_h = 'Confirmed GPCR fragments & NonGPCRs(transmembrane)'
else:
query = '%s '%(cols_grafs_iuphar)+ 'WHERE
PROTEINS.PROTEIN_TYPE = "CN" OR PROTEINS.PROTEIN_TYPE ="CNT";'
q_h = 'Confirmed Non-GPCRs including transmembrane'
elif len(pro_type) == 3:
if pro_type[0] == 'cg_type':
if pro_type[1] == 'cgf_type' and pro_type[2] ==
'cn_type':
query = '%s '%(cols_grafs_iuphar)+ 'WHERE
PROTEINS.PROTEIN_TYPE = "CG" OR PROTEINS.PROTEIN_TYPE ="CGF" OR
PROTEINS.PROTEIN_TYPE = "CN";'
q_h = 'Confirmed GPCRs, GPCR fragments & Non-GPCRs'
elif pro_type[1] == 'cgf_type' and pro_type[2] ==
'cnt_type':
query = '%s '%(cols_grafs_iuphar)+ 'WHERE
PROTEINS.PROTEIN_TYPE = "CG" OR PROTEINS.PROTEIN_TYPE ="CGF" OR
PROTEINS.PROTEIN_TYPE = "CNT";'
q_h = 'Confirmed GPCRs, GPCR fragments & NonGPCRs(transmembrane)'
elif pro_type[1] == 'cnt_type' and pro_type[2] ==
'cn_type':
query = '%s '%(cols_grafs_iuphar)+ 'WHERE
PROTEINS.PROTEIN_TYPE = "CG" OR PROTEINS.PROTEIN_TYPE ="CN" OR
PROTEINS.PROTEIN_TYPE ="CNT";'
q_h = 'Confirmed GPCRs & Non-GPCRs including
transmembrane'
else:
query = '%s '%(cols_grafs_iuphar)+ 'WHERE
PROTEINS.PROTEIN_TYPE = "CGF" OR PROTEINS.PROTEIN_TYPE ="CN" OR
PROTEINS.PROTEIN_TYPE = "CNT";'
q_h = 'Confirmed GPCR fragments & Non-GPCRs including
transmembrane'
else:
query = '%s '%(cols_grafs_iuphar)+ ';'
q_h = 'Confirmed GPCRs including fragments & Non-GPCRs
including transmembrane'
elif display != [] and pro_type == []:
if display[0] == 'aa_perc' and len(display) == 1:
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#Every box is empty except display = aa
query = '%s '%(cols_aa) + ' ;'
d_h = 'GRAFS,IUPHAR & Amino acid percentages'
q_h = 'None'
toReturn = [('ID','Entry name','Protein
name','Gene','Length','Type','Genus','Species','Common name','GRAFS
(family)','IUPHAR (family)','Sub-family','Sub-sub-family','Subtype','PDB_ID','A','C','D','E','F','G','H','I','K','L','M','N','P','Q'
,'R','S','T','V','W','Y ','Others')]
elif display[0] == 'tm' and len(display) == 1:
#Every box is empty except display = tm
query = '%s '%(cols_tmhmm) + ' ;'
d_h = 'GRAFS, IUPHAR & TMHMM predicted lengths'
q_h = 'None'
toReturn = [('ID','Entry name','Protein
name','Gene','Length','Type','Genus','Species','Common name','GRAFS
(family)','IUPHAR (family)','Sub-family','Sub-sub-family','Subtype','PDB_ID','Nterm','H1','IL1','H2','OL1','H3','IL2','H4','OL2','H5','IL3','H6','OL3
','H7','C-term')]
else:
#Every box is empty except show 'tm' and 'aa_perc'
query = '%s '%(cols_grafs_iuphar_aa_tmhmm) + ';'
d_h = 'GRAFS, IUPHAR, Amino acid percentages and TMHMM
predicted lengths'
q_h = 'None'
toReturn = [('ID','Entry name','Protein
name','Gene','Length','Type','Genus','Species','Common name','GRAFS
(family)','IUPHAR (family)','Sub-family','Sub-sub-family','Subtype','PDB_ID','A','C','D','E','F','G','H','I','K','L','M','N','P','Q'
,'R','S','T','V','W','Y ','Others','Nterm','H1','IL1','H2','OL1','H3','IL2','H4','OL2','H5','IL3','H6','OL3
','H7','C-term')]
##### Start editing here
elif display !=[] and pro_type != []:
if display[0] == 'tm' and len(display) == 1:
d_h = 'GRAFS, IUPHAR & TMHMM predicted lengths'
toReturn = [('ID','Entry name','Protein
name','Gene','Length','Type','Genus','Species','Common name','GRAFS
(family)','IUPHAR (family)','Sub-family','Sub-sub-family','Subtype','PDB_ID','Nterm','H1','IL1','H2','OL1','H3','IL2','H4','OL2','H5','IL3','H6','OL3
','H7','C-term')]
if len(pro_type) == 1:
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#Every box is empty except display = 'tm' and pro_type =
'cn_type'
if pro_type[0] == 'cgf_type':
query = '%s '%(cols_tmhmm) +'WHERE
PROTEINS.PROTEIN_TYPE = "CGF" ;'
q_h = 'Confirmed GPCR fragments'
elif pro_type[0] == 'cg_type':
#Every box is empty except display = 'tm' and pro_type =
'cg_type'
query = '%s '%(cols_tmhmm) +'WHERE
PROTEINS.PROTEIN_TYPE = "CG" ;'
q_h = 'Confirmed GPCRs'
elif pro_type[0] == 'cn_type':
#Every box is empty except display = 'tm' and pro_type =
'cn_type'
query = '%s '%(cols_tmhmm) +'WHERE
PROTEINS.PROTEIN_TYPE = "CN" ;'
q_h = 'Confirmed Non-GPCRs'
else:
query = '%s '%(cols_tmhmm) +'WHERE
PROTEINS.PROTEIN_TYPE = "CNT" ;'
q_h = 'Confirmed Non-GPCRs(transmembrane)'
elif len(pro_type) == 2:
if pro_type[0] == 'cg_type':
if pro_type[1] == 'cgf_type':
query = '%s '%(cols_tmhmm)+ 'WHERE
PROTEINS.PROTEIN_TYPE = "CG" OR PROTEINS.PROTEIN_TYPE = "CGF";'
q_h = 'Confirmed GPCRs & GPCR fragments'
elif pro_type[1] == 'cn_type':
query = '%s '%(cols_tmhmm)+ 'WHERE
PROTEINS.PROTEIN_TYPE = "CG" OR PROTEINS.PROTEIN_TYPE ="CN";'
q_h = 'Confirmed GPCR & Non-GPCRs'
elif pro_type[1] == 'cnt_type':
query = '%s '%(cols_tmhmm)+ 'WHERE
PROTEINS.PROTEIN_TYPE = "CG" OR PROTEINS.PROTEIN_TYPE ="CNT";'
q_h = 'Confirmed GPCRs & NonGPCRs(transmembrane)'
elif pro_type[0] == 'cgf_type':
if pro_type[1] == 'cn_type':
query = '%s '%(cols_tmhmm)+ 'WHERE
PROTEINS.PROTEIN_TYPE = "CGF" OR PROTEINS.PROTEIN_TYPE ="CN";'
q_h = 'Confirmed GPCR fragments & Non-GPCRs'
elif pro_type[1] == 'cnt_type':
query = '%s '%(cols_tmhmm)+ 'WHERE
PROTEINS.PROTEIN_TYPE = "CGF" OR PROTEINS.PROTEIN_TYPE ="CNT";'
q_h = 'Confirmed GPCR fragments & NonGPCRs(transmembrane)'
else:
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query = '%s '%(cols_tmhmm)+ 'WHERE
PROTEINS.PROTEIN_TYPE = "CN" OR PROTEINS.PROTEIN_TYPE ="CNT";'
q_h = 'Confirmed Non-GPCRs including transmembrane'
elif len(pro_type) == 3:
if pro_type[0] == 'cg_type':
if pro_type[1] == 'cgf_type' and pro_type[2] ==
'cn_type':
query = '%s '%(cols_tmhmm)+ 'WHERE
PROTEINS.PROTEIN_TYPE = "CG" OR PROTEINS.PROTEIN_TYPE ="CGF" OR
PROTEINS.PROTEIN_TYPE = "CN";'
q_h = 'Confirmed GPCRs, GPCR fragments & NonGPCRs'
elif pro_type[1] == 'cgf_type' and pro_type[2] ==
'cnt_type':
query = '%s '%(cols_tmhmm)+ 'WHERE
PROTEINS.PROTEIN_TYPE = "CG" OR PROTEINS.PROTEIN_TYPE ="CGF" OR
PROTEINS.PROTEIN_TYPE = "CNT";'
q_h = 'Confirmed GPCRs, GPCR fragments & NonGPCRs(transmembrane)'
elif pro_type[1] == 'cnt_type' and pro_type[2] ==
'cn_type':
query = '%s '%(cols_tmhmm)+ 'WHERE
PROTEINS.PROTEIN_TYPE = "CG" OR PROTEINS.PROTEIN_TYPE ="CN" OR
PROTEINS.PROTEIN_TYPE ="CNT";'
q_h = 'Confirmed GPCRs & Non-GPCRs including
transmembrane'
else:
query = '%s '%(cols_tmhmm)+ 'WHERE
PROTEINS.PROTEIN_TYPE = "CGF" OR PROTEINS.PROTEIN_TYPE ="CN" OR
PROTEINS.PROTEIN_TYPE = "CNT";'
q_h = 'Confirmed GPCR fragments & Non-GPCRs
including transmembrane'
else:
#Every box is empty only pro type is cg_type and cn_type
both
query = '%s '%(cols_tmhmm)+ ';'
q_h = 'Confirmed GPCRs including fragments & Non-GPCRs
including transmembrane'
elif display[0] == 'aa_perc' and len(display) == 1:
d_h = 'GRAFS, IUPHAR & Amino acid percentages'
toReturn = [('ID','Entry name','Protein
name','Gene','Length','Type','Genus','Species','Common name','GRAFS
(family)','IUPHAR (family)','Sub-family','Sub-sub-family','Subtype','PDB_ID','A','C','D','E','F','G','H','I','K','L','M','N','P','Q'
,'R','S','T','V','W','Y ','Others')]
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if len(pro_type) == 1:
#Every box is empty except display = 'tm' and pro_type =
'cn_type'
if pro_type[0] == 'cgf_type':
query = '%s '%(cols_aa) +'WHERE
PROTEINS.PROTEIN_TYPE = "CGF" ;'
q_h = 'Confirmed GPCR fragments'
elif pro_type[0] == 'cg_type':
#Every box is empty except display = 'tm' and pro_type =
'cg_type'
query = '%s '%(cols_aa) +'WHERE
PROTEINS.PROTEIN_TYPE = "CG" ;'
q_h = 'Confirmed GPCRs'
elif pro_type[0] == 'cn_type':
#Every box is empty except display = 'tm' and pro_type =
'cn_type'
query = '%s '%(cols_aa) +'WHERE
PROTEINS.PROTEIN_TYPE = "CN" ;'
q_h = 'Confirmed Non-GPCRs'
else:
query = '%s '%(cols_aa) +'WHERE
PROTEINS.PROTEIN_TYPE = "CNT" ;'
q_h = 'Confirmed Non-GPCRs(transmembrane)'
elif len(pro_type) == 2:
if pro_type[0] == 'cg_type':
if pro_type[1] == 'cgf_type':
query = '%s '%(cols_aa)+ 'WHERE
PROTEINS.PROTEIN_TYPE = "CG" OR PROTEINS.PROTEIN_TYPE = "CGF";'
q_h = 'Confirmed GPCRs & GPCR fragments'
elif pro_type[1] == 'cn_type':
query = '%s '%(cols_aa)+ 'WHERE
PROTEINS.PROTEIN_TYPE = "CG" OR PROTEINS.PROTEIN_TYPE ="CN";'
q_h = 'Confirmed GPCR & Non-GPCRs'
elif pro_type[1] == 'cnt_type':
query = '%s '%(cols_aa)+ 'WHERE
PROTEINS.PROTEIN_TYPE = "CG" OR PROTEINS.PROTEIN_TYPE ="CNT";'
q_h = 'Confirmed GPCRs & NonGPCRs(transmembrane)'
elif pro_type[0] == 'cgf_type':
if pro_type[1] == 'cn_type':
query = '%s '%(cols_aa)+ 'WHERE
PROTEINS.PROTEIN_TYPE = "CGF" OR PROTEINS.PROTEIN_TYPE ="CN";'
q_h = 'Confirmed GPCR fragments & Non-GPCRs'
elif pro_type[1] == 'cnt_type':
query = '%s '%(cols_aa)+ 'WHERE
PROTEINS.PROTEIN_TYPE = "CGF" OR PROTEINS.PROTEIN_TYPE ="CNT";'
q_h = 'Confirmed GPCR fragments & NonGPCRs(transmembrane)'
else:
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query = '%s '%(cols_aa)+ 'WHERE
PROTEINS.PROTEIN_TYPE = "CN" OR PROTEINS.PROTEIN_TYPE ="CNT";'
q_h = 'Confirmed Non-GPCRs including transmembrane'
elif len(pro_type) == 3:
if pro_type[0] == 'cg_type':
if pro_type[1] == 'cgf_type' and pro_type[2] ==
'cn_type':
query = '%s '%(cols_aa)+ 'WHERE
PROTEINS.PROTEIN_TYPE = "CG" OR PROTEINS.PROTEIN_TYPE ="CGF" OR
PROTEINS.PROTEIN_TYPE = "CN";'
q_h = 'Confirmed GPCRs, GPCR fragments & NonGPCRs'
elif pro_type[1] == 'cgf_type' and pro_type[2] ==
'cnt_type':
query = '%s '%(cols_aa)+ 'WHERE
PROTEINS.PROTEIN_TYPE = "CG" OR PROTEINS.PROTEIN_TYPE ="CGF" OR
PROTEINS.PROTEIN_TYPE = "CNT";'
q_h = 'Confirmed GPCRs, GPCR fragments & NonGPCRs(transmembrane)'
elif pro_type[1] == 'cnt_type' and pro_type[2] ==
'cn_type':
query = '%s '%(cols_aa)+ 'WHERE
PROTEINS.PROTEIN_TYPE = "CG" OR PROTEINS.PROTEIN_TYPE ="CN" OR
PROTEINS.PROTEIN_TYPE ="CNT";'
q_h = 'Confirmed GPCRs & Non-GPCRs including
transmembrane'
else:
query = '%s '%(cols_aa)+ 'WHERE
PROTEINS.PROTEIN_TYPE = "CGF" OR PROTEINS.PROTEIN_TYPE ="CN" OR
PROTEINS.PROTEIN_TYPE = "CNT";'
q_h = 'Confirmed GPCR fragments & Non-GPCRs
including transmembrane'
else:
#Every box is empty only pro type is cg_type and cn_type
both
query = '%s '%(cols_aa)+ ';'
q_h = 'Confirmed GPCRs including fragments & Non-GPCRs
including transmembrane'
elif len(display) == 2:
d_h = 'GRAFS, IUPHAR, Amino acid percentages & TMHMM
predicted lengths'
toReturn = [('ID','Entry name','Protein
name','Gene','Length','Type','Genus','Species','Common name','GRAFS
(family)','IUPHAR (family)','Sub-family','Sub-sub-family','Subtype','PDB_ID','A','C','D','E','F','G','H','I','K','L','M','N','P','Q'
,'R','S','T','V','W','Y ','Others','N-
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term','H1','IL1','H2','OL1','H3','IL2','H4','OL2','H5','IL3','H6','OL3
','H7','C-term')]
if len(pro_type) == 1:
#Every box is empty except display = 'tm' and pro_type =
'cn_type'
if pro_type[0] == 'cgf_type':
query = '%s '%(cols_grafs_iuphar_aa_tmhmm) +'WHERE
PROTEINS.PROTEIN_TYPE = "CGF" ;'
q_h = 'Confirmed GPCR fragments'
elif pro_type[0] == 'cg_type':
#Every box is empty except display = 'tm' and pro_type =
'cg_type'
query = '%s '%(cols_grafs_iuphar_aa_tmhmm) +'WHERE
PROTEINS.PROTEIN_TYPE = "CG" ;'
q_h = 'Confirmed GPCRs'
elif pro_type[0] == 'cn_type':
#Every box is empty except display = 'tm' and pro_type =
'cn_type'
query = '%s '%(cols_grafs_iuphar_aa_tmhmm) +'WHERE
PROTEINS.PROTEIN_TYPE = "CN" ;'
q_h = 'Confirmed Non-GPCRs'
else:
query = '%s '%(cols_grafs_iuphar_aa_tmhmm) +'WHERE
PROTEINS.PROTEIN_TYPE = "CNT" ;'
q_h = 'Confirmed Non-GPCRs(transmembrane)'
elif len(pro_type) == 2:
if pro_type[0] == 'cg_type':
if pro_type[1] == 'cgf_type':
query = '%s '%(cols_grafs_iuphar_aa_tmhmm)+
'WHERE PROTEINS.PROTEIN_TYPE = "CG" OR PROTEINS.PROTEIN_TYPE = "CGF";'
q_h = 'Confirmed GPCRs and GPCR fragments'
elif pro_type[1] == 'cn_type':
query = '%s '%(cols_grafs_iuphar_aa_tmhmm)+
'WHERE PROTEINS.PROTEIN_TYPE = "CG" OR PROTEINS.PROTEIN_TYPE ="CN";'
q_h = 'Confirmed GPCR and Non-GPCRs'
elif pro_type[1] == 'cnt_type':
query = '%s '%(cols_grafs_iuphar_aa_tmhmm)+
'WHERE PROTEINS.PROTEIN_TYPE = "CG" OR PROTEINS.PROTEIN_TYPE ="CNT";'
q_h = 'Confirmed GPCRs and NonGPCRs(transmembrane)'
elif pro_type[0] == 'cgf_type':
if pro_type[1] == 'cn_type':
query = '%s '%(cols_grafs_iuphar_aa_tmhmm)+
'WHERE PROTEINS.PROTEIN_TYPE = "CGF" OR PROTEINS.PROTEIN_TYPE ="CN";'
q_h = 'Confirmed GPCR fragments & Non-GPCRs'
elif pro_type[1] == 'cnt_type':
query = '%s '%(cols_grafs_iuphar_aa_tmhmm)+
'WHERE PROTEINS.PROTEIN_TYPE = "CGF" OR PROTEINS.PROTEIN_TYPE ="CNT";'
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q_h = 'Confirmed GPCR fragments & NonGPCRs(transmembrane)'
else:
query = '%s '%(cols_grafs_iuphar_aa_tmhmm)+ 'WHERE
PROTEINS.PROTEIN_TYPE = "CN" OR PROTEINS.PROTEIN_TYPE ="CNT";'
q_h = 'Confirmed Non-GPCRs including transmembrane'
#print pro_type
elif len(pro_type) == 3:
if pro_type[0] == 'cg_type':
if pro_type[1] == 'cgf_type' and pro_type[2] ==
'cn_type':
query = '%s '%(cols_grafs_iuphar_aa_tmhmm)+
'WHERE PROTEINS.PROTEIN_TYPE = "CG" OR PROTEINS.PROTEIN_TYPE ="CGF" OR
PROTEINS.PROTEIN_TYPE = "CN";'
q_h = 'Confirmed GPCRs, GPCR fragments & NonGPCRs'
elif pro_type[1] == 'cgf_type' and pro_type[2] ==
'cnt_type':
query = '%s '%(cols_grafs_iuphar_aa_tmhmm)+
'WHERE PROTEINS.PROTEIN_TYPE = "CG" OR PROTEINS.PROTEIN_TYPE ="CGF" OR
PROTEINS.PROTEIN_TYPE = "CNT";'
q_h = 'Confirmed GPCRs, GPCR fragments & NonGPCRs(transmembrane)'
elif pro_type[1] == 'cnt_type' and pro_type[2] ==
'cn_type':
query = '%s '%(cols_grafs_iuphar_aa_tmhmm)+
'WHERE PROTEINS.PROTEIN_TYPE = "CG" OR PROTEINS.PROTEIN_TYPE ="CN" OR
PROTEINS.PROTEIN_TYPE ="CNT";'
q_h = 'Confirmed GPCRs & Non-GPCRs including
transmembrane'
else:
query = '%s '%(cols_grafs_iuphar_aa_tmhmm)+ 'WHERE
PROTEINS.PROTEIN_TYPE = "CGF" OR PROTEINS.PROTEIN_TYPE ="CN" OR
PROTEINS.PROTEIN_TYPE = "CNT";'
q_h = 'Confirmed GPCR fragments & Non-GPCRs
including transmembrane'
else:
#Every box is empty only pro type is cg_type and cn_type
both
query = '%s '%(cols_grafs_iuphar_aa_tmhmm)+ ';'
q_h = 'Confirmed GPCRs including fragments & Non-GPCRs
including transmembrane'

#-------------------when there is a query term------------------------------------------------------------#
elif (display != [] or pro_type != []) and ((len(a_organism) != 0)
or (a_pname != '') or (a_gname != '') or (a_length != '') or
(len(iuphar) != 0) or (len(grafs) != 0) or (len(a_sub_fam) !=0) or
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(len(a_sub_sub_fam) != 0) or (len(a_sub_type) != 0) or (len(aa) != 0 )
or (len(dipep) != 0 )):
if display ==[] and pro_type != []:
d_h = 'GRAFS & IUPHAR'
toReturn = [('ID','Entry name','Protein
name','Gene','Length','Type','Genus','Species','Common name', 'GRAFS
(family)','IUPHAR (family)','Sub-family','Sub-sub-family','Subtype','PDB_ID')]
if len(pro_type) == 1:
if pro_type[0] == 'cgf_type':
#Every box is empty, only pro_type = cg_type
query = '%s '%(cols_grafs_iuphar)+ 'WHERE
PROTEINS.PROTEIN_TYPE = "CGF" AND ('
q_h = 'Confirmed GPCR fragments + '
elif pro_type[0] == 'cg_type':
#Every box is empty only pro_type = cn_type
query = '%s '%(cols_grafs_iuphar)+ ' WHERE
PROTEINS.PROTEIN_TYPE = "CG" AND ('
q_h = 'Confirmed GPCRs + '
elif pro_type[0] == 'cn_type':
query = '%s '%(cols_grafs_iuphar) + ' WHERE
PROTEINS.PROTEIN_TYPE = "CN" AND ('
q_h = 'Confirmed Non-GPCRs + '
elif pro_type[0] == 'cnt_type':
query = '%s '%(cols_grafs_iuphar) + ' WHERE
PROTEINS.PROTEIN_TYPE = "CNT" AND ('
q_h = 'Confirmed Non-GPCRs(transmembrane) + '
elif len(pro_type) == 2:
if pro_type[0] == 'cg_type':
if pro_type[1] == 'cgf_type':
query = '%s '%(cols_grafs_iuphar)+ 'WHERE
(PROTEINS.PROTEIN_TYPE = "CG" OR PROTEINS.PROTEIN_TYPE = "CGF") AND ('
q_h = 'Confirmed GPCRs & fragments + '
elif pro_type[1] == 'cn_type':
query = '%s '%(cols_grafs_iuphar)+ 'WHERE
(PROTEINS.PROTEIN_TYPE = "CG" OR PROTEINS.PROTEIN_TYPE ="CN") AND ('
q_h = 'Confirmed GPCRs and Non-GPCRs + '
elif pro_type[1] == 'cnt_type':
query = '%s '%(cols_grafs_iuphar) + 'WHERE
(PROTEINS.PROTEIN_TYPE = "CG" OR PROTEINS.PROTEIN_TYPE = "CNT") AND ('
q_h = 'Confirmed GPCRs & Non-GPCRs(transmembrane) +
'
elif pro_type[0] == 'cgf_type':
if pro_type[1] == 'cn_type':
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query = '%s '%(cols_grafs_iuphar)+ 'WHERE
(PROTEINS.PROTEIN_TYPE = "CGF" OR PROTEINS.PROTEIN_TYPE = "CN") AND ('
q_h = 'Confirmed GPCR fragments & Non-GPCRs + '
elif pro_type[1] == 'cnt_type':
query = '%s '%(cols_grafs_iuphar)+ 'WHERE
(PROTEINS.PROTEIN_TYPE = "CGF" OR PROTEINS.PROTEIN_TYPE ="CNT") AND ('
q_h = 'Confirmed GPCR fragments & NonGPCRs(transmembrane) + '
else:
query = '%s '%(cols_grafs_iuphar)+ 'WHERE
(PROTEINS.PROTEIN_TYPE = "CN" OR PROTEINS.PROTEIN_TYPE ="CNT") AND ('
q_h = 'Confirmed Non-GPCRs including transmembrane + '
elif len(pro_type) == 3:
if pro_type[0] == 'cg_type':
if pro_type[1] == 'cgf_type' and pro_type[2] ==
'cn_type':
query = '%s '%(cols_grafs_iuphar)+ 'WHERE
(PROTEINS.PROTEIN_TYPE = "CG" OR PROTEINS.PROTEIN_TYPE ="CGF" OR
PROTEINS.PROTEIN_TYPE = "CN") AND ('
q_h = 'Confirmed GPCRs, GPCR fragments & Non-GPCRs +
'
elif pro_type[1] == 'cgf_type' and pro_type[2] ==
'cnt_type':
query = '%s '%(cols_grafs_iuphar)+ 'WHERE
(PROTEINS.PROTEIN_TYPE = "CG" OR PROTEINS.PROTEIN_TYPE ="CGF" OR
PROTEINS.PROTEIN_TYPE = "CNT") AND ('
q_h = 'Confirmed GPCRs, GPCR fragments & NonGPCRs(transmembrane) + '
elif pro_type[1] == 'cnt_type' and pro_type[2] ==
'cn_type':
query = '%s '%(cols_grafs_iuphar)+ 'WHERE
(PROTEINS.PROTEIN_TYPE = "CG" OR PROTEINS.PROTEIN_TYPE ="CN" OR
PROTEINS.PROTEIN_TYPE ="CNT") AND ('
q_h = 'Confirmed GPCRs & Non-GPCRs including
transmembrane + '
else:
query = '%s '%(cols_grafs_iuphar)+ 'WHERE
(PROTEINS.PROTEIN_TYPE = "CGF" OR PROTEINS.PROTEIN_TYPE ="CN" OR
PROTEINS.PROTEIN_TYPE = "CNT") AND ('
q_h = 'Confirmed GPCR fragments & Non-GPCRs including
transmembrane + '
else:
query = '%s '%(cols_grafs_iuphar)+ 'WHERE ('
q_h = 'Confirmed GPCRs including fragments & Non-GPCRs
including transmembrane + '
elif display != [] and pro_type == []:
if display[0] == 'aa_perc' and len(display) == 1:
#Every box is empty except display =
query = '%s '%(cols_aa) + ' WHERE ('
d_h = 'GRAFS, IUPHAR & Amino acid percentages'
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q_h = 'Confirmed Non-GPCRs + '
toReturn = [('ID','Entry name','Protein
name','Gene','Length','Type','Genus','Species','Common name','GRAFS
(family)','IUPHAR (family)','Sub-family','Sub-sub-family','Subtype','PDB_ID','A','C','D','E','F','G','H','I','K','L','M','N','P','Q'
,'R','S','T','V','W','Y ','Others')]
elif display[0] == 'tm' and len(display) == 1:
#Every box is empty except display = tm
query = '%s'%(cols_tmhmm) + ' WHERE ('
d_h = 'GRAFS, IUPHAR & TMHMM predicted lengths'
q_h = 'Confirmed GPCRs and Non-GPCRs + '
toReturn = [('ID','Entry name','Protein
name','Gene','Length','Type','Genus','Species','Common name','GRAFS
(family)','IUPHAR (family)','Sub-family','Sub-sub-family','Subtype','PDB_ID','Nterm','H1','IL1','H2','OL1','H3','IL2','H4','OL2','H5','IL3','H6','OL3
','H7','C-term')]
else:
#Every box is empty except show 'tm' and 'aa_perc'
query = '%s'%(cols_grafs_iuphar_aa_tmhmm) +' WHERE ('
d_h = 'GRAFS, IUPHAR, Amino acid percentages and TMHMM
predicted lengths'
q_h = 'Confirmed GPCRs and Non-GPCRs + '
toReturn = [('ID','Entry name','Protein
name','Gene','Length','Type','Genus','Species','Common name','GRAFS
(family)','IUPHAR (family)','Sub-family','Sub-sub-family','Subtype','PDB_ID','A','C','D','E','F','G','H','I','K','L','M','N','P','Q'
,'R','S','T','V','W','Y ','Others','Nterm','H1','IL1','H2','OL1','H3','IL2','H4','OL2','H5','IL3','H6','OL3
','H7','C-term')]
elif display !=[] and pro_type != []:
if display[0] == 'tm' and len(display) == 1:
d_h = 'GRAFS, IUPHAR & TMHMM predicted lengths'
toReturn = [('ID','Entry name','Protein
name','Gene','Length','Type','Genus','Species','Common name','GRAFS
(family)','IUPHAR (family)','Sub-family','Sub-sub-family','Subtype','PDB_ID','Nterm','H1','IL1','H2','OL1','H3','IL2','H4','OL2','H5','IL3','H6','OL3
','H7','C-term')]
if len(pro_type) == 1:
if pro_type[0] == 'cgf_type':
#Every box is empty, only pro_type = cg_type
query = '%s '%(cols_tmhmm)+ 'WHERE
PROTEINS.PROTEIN_TYPE = "CGF" AND ('
q_h = 'Confirmed GPCR fragments + '
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elif pro_type[0] == 'cg_type':
#Every box is empty only pro_type = cn_type
query = '%s '%(cols_tmhmm)+ ' WHERE
PROTEINS.PROTEIN_TYPE = "CG" AND ('
q_h = 'Confirmed GPCRs + '
elif pro_type[0] == 'cn_type':
query = '%s '%(cols_tmhmm) + ' WHERE
PROTEINS.PROTEIN_TYPE = "CN" AND ('
q_h = 'Confirmed Non-GPCRs + '
elif pro_type[0] == 'cnt_type':
query = '%s '%(cols_tmhmm) + ' WHERE
PROTEINS.PROTEIN_TYPE = "CNT" AND ('
q_h = 'Confirmed Non-GPCRs(transmembrane) + '
elif len(pro_type) == 2:
if pro_type[0] == 'cg_type':
if pro_type[1] == 'cgf_type':
query = '%s '%(cols_tmhmm)+ 'WHERE
(PROTEINS.PROTEIN_TYPE = "CG" OR PROTEINS.PROTEIN_TYPE = "CGF") AND ('
q_h = 'Confirmed GPCRs & fragments + '
elif pro_type[1] == 'cn_type':
query = '%s '%(cols_tmhm)+ 'WHERE
(PROTEINS.PROTEIN_TYPE = "CG" OR PROTEINS.PROTEIN_TYPE ="CN") AND ('
q_h = 'Confirmed GPCRs and Non-GPCRs + '
elif pro_type[1] == 'cnt_type':
query = '%s '%(cols_tmhmm) + 'WHERE
(PROTEINS.PROTEIN_TYPE = "CG" OR PROTEINS.PROTEIN_TYPE = "CNT") AND ('
q_h = 'Confirmed GPCRs & Non-GPCRs(transmembrane)
+ '
elif pro_type[0] == 'cgf_type':
if pro_type[1] == 'cn_type':
query = '%s '%(cols_tmhmm)+ 'WHERE
(PROTEINS.PROTEIN_TYPE = "CGF" OR PROTEINS.PROTEIN_TYPE = "CN") AND ('
q_h = 'Confirmed GPCR fragments & Non-GPCRs + '
elif pro_type[1] == 'cnt_type':
query = '%s '%(cols_tmhmm)+ 'WHERE
(PROTEINS.PROTEIN_TYPE = "CGF" OR PROTEINS.PROTEIN_TYPE ="CNT") AND ('
q_h = 'Confirmed GPCR fragments & NonGPCRs(transmembrane) + '
else:
query = '%s '%(cols_tmhmm)+ 'WHERE
(PROTEINS.PROTEIN_TYPE = "CN" OR PROTEINS.PROTEIN_TYPE ="CNT") AND ('
q_h = 'Confirmed Non-GPCRs including transmembrane +
'
elif len(pro_type) == 3:
if pro_type[0] == 'cg_type':
if pro_type[1] == 'cgf_type' and pro_type[2] ==
'cn_type':
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query = '%s '%(cols_tmhmm)+ 'WHERE
(PROTEINS.PROTEIN_TYPE = "CG" OR PROTEINS.PROTEIN_TYPE ="CGF" OR
PROTEINS.PROTEIN_TYPE = "CN") AND ('
q_h = 'Confirmed GPCRs, GPCR fragments & NonGPCRs + '
elif pro_type[1] == 'cgf_type' and pro_type[2] ==
'cnt_type':
query = '%s '%(cols_tmhmm)+ 'WHERE
(PROTEINS.PROTEIN_TYPE = "CG" OR PROTEINS.PROTEIN_TYPE ="CGF" OR
PROTEINS.PROTEIN_TYPE = "CNT") AND ('
q_h = 'Confirmed GPCRs, GPCR fragments & NonGPCRs(transmembrane) + '
elif pro_type[1] == 'cnt_type' and pro_type[2] ==
'cn_type':
query = '%s '%(cols_tmhmm)+ 'WHERE
(PROTEINS.PROTEIN_TYPE = "CG" OR PROTEINS.PROTEIN_TYPE ="CN" OR
PROTEINS.PROTEIN_TYPE ="CNT") AND ('
q_h = 'Confirmed GPCRs & Non-GPCRs including
transmembrane + '
else:
query = '%s '%(cols_tmhmm)+ 'WHERE
(PROTEINS.PROTEIN_TYPE = "CGF" OR PROTEINS.PROTEIN_TYPE ="CN" OR
PROTEINS.PROTEIN_TYPE = "CNT") AND ('
q_h = 'Confirmed GPCR fragments & Non-GPCRs
including transmembrane + '
else:
query = '%s '%(cols_tmhmm)+ 'WHERE ('
q_h = 'Confirmed GPCRs including fragments & Non-GPCRs
including transmembrane + '
elif display[0] == 'aa_perc' and len(display) == 1:
d_h = 'GRAFS, IUPHAR & Amino acid percentages'
toReturn = [('ID','Entry name','Protein
name','Gene','Length','Type','Genus','Species','Common name','GRAFS
(family)','IUPHAR (family)','Sub-family','Sub-sub-family','Subtype','PDB_ID','A','C','D','E','F','G','H','I','K','L','M','N','P','Q'
,'R','S','T','V','W','Y ','Others')]
if len(pro_type) == 1:
if pro_type[0] == 'cgf_type':
#Every box is empty, only pro_type = cg_type
query = '%s '%(cols_aa)+ 'WHERE
PROTEINS.PROTEIN_TYPE = "CGF" AND ('
q_h = 'Confirmed GPCR fragments + '
elif pro_type[0] == 'cg_type':
#Every box is empty only pro_type = cn_type
query = '%s '%(cols_aa)+ ' WHERE PROTEINS.PROTEIN_TYPE
= "CG" AND ('
q_h = 'Confirmed GPCRs + '
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elif pro_type[0] == 'cn_type':
query = '%s '%(cols_aa) + ' WHERE
PROTEINS.PROTEIN_TYPE = "CN" AND ('
q_h = 'Confirmed Non-GPCRs + '
elif pro_type[0] == 'cnt_type':
query = '%s '%(cols_aa) + ' WHERE
PROTEINS.PROTEIN_TYPE = "CNT" AND ('
q_h = 'Confirmed Non-GPCRs(transmembrane) + '
elif len(pro_type) == 2:
if pro_type[0] == 'cg_type':
if pro_type[1] == 'cgf_type':
query = '%s '%(cols_aa)+ 'WHERE
(PROTEINS.PROTEIN_TYPE = "CG" OR PROTEINS.PROTEIN_TYPE = "CGF") AND ('
q_h = 'Confirmed GPCRs & fragments + '
elif pro_type[1] == 'cn_type':
query = '%s '%(cols_aa)+ 'WHERE
(PROTEINS.PROTEIN_TYPE = "CG" OR PROTEINS.PROTEIN_TYPE ="CN") AND ('
q_h = 'Confirmed GPCRs and Non-GPCRs + '
elif pro_type[1] == 'cnt_type':
query = '%s '%(cols_aa) + 'WHERE
(PROTEINS.PROTEIN_TYPE = "CG" OR PROTEINS.PROTEIN_TYPE = "CNT") AND ('
q_h = 'Confirmed GPCRs & Non-GPCRs(transmembrane)
+ '
elif pro_type[0] == 'cgf_type':
if pro_type[1] == 'cn_type':
query = '%s '%(cols_aa)+ 'WHERE
(PROTEINS.PROTEIN_TYPE = "CGF" OR PROTEINS.PROTEIN_TYPE = "CN") AND ('
q_h = 'Confirmed GPCR fragments & Non-GPCRs + '
elif pro_type[1] == 'cnt_type':
query = '%s '%(cols_aa)+ 'WHERE
(PROTEINS.PROTEIN_TYPE = "CGF" OR PROTEINS.PROTEIN_TYPE ="CNT") AND ('
q_h = 'Confirmed GPCR fragments & NonGPCRs(transmembrane) + '
else:
query = '%s '%(cols_aa)+ 'WHERE
(PROTEINS.PROTEIN_TYPE = "CN" OR PROTEINS.PROTEIN_TYPE ="CNT") AND ('
q_h = 'Confirmed Non-GPCRs including transmembrane +
'
elif len(pro_type) == 3:
if pro_type[0] == 'cg_type':
if pro_type[1] == 'cgf_type' and pro_type[2] ==
'cn_type':
query = '%s '%(cols_aa)+ 'WHERE
(PROTEINS.PROTEIN_TYPE = "CG" OR PROTEINS.PROTEIN_TYPE ="CGF" OR
PROTEINS.PROTEIN_TYPE = "CN") AND ('
q_h = 'Confirmed GPCRs, GPCR fragments & NonGPCRs + '
elif pro_type[1] == 'cgf_type' and pro_type[2] ==
'cnt_type':
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query = '%s '%(cols_aa)+ 'WHERE
(PROTEINS.PROTEIN_TYPE = "CG" OR PROTEINS.PROTEIN_TYPE ="CGF" OR
PROTEINS.PROTEIN_TYPE = "CNT") AND ('
q_h = 'Confirmed GPCRs, GPCR fragments & NonGPCRs(transmembrane) + '
elif pro_type[1] == 'cnt_type' and pro_type[2] ==
'cn_type':
query = '%s '%(cols_aa)+ 'WHERE
(PROTEINS.PROTEIN_TYPE = "CG" OR PROTEINS.PROTEIN_TYPE ="CN" OR
PROTEINS.PROTEIN_TYPE ="CNT") AND ('
q_h = 'Confirmed GPCRs & Non-GPCRs including
transmembrane + '
else:
query = '%s '%(cols_aa)+ 'WHERE
(PROTEINS.PROTEIN_TYPE = "CGF" OR PROTEINS.PROTEIN_TYPE ="CN" OR
PROTEINS.PROTEIN_TYPE = "CNT") AND ('
q_h = 'Confirmed GPCR fragments & Non-GPCRs
including transmembrane + '
else:
query = '%s '%(cols_aa)+ 'WHERE ('
q_h = 'Confirmed GPCRs including fragments & Non-GPCRs
including transmembrane + '

elif len(display) == 2:
d_h = 'GRAFS, IUPHAR, Amino acid percentages & TMHMM
predicted lengths'
toReturn = [('ID','Entry name','Protein
name','Gene','Length','Type','Genus','Species','Common name','GRAFS
(family)','IUPHAR (family)','Sub-family','Sub-sub-family','Subtype','PDB_ID','A','C','D','E','F','G','H','I','K','L','M','N','P','Q'
,'R','S','T','V','W','Y ','Others','Nterm','H1','IL1','H2','OL1','H3','IL2','H4','OL2','H5','IL3','H6','OL3
','H7','C-term')]
if len(pro_type) == 1:
if pro_type[0] == 'cgf_type':
#Every box is empty, only pro_type = cg_type
query = '%s '%(cols_grafs_iuphar_aa_tmhmm)+ 'WHERE
PROTEINS.PROTEIN_TYPE = "CGF" AND ('
q_h = 'Confirmed GPCR fragments + '
elif pro_type[0] == 'cg_type':
#Every box is empty only pro_type = cn_type
query = '%s '%(cols_grafs_iuphar_aa_tmhmm)+ ' WHERE
PROTEINS.PROTEIN_TYPE = "CG" AND ('
q_h = 'Confirmed GPCRs + '
elif pro_type[0] == 'cn_type':
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query = '%s '%(cols_grafs_iuphar_aa_tmhmm) + ' WHERE
PROTEINS.PROTEIN_TYPE = "CN" AND ('
q_h = 'Confirmed Non-GPCRs + '
elif pro_type[0] == 'cnt_type':
query = '%s '%(cols_grafs_iuphar_aa_tmhmm) + ' WHERE
PROTEINS.PROTEIN_TYPE = "CNT" AND ('
q_h = 'Confirmed Non-GPCRs(transmembrane) + '
elif len(pro_type) == 2:
if pro_type[0] == 'cg_type':
if pro_type[1] == 'cgf_type':
query = '%s '%(cols_grafs_iuphar_aa_tmhmm)+
'WHERE (PROTEINS.PROTEIN_TYPE = "CG" OR PROTEINS.PROTEIN_TYPE = "CGF")
AND ('
q_h = 'Confirmed GPCRs & fragments + '
elif pro_type[1] == 'cn_type':
query = '%s '%(cols_grafs_iuphar_aa_tmhmm)+
'WHERE (PROTEINS.PROTEIN_TYPE = "CG" OR PROTEINS.PROTEIN_TYPE ="CN")
AND ('
q_h = 'Confirmed GPCRs and Non-GPCRs + '
elif pro_type[1] == 'cnt_type':
query = '%s '%(cols_grafs_iuphar_aa_tmhmm) +
'WHERE (PROTEINS.PROTEIN_TYPE = "CG" OR PROTEINS.PROTEIN_TYPE = "CNT")
AND ('
q_h = 'Confirmed GPCRs & Non-GPCRs(transmembrane)
+ '
elif pro_type[0] == 'cgf_type':
if pro_type[1] == 'cn_type':
query = '%s '%(cols_grafs_iuphar_aa_tmhmm)+
'WHERE (PROTEINS.PROTEIN_TYPE = "CGF" OR PROTEINS.PROTEIN_TYPE = "CN")
AND ('
q_h = 'Confirmed GPCR fragments & Non-GPCRs + '
elif pro_type[1] == 'cnt_type':
query = '%s '%(cols_grafs_iuphar_aa_tmhmm)+
'WHERE (PROTEINS.PROTEIN_TYPE = "CGF" OR PROTEINS.PROTEIN_TYPE ="CNT")
AND ('
q_h = 'Confirmed GPCR fragments & NonGPCRs(transmembrane) + '
else:
query = '%s '%(cols_grafs_iuphar_aa_tmhmm)+ 'WHERE
(PROTEINS.PROTEIN_TYPE = "CN" OR PROTEINS.PROTEIN_TYPE ="CNT") AND ('
q_h = 'Confirmed Non-GPCRs including transmembrane +
'
elif len(pro_type) == 3:
if pro_type[0] == 'cg_type':
if pro_type[1] == 'cgf_type' and pro_type[2] ==
'cn_type':
query = '%s '%(cols_grafs_iuphar_aa_tmhmm)+
'WHERE (PROTEINS.PROTEIN_TYPE = "CG" OR PROTEINS.PROTEIN_TYPE ="CGF"
OR PROTEINS.PROTEIN_TYPE = "CN") AND ('
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q_h = 'Confirmed GPCRs, GPCR fragments & NonGPCRs + '
elif pro_type[1] == 'cgf_type' and pro_type[2] ==
'cnt_type':
query = '%s '%(cols_grafs_iuphar_aa_tmhmm)+
'WHERE (PROTEINS.PROTEIN_TYPE = "CG" OR PROTEINS.PROTEIN_TYPE ="CGF"
OR PROTEINS.PROTEIN_TYPE = "CNT") AND ('
q_h = 'Confirmed GPCRs, GPCR fragments & NonGPCRs(transmembrane) + '
elif pro_type[1] == 'cnt_type' and pro_type[2] ==
'cn_type':
query = '%s '%(cols_grafs_iuphar_aa_tmhmm)+
'WHERE (PROTEINS.PROTEIN_TYPE = "CG" OR PROTEINS.PROTEIN_TYPE ="CN" OR
PROTEINS.PROTEIN_TYPE ="CNT") AND ('
q_h = 'Confirmed GPCRs & Non-GPCRs including
transmembrane + '
else:
query = '%s '%(cols_grafs_iuphar_aa_tmhmm)+ 'WHERE
(PROTEINS.PROTEIN_TYPE = "CGF" OR PROTEINS.PROTEIN_TYPE ="CN" OR
PROTEINS.PROTEIN_TYPE = "CNT") AND ('
q_h = 'Confirmed GPCR fragments & Non-GPCRs
including transmembrane + '
else:
query = '%s '%(cols_grafs_iuphar_aa_tmhmm)+ 'WHERE ('
q_h = 'Confirmed GPCRs including fragments & Non-GPCRs
including transmembrane + '
else:
query = '%s '%(cols_grafs_iuphar) + 'WHERE ('
d_h = 'GRAFS & IUPHAR'
q_h = ''
toReturn = [('ID','Entry name','Protein
name','Gene','Length','Type','Genus','Species','Common name','GRAFS
(family)','IUPHAR (family)','Sub-family','Sub-sub-family','Subtype','PDB_ID')]

#----------------------------Organism part-----------------------------------------------------#
# For only one organism
if len(a_organism) ==1 and a_organism[0] != '':
query = query + ' Organism_v2.Common_name LIKE \"%{0}%\" OR
Organism_v2.Genus LIKE \"%{0}%\" OR Organism_v2.Species LIKE
\"%{0}%\"'.format(a_organism[0])
query = query + ');'
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q_h = q_h + ' Organism name(s) = ' + a_organism[0]
# for multiple organism
elif len(a_organism) > 1 and a_organism[0] != '':
q_h = q_h + ' Organism name(s) = '
for i in range(0,len(a_organism)-1):
query = query + ' Organism_v2.Common_name LIKE \"%{0}%\" OR
Organism_v2.Genus LIKE \"%{0}%\" OR Organism_v2.Species LIKE \"%{0}%\"
OR'.format(a_organism[i])
q_h = q_h + a_organism[i] + ' or '
query = query + ' Organism_v2.Common_name LIKE \"%{0}%\" OR
Organism_v2.Genus LIKE \"%{0}%\" OR Organism_v2.Species LIKE \"%{0}%\"
OR'.format(a_organism[-1])
q_h = q_h +a_organism[-1]
query = query + ');'
#--------------------------Length part-----------------------------------------------------------#
# For organism query null
if len(a_length) != 0 and (len(a_organism) == 0 or a_organism[0] ==
''):
if length_range == 'less_than':
query = query + 'PROTEINS.Length<' + a_length
query = query + ');'
q_h = q_h + ' Length < ' + a_length
elif length_range == 'greater_than':
query = query + 'PROTEINS.Length>' + a_length
query = query + ');'
q_h = q_h + ' Length > ' + a_length
elif length_range == 'equal_to':
query = query + 'PROTEINS.Length=' + a_length
query = query + ');'
q_h = q_h + ' Length = ' + a_length
#For organism query not null
elif a_length != '' and (len(a_organism) >= 1 or a_organism[0] !=
''):
query = query[:-1] + 'AND ('
if length_range == 'less_than':
query = query + 'PROTEINS.Length<' + a_length
query = query + ');'
q_h = q_h + ' + Length < ' + a_length
elif length_range == 'greater_than':
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query = query + 'PROTEINS.Length>' + a_length
query = query + ');'
q_h = q_h + ' + Length > ' + a_length
elif length_range == 'equal_to':
query = query + 'PROTEINS.Length=' + a_length
query = query + ');'
q_h = q_h + ' + Length = ' + a_length

#------------------------GRAFS and IUPHAR --------------------------------------------------------#
#Replacing the input to match the sql field names
iuphar = [w.replace('ClassA','Class A') for w in iuphar]
iuphar = [w.replace('ClassB','Class B') for w in iuphar]
iuphar = [w.replace('ClassC','Class C') for w in iuphar]
iuphar = [w.replace('ClassD','Class D') for w in iuphar]
iuphar = [w.replace('ClassE','Class E') for w in iuphar]
iuphar = [w.replace('ClassF','Class F') for w in iuphar]
iuphar = [w.replace('ClassT2R','Class T2R') for w in iuphar]
grafs
grafs
grafs
grafs
grafs
grafs
grafs

=
=
=
=
=
=
=

[w.replace('Glutamate','Glutamate-like') for w in grafs]
[w.replace('Secretin','Secretin-like') for w in grafs]
[w.replace('Rhodopsin','Rhodopsin-like') for w in grafs]
[w.replace('Adhesion','Adhesion-like') for w in grafs]
[w.replace('fungal','Fungal pheromone') for w in grafs]
[w.replace('camp','cAMP receptor') for w in grafs]
[w.replace('taste2r','Taste2R') for w in grafs]

# Query for organism and length both null for GRAFS and IUPHAR
if a_length == '' and (len(a_organism) == 0 ) and ((len(grafs) != 0
) or (len(iuphar) != 0)):
#Query for GRAFS and IUPHAR both inputs
if (len(grafs) != 0 ) and (len(iuphar) != 0):
# Only one GRAFS input
if len(grafs) == 1:
query = query + ' GRAFS.GRAFS = \"{0}\"'.format(grafs[0])
q_h = q_h + ' GRAFS = ' + grafs[0]
# Multiple GRAFS input
elif len(grafs) > 1:
q_h = q_h + ' GRAFS = '
for i in range(0,len(grafs)-1):
query = query + ' GRAFS.GRAFS = \"{0}\"
OR'.format(grafs[i])
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q_h = q_h + grafs[i] + ' or '
query = query + ' GRAFS.GRAFS = \"{0}\" '.format(grafs[1])
q_h = q_h

+ grafs[-1]

query = query + ' OR '
q_h = q_h + ' or '
# Only one IUPHAR input
if len(iuphar) == 1:
query = query + ' IUPHAR.IUPHAR =
\"{0}\"'.format(iuphar[0])
query = query + ');'
q_h = q_h + ' IUPHAR = ' + iuphar[0]
#Multiple IUPHAR input
elif len(iuphar) > 1:
q_h = q_h + ' IUPHAR = '
for i in range(0,len(iuphar)-1):
query = query + ' IUPHAR.IUPHAR = \"{0}\"
OR'.format(iuphar[i])
q_h = q_h + iuphar[i]+' or '
query = query + ' IUPHAR.IUPHAR = \"{0}\"
'.format(iuphar[-1])
query = query + ');'
q_h = q_h + iuphar[-1]
# If only GRAFS is used
elif (len(grafs) != 0) and (len(iuphar) == 0 ):
if len(grafs) ==
query = query
query = query
q_h = q_h + '

1:
+ ' GRAFS.GRAFS = \"{0}\"'.format(grafs[0])
+ ');'
GRAFS = ' + grafs[0]

elif len(grafs) > 1:
q_h = q_h + ' GRAFS = '
for i in range(0,len(grafs)-1):
query = query + ' GRAFS.GRAFS = \"{0}\"
OR'.format(grafs[i])
q_h = q_h + grafs[i]+ ' or '
query = query + ' GRAFS.GRAFS = \"{0}\" '.format(grafs[1])
query = query + ');'
q_h = q_h + grafs[-1]
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# If only IUPHAR is used
elif (len(iuphar) != 0 ) and (len(grafs) ==

0):

if iuphar[0] != '' and len(iuphar) == 1:
q_h = q_h + ' IUPHAR = ' + iuphar[0]
query = query + ' IUPHAR.IUPHAR =
\"{0}\"'.format(iuphar[0])
query = query + ');'
elif len(iuphar) > 1:
q_h = q_h + ' IUPHAR = '
for i in range(0,len(iuphar)-1):
query = query + ' IUPHAR.IUPHAR = \"{0}\"
OR'.format(iuphar[i])
q_h = q_h + iuphar[i] + ' or '
query = query + ' IUPHAR.IUPHAR = \"{0}\"
'.format(iuphar[-1])
query = query + ');'
q_h = q_h + iuphar[-1]
# Length, orgnaism not null with GRAFS and IUPHAR
elif (a_length != '' or (len(a_organism) != 0)) and ((len(grafs) !=
0) or (len(iuphar) != 0)) :
query = query[:-1] + 'AND ('
if (len(grafs) > 0 ) and (len(iuphar) > 0):
if

len(grafs) == 1:
query = query + ' GRAFS.GRAFS = \"{0}\"'.format(grafs[0])
q_h = q_h + ' + GRAFS = ' + grafs[0]

elif

len(grafs) > 1:

q_h = q_h + ' + GRAFS = '
for i in range(0,len(grafs)-1):
query = query + ' GRAFS.GRAFS = \"{0}\"
OR'.format(grafs[i])
q_h = q_h + grafs[i]+ ' or '
query = query + ' GRAFS.GRAFS = \"{0}\" '.format(grafs[1])
q_h = q_h + grafs[-1]
query = query + ' OR '
q_h = q_h + ' or '
if

len(iuphar) == 1:
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query = query + ' IUPHAR.IUPHAR =
\"{0}\"'.format(iuphar[0])
query = query + ');'
q_h = q_h + ' IUPHAR = ' + iuphar[0]
elif len(iuphar) > 1:
q_h = q_h + ' IUPHAR = '
for i in range(0,len(iuphar)-1):
query = query + ' IUPHAR.IUPHAR = \"{0}\"
OR'.format(iuphar[i])
q_h = q_h + iuphar[i]+ ' or '
query = query + ' IUPHAR.IUPHAR = \"{0}\"
'.format(iuphar[-1])
query = query + ');'
q_h = q_h + iuphar[-1]
elif (len(grafs) != 0 ) and (len(iuphar) == 0):
query = query[:-1] + 'AND ('
if len(grafs) == 1:
query = query + ' GRAFS.GRAFS = \"{0}\"'.format(grafs[0])
query = query + ');'
q_h = q_h + ' + GRAFS = ' + grafs[0]
elif len(grafs) > 1:
q_h = q_h + '+ GRAFS = '
for i in range(0,len(grafs)-1):
query = query + ' GRAFS.GRAFS = \"{0}\"
OR'.format(grafs[i])
q_h = q_h + grafs[i] + ' or '
query = query + ' GRAFS.GRAFS = \"{0}\" '.format(grafs[1])
query = query + ');'
q_h = q_h + grafs[-1]
elif (len(iuphar) != 0) and (len(grafs) == 0 ):
query = query[:-1] + 'AND ('
if len(iuphar) == 1:
query = query + ' IUPHAR.IUPHAR =
\"{0}\"'.format(iuphar[0])
query = query + ');'
q_h = q_h + ' + IUPHAR = ' + iuphar[0]
elif len(iuphar) > 1:
q_h = q_h + ' + IUPHAR = '
for i in range(0,len(iuphar)-1):
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query = query + ' IUPHAR.IUPHAR = \"{0}\"
OR'.format(iuphar[i])
q_h = q_h + iuphar[0]+ ' or '
query = query + ' IUPHAR.IUPHAR = \"{0}\"
'.format(iuphar[-1])
query = query + ');'
q_h = q_h + iuphar[-1]
#----------------------------Sub-family----------------------------------------------------#
# When length, organism, GRAFS and IUPHAR are null except Sub-family
if (len(a_organism) == 0 or a_organism[0] == '') and a_length ==''
and (len(iuphar) == 0 or iuphar[0] == '') and (len(grafs) == 0 or
grafs[0] == ''):
if

len(a_sub_fam) == 1:

query = query + 'Ll_class.sub_family LIKE
\"%{0}%\"'.format(a_sub_fam[0])
query = query + ');'
q_h = q_h + ' Sub-family: ' + a_sub_fam[0]
elif len(a_sub_fam) > 1:
query = query[:-1] + 'AND ('
q_h = q_h + ' Sub-family: '
for i in range(0,len(a_sub_fam)-1):
query = query + 'Ll_class.sub_family LIKE \"%{0}%\"
OR'.format(a_sub_fam[i])
q_h = q_h + a_sub_fam[i] + ' or '
query = query + ' Ll_class.sub_family LIKE \"%{0}\%"
'.format(a_sub_fam[-1])
query = query + ');'
q_h = q_h + a_sub_fam[-1]
# When one or more queries are not null
else:
if len(a_sub_fam) == 1:
query = query[:-1] + 'AND ('
query = query + ' Ll_class.sub_family LIKE
\"%{0}%\"'.format(a_sub_fam[0])
query = query + ');'
q_h = q_h + ' + Sub-family: ' + a_sub_fam[0]
elif len(a_sub_fam) > 1:
query = query[:-1] + 'AND('
q_h = q_h + ' + Sub-family: '
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for i in range(0,len(a_sub_fam)-1):
query = query + ' Ll_class.sub_family LIKE \"%{0}%\"
OR'.format(a_sub_fam[i])
q_h = q_h + a_sub_fam[i] + ' or '
query = query + ' Ll_class.sub_family LIKE \"%{0}%\"
'.format(a_sub_fam[-1])
query = query + ');'
q_h = q_h + a_sub_fam[-1]

#----------------------------Sub-sub-family----------------------------------------------------#
# When length, organism, GRAFS and IUPHAR are null except Sub-family
if (len(a_organism) == 0 or a_organism[0] == '') and a_length ==''
and (len(iuphar) == 0 or iuphar[0] == '') and (len(grafs) == 0 or
grafs[0] == '') and (len(a_sub_fam) == 0 or a_sub_fam[0] == '') :
#query = query[:-1] + 'AND ('
print "dihofhof khane",a_sub_sub_fam
if len(a_sub_sub_fam) == 1:
query = query + 'Ll_class.s_sub_family LIKE
\"%{0}%\"'.format(a_sub_sub_fam[0])
query = query + ');'
q_h = q_h + ' Sub-sub-family: ' + a_sub_sub_fam[0]
elif len(a_sub_sub_fam) > 1:
query = query[:-1] + 'AND ('
q_h = q_h + ' Sub-sub-family: '
for i in range(0,len(a_sub_sub_fam)-1):
query = query + 'Ll_class.s_sub_family LIKE \"%{0}%\"
OR'.format(a_sub_sub_fam[i])
q_h = q_h + a_sub_sub_fam[i] + ' or '
query = query + ' Ll_class.sub_family LIKE \"%{0}\%"
'.format(a_sub_sub_fam[-1])
query = query + ');'
q_h = q_h + a_sub_sub_fam[-1]
# When one or more queries are not null
else:
if len(a_sub_sub_fam) == 1:
query = query[:-1] + 'AND ('
query = query + ' Ll_class.s_sub_family LIKE
\"%{0}%\"'.format(a_sub_sub_fam[0])
query = query + ');'
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q_h = q_h + ' + Sub-sub-family: ' + a_sub_sub_fam[0]
elif len(a_sub_sub_fam) > 1:
query = query[:-1] + 'AND('
q_h = q_h + ' + Sub-sub-family: '
for i in range(0,len(a_sub_sub_fam)-1):
query = query + ' Ll_class.s_sub_family LIKE \"%{0}%\"
OR'.format(a_sub_sub_fam[i])
q_h = q_h + a_sub_sub_fam[i] + ' or '
query = query + ' Ll_class.s_sub_family LIKE \"%{0}%\"
'.format(a_sub_sub_fam[-1])
query = query + ');'
q_h = q_h + a_sub_sub_fam[-1]

#----------------------------Sub-type----------------------------------------------------#
# When length, organism, GRAFS and IUPHAR are null except Sub-family
if (len(a_organism) == 0 or a_organism[0] == '') and a_length ==''
and (len(iuphar) == 0 or iuphar[0] == '') and (len(grafs) == 0 or
grafs[0] == '') and (len(a_sub_fam) == 0 or a_sub_fam[0] == '') and
(len(a_sub_sub_fam) == 0 or a_sub_sub_fam[0] == ''):
#query = query[:-1] + 'AND ('
#print "ami ekhane",a_sub_fam
if len(a_sub_type) == 1:
query = query + 'Ll_class.sub_type LIKE
\"%{0}%\"'.format(a_sub_type[0])
query = query + ');'
q_h = q_h + ' Sub-type: ' + a_sub_type[0]
elif len(a_sub_type) > 1:
query = query[:-1] + 'AND ('
q_h = q_h + ' Sub-type: '
for i in range(0,len(a_sub_type)-1):
query = query + 'Ll_class.sub_type LIKE \"%{0}%\"
OR'.format(a_sub_type[i])
q_h = q_h + a_sub_fam[i] + ' or '
query = query + ' Ll_class.sub_type LIKE \"%{0}\%"
'.format(a_sub_type[-1])
query = query + ');'
q_h = q_h + a_sub_type[-1]
# When one or more queries are not null
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else:
if

len(a_sub_type) == 1:
query = query[:-1] + 'AND ('
query = query + ' Ll_class.sub_type LIKE
\"%{0}%\"'.format(a_sub_type[0])
query = query + ');'
q_h = q_h + ' + Sub-type: ' + a_sub_type[0]
elif len(a_sub_type) > 1:
query = query[:-1] + 'AND('
q_h = q_h + ' + Sub-type: '
for i in range(0,len(a_sub_type)-1):
query = query + ' Ll_class.sub_type LIKE \"%{0}%\"
OR'.format(a_sub_type[i])
q_h = q_h + a_sub_type[i] + ' or '
query = query + ' Ll_class.sub_type LIKE \"%{0}%\"
'.format(a_sub_type[-1])
query = query + ');'
q_h = q_h + a_sub_type[-1]
#--------------------------Protein name-----------------------------------------------------------#
# For organism query null
if (len(a_organism) == 0 or a_organism[0] == '') and a_length ==''
and (len(iuphar) == 0 or iuphar[0] == '') and (len(grafs) == 0 or
grafs[0] == '') and (len(a_sub_fam) == 0 or a_sub_fam[0] == '') and
(len(a_sub_sub_fam) == 0 or a_sub_sub_fam[0] == '') and
(len(a_sub_type) == 0 or a_sub_type[0] != ''):
if len(a_pname) == 1:
query = query + 'PROTEINS.Protein_Name LIKE
\"%{0}%\"'.format(a_pname[0])
query = query + ');'
q_h = q_h + ' Protein Name(s) = ' + a_pname[0]
elif len(a_pname) > 1:
query = query[:-1] + 'AND ('
q_h = q_h + ' Protein Name(s) = '
for i in range(0,len(a_pname)-1):
query = query + 'PROTEINS.Protein_Name LIKE \"%{0}%\"
OR'.format(a_pname[i])
q_h = q_h + a_pname[i] + ' or '
query = query + ' PROTEINS.Protein_Name LIKE \"%{0}\%"
'.format(a_pname[-1])
query = query + ');'
q_h = q_h + a_pname[-1]
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# When one or more queries are not null
else:
if len(a_pname) == 1:
query = query[:-1] + 'AND ('
query = query + ' PROTEINS.Protein_Name LIKE
\"%{0}%\"'.format(a_pname[0])
query = query + ');'
q_h = q_h + ' + Protein Name(s)= ' + a_pname[0]
elif len(a_pname) > 1:
query = query[:-1] + 'AND('
q_h = q_h + ' + Protein Name(s)= '
for i in range(0,len(a_pname)-1):
query = query + ' PROTEINS.Protein_Name LIKE \"%{0}%\"
OR'.format(a_pname[i])
q_h = q_h + a_pname[i] + ' or '
query = query + ' PROTEINS.Protein_Name LIKE \"%{0}%\"
'.format(a_pname[-1])
query = query + ');'
q_h = q_h + a_pname[-1]
#--------------------------Gene name-----------------------------------------------------------#
# For organism query null
if (len(a_organism) == 0 or a_organism[0] == '') and a_length ==''
and (len(iuphar) == 0 or iuphar[0] == '') and (len(grafs) == 0 or
grafs[0] == '') and (len(a_sub_fam) == 0 or a_sub_fam[0] == '') and
(len(a_sub_sub_fam) == 0 or a_sub_sub_fam[0] == '') and
(len(a_sub_type) == 0 or a_sub_type[0] != '') and (len(a_pname) == 0
or a_pname[0] == '') :
if len(a_gname) == 1:
query = query + 'PROTEINS.Gene_Name LIKE
\"%{0}%\"'.format(a_gname[0])
query = query + ');'
q_h = q_h + ' Gene Name(s) = ' + a_gname[0]
elif len(a_gname) > 1:
query = query[:-1] + 'AND ('
q_h = q_h + ' Gene Name(s) = '
for i in range(0,len(a_gname)-1):
query = query + 'PROTEINS.Gene_Name LIKE \"%{0}%\"
OR'.format(a_gname[i])
q_h = q_h + a_gname[i] + ' or '
query = query + ' PROTEINS.Gene_Name LIKE \"%{0}\%"
'.format(a_gname[-1])
query = query + ');'
q_h = q_h + a_gname[-1]
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# When one or more queries are not null
else:
if len(a_gname) == 1:
query = query[:-1] + 'AND ('
query = query + ' PROTEINS.Gene_Name LIKE
\"%{0}%\"'.format(a_gname[0])
query = query + ');'
q_h = q_h + ' + Gene Name(s)= ' + a_gname[0]
elif len(a_gname) > 1:
query = query[:-1] + 'AND('
q_h = q_h + ' + Gene Name(s)= '
for i in range(0,len(a_gname)-1):
query = query + ' PROTEINS.Gene_Name LIKE \"%{0}%\"
OR'.format(a_gname[i])
q_h = q_h + a_gname[i] + ' or '
query = query + ' PROTEINS.Gene_Name LIKE \"%{0}%\"
'.format(a_gname[-1])
query = query + ');'
q_h = q_h + a_gname[-1]

#------------------------ AA part----------------------------------------------------------#
# When length, organism, GRAFS and IUPHAR are null except amino acid
percentages
if (len(a_organism) == 0 or a_organism[0] == '') and a_length ==''
and (len(iuphar) == 0 or iuphar[0] == '') and (len(grafs) == 0 or
grafs[0] == '') and (len(a_sub_fam) == 0 or a_sub_fam[0] == '') and
(len(a_sub_sub_fam) == 0 or a_sub_sub_fam[0] == '') and
(len(a_sub_type) == 0 or a_sub_type[0] == '') and (len(a_pname) == 0
or a_pname[0] == '') and (len(a_gname) == 0 or a_gname[0] == ''):
if

len(aa) == 1:

query = query + 'PROTEINS.{0}/100'.format(aa[0])
query = query + ');'
q_h = q_h + ' Amino acid percentage, ' + aa[0]
elif len(aa) > 1:
query = query[:-1] + 'AND ('
q_h = q_h + ' Amino acid percentage, '
for i in range(0,len(aa)-1):
query = query + 'PROTEINS.{0}/100 OR'.format(aa[i])
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q_h = q_h + aa[i] + ' or '
query = query + ' PROTEINS.{0}/100 '.format(aa[-1])
query = query + ');'
q_h = q_h + aa[-1]
# When one or more queries are not null with amino acid percentages
else:
if len(aa) == 1:
query = query[:-1] + 'AND ('
query = query + ' PROTEINS.{0}/100'.format(aa[0])
query = query + ');'
q_h = q_h + ' + Amino acid percentage, ' + aa[0]
elif len(aa) > 1:
query = query[:-1] + 'AND('
q_h = q_h + ' + Amino acid percentage, '
for i in range(0,len(aa)-1):
query = query + ' PROTEINS.{0}/100 OR'.format(aa[i])
q_h = q_h + aa[i] + ' or '
query = query + ' PROTEINS.{0}/100 '.format(aa[-1])
query = query + ');'
q_h = q_h + aa[-1]
#------------------------ Dipeptide part----------------------------------------------------------#
dipep
dipep
dipep
dipep

=
=
=
=

[w.replace('AS',
[w.replace('IF',
[w.replace('IN',
[w.replace('IS',

'AS1')
'IF1')
'IN1')
'IS1')

for
for
for
for

w
w
w
w

in
in
in
in

dipep]
dipep]
dipep]
dipep]

if (len(a_organism) == 0 or a_organism[0] == '') and a_length ==''
and (len(iuphar) == 0 or iuphar[0] == '') and (len(grafs) == 0 or
grafs[0] == '') and (len(aa) == 0 or aa[0] == '') and
(len(a_sub_fam) == 0 or a_sub_fam[0] == '') and (len(a_sub_sub_fam) ==
0 or a_sub_sub_fam[0] == '') and (len(a_sub_type) == 0 or
a_sub_type[0] == '') and (len(a_pname) == 0 or a_pname[0] == '') and
(len(a_gname) == 0 or a_gname[0] == ''):
if len(dipep) == 1:
query = query + ' AA_Dipeptide.{0}'.format(dipep[0])
query = query + ');'
q_h = q_h + ' Dipeptide percentage, ' + dipep[0]
elif len(dipep) > 1:
query = query[:-1] + 'AND ('
q_h = q_h + ' Dipeptide percentage, '
for i in range(0,len(dipep)-1):
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query = query + ' AA_Dipeptide.{0} OR'.format(dipep[i])
q_h = q_h + dipep[i] + ' or '
query = query + ' AA_Dipeptide.{0} '.format(dipep[-1])
query = query + ');'
q_h = q_h + dipep[-1]
else:
if len(dipep) == 1:
query
query
query
q_h =

= query[:-1] + 'AND('
= query + ' AA_Dipeptide.{0}'.format(dipep[0])
= query + ');'
q_h + ' + Dipeptide percentage, ' + dipep[0]

elif len(dipep) > 1:
query = query[:-1] + 'AND('
q_h = q_h + ' + Dipeptide percentage, '
for i in range(0,len(dipep)-1):
query = query + ' AA_Dipeptide.{0} OR'.format(dipep[i])
q_h = q_h + dipep[i] + ' or '
query = query + ' AA_Dipeptide.{0} '.format(dipep[-1])
query = query + ');'
q_h = q_h + dipep[-1]
# For removing query mistakes
query = query.replace('AND AND', 'AND')
query = query.replace('AND () AND', 'AND')
query = query.replace(';) AND (',';')
query = query.replace('WHERE AND', 'WHERE')
query = query.replace('OR)',')')
print query
#---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------#
cursor.execute(query)
db.commit()
numrows = int(cursor.rowcount)
numrows1 = str(numrows)
# Creating Display (d_h) and Query headers (q_h)
head_list = [numrows1]
head_list.append(q_h)
head_list.append(d_h)
toReturn.insert(0,tuple(head_list))
# get and display one row at a time.
if numrows == 1:
row = cursor.fetchone()
toReturn.append(row)
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else:
for x in range(0,numrows):
row = cursor.fetchone()
toReturn.append(row)
return toReturn
######################################################################
##########################################
#
#
For FASTA download
#
######################################################################
##########################################
#def fasta_download_db_quick(...):
cols_common = 'SELECT PROTEINS.PROTEIN_ID,PROTEINS.Sequence FROM
PROTEINS INNER JOIN Organism_v2 ON PROTEINS.Organism_ID =
Organism_v2.Organism_ID INNER JOIN GRAFS ON PROTEINS.GRAFS_ID =
GRAFS.GRAFS_ID INNER JOIN IUPHAR ON PROTEINS.IUPHAR_ID =
IUPHAR.IUPHAR_ID INNER JOIN AA_Dipeptide ON PROTEINS.PROTEIN_ID =
AA_Dipeptide.PROTEIN_ID INNER JOIN TMHMM_Length ON
TMHMM_Length.PROTEIN_ID = PROTEINS.PROTEIN_ID INNER JOIN Ll_class ON
PROTEINS.PROTEIN_ID = Ll_class.PROTEIN_ID'
def
a_search_fasta_db(a_organism,length_range,a_length,grafs,iuphar,a_sub_
fam,a_sub_sub_fam,a_sub_type,aa,dipep,display,pro_type,jobId):
import MySQLdb
from Config import *
# connect
db = MySQLdb.connect(host=SQL_HOST, user=SQL_UN, passwd=SQL_PS,
db=SQL_DB,read_default_file=SQL_CNF)
cursor = db.cursor()
#=====================================================================
======
#
# Quick Search
#
#=====================================================================
======
#--------------Organism Search-----------------------------------------------------------------#
def organism_search_fasta_db(q,jobId):
import MySQLdb
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from Config import *
# connect
db = MySQLdb.connect(host=SQL_HOST, user=SQL_UN, passwd=SQL_PS,
db=SQL_DB,read_default_file=SQL_CNF)
cursor = db.cursor()
# execute SQL select statement
query = '%s '%(cols_common) + 'WHERE Organism_v2.Common_name LIKE
\"%{0}%\" OR Organism_v2.Genus LIKE \"%{0}%\" OR Organism_v2.Species
LIKE \"%{0}%\";'.format(q)
print 'query organism'
print query
cursor.execute(query)
db.commit()
numrows = int(cursor.rowcount)
toReturn_seq = []
if numrows == 1:
row = cursor.fetchone()
toReturn_seq.append(row)
else:
for x in range(0,numrows):
row = cursor.fetchone()
toReturn_seq.append(row)
fo = open('%s%s_query_seq.fasta'%(OUTPUT_DIR,jobId),'w')
for head in toReturn_seq:
fo.write('>')
fo.write(head[0])
fo.write('\n')
fo.write(head[1])
fo.write('\n')
fo.close()
#print toReturn
#return toReturn_seq
#------------------------------------------Entry Name-----------------------------------------------------#
def entryname_search_fasta_db(q,jobId):
import MySQLdb
from Config import *
# connect
db = MySQLdb.connect(host=SQL_HOST, user=SQL_UN, passwd=SQL_PS,
db=SQL_DB,read_default_file=SQL_CNF)
cursor = db.cursor()
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toReturn = []
# execute SQL select statement
query = '%s '%(cols_common) + 'WHERE PROTEINS.Name LIKE
\"%{0}%\";'.format(q)
cursor.execute(query)
db.commit()
numrows = int(cursor.rowcount)
toReturn_seq = []
if numrows == 1:
row = cursor.fetchone()
toReturn_seq.append(row)
else:
for x in range(0,numrows):
row = cursor.fetchone()
toReturn_seq.append(row)
fo = open('%s%s_query_seq.fasta'%(OUTPUT_DIR,jobId),'w')
for head in toReturn_seq:
fo.write('>')
fo.write(head[0])
fo.write('\n')
fo.write(head[1])
fo.write('\n')
fo.close()
#print toReturn
#return toReturn_seq
#------------------------------------------Protein Name-----------------------------------------------------#
def pname_search_fasta_db(q,jobId):
import MySQLdb
from Config import *
# connect
db = MySQLdb.connect(host=SQL_HOST, user=SQL_UN, passwd=SQL_PS,
db=SQL_DB,read_default_file=SQL_CNF)
cursor = db.cursor()
toReturn = []
# execute SQL select statement
query = '%s '%(cols_common) + 'WHERE PROTEINS.Protein_Name LIKE
\"%{0}%\";'.format(q)
cursor.execute(query)
db.commit()
numrows = int(cursor.rowcount)
toReturn_seq = []
if numrows == 1:
row = cursor.fetchone()
toReturn_seq.append(row)
else:
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for x in range(0,numrows):
row = cursor.fetchone()
toReturn_seq.append(row)
fo = open('%s%s_query_seq.fasta'%(OUTPUT_DIR,jobId),'w')
for head in toReturn_seq:
fo.write('>')
fo.write(head[0])
fo.write('\n')
fo.write(head[1])
fo.write('\n')
fo.close()
#print toReturn
#return toReturn_seq

#------------------------------------------Entry Name-----------------------------------------------------#
def gname_search_fasta_db(q,jobId):
import MySQLdb
from Config import *
# connect
db = MySQLdb.connect(host=SQL_HOST, user=SQL_UN, passwd=SQL_PS,
db=SQL_DB,read_default_file=SQL_CNF)
cursor = db.cursor()
toReturn = []
# execute SQL select statement
query = '%s '%(cols_common) + 'WHERE PROTEINS.Gene_Name LIKE
\"%{0}%\";'.format(q)
cursor.execute(query)
db.commit()
numrows = int(cursor.rowcount)
toReturn_seq = []
if numrows == 1:
row = cursor.fetchone()
toReturn_seq.append(row)
else:
for x in range(0,numrows):
row = cursor.fetchone()
toReturn_seq.append(row)
fo = open('%s%s_query_seq.fasta'%(OUTPUT_DIR,jobId),'w')
for head in toReturn_seq:
fo.write('>')
fo.write(head[0])
fo.write('\n')
fo.write(head[1])
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fo.write('\n')
fo.close()
#print toReturn
#return toReturn_seq
#---------------------------------------------------Uniprot ID-----------------------------------------------#
def proid_search_fasta_db(q,jobId):
import MySQLdb
from Config import *
# connect
db = MySQLdb.connect(host=SQL_HOST, user=SQL_UN, passwd=SQL_PS,
db=SQL_DB,read_default_file=SQL_CNF)
cursor = db.cursor()
# execute SQL select statement
query = '%s '%(cols_common) + 'WHERE PROTEINS.PROTEIN_ID LIKE
\"%{0}%\";'.format(q)
cursor.execute(query)
db.commit()
numrows = int(cursor.rowcount)
toReturn_seq = []
if numrows == 1:
row = cursor.fetchone()
toReturn_seq.append(row)
else:
for x in range(0,numrows):
row = cursor.fetchone()
toReturn_seq.append(row)
fo = open('%s%s_query_seq.fasta'%(OUTPUT_DIR,jobId),'w')
for head in toReturn_seq:
fo.write('>')
fo.write(head[0])
fo.write('\n')
fo.write(head[1])
fo.write('\n')
fo.close()
#print toReturn
#return toReturn_seq
#----------------------------Classification------------------------------------------------------#
def classification_fasta_db(q,jobId):
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import MySQLdb
from Config import *
# connect
db = MySQLdb.connect(host=SQL_HOST, user=SQL_UN, passwd=SQL_PS,
db=SQL_DB,read_default_file=SQL_CNF)
cursor = db.cursor()
# execute SQL select statement
#Query for non GPCRs
if q == 'Non' or q == 'non' or q == 'None' or q == 'none':
query = '%s '%(cols_common) + 'WHERE PROTEINS.PROTEIN_TYPE
="CN";'
else:
#Query for GPCR classifications
query = '%s '%(cols_common) + 'WHERE IUPHAR.IUPHAR LIKE
\"%{0}%\" OR GRAFS.GRAFS LIKE \"%{0}%\";'.format(q)
# print query
cursor.execute(query)
db.commit()
numrows = int(cursor.rowcount)
toReturn_seq = []
if numrows == 1:
row = cursor.fetchone()
toReturn_seq.append(row)
else:
for x in range(0,numrows):
row = cursor.fetchone()
toReturn_seq.append(row)
fo = open('%s%s_query_seq.fasta'%(OUTPUT_DIR,jobId),'w')
for head in toReturn_seq:
fo.write('>')
fo.write(head[0])
fo.write('\n')
fo.write(head[1])
fo.write('\n')
fo.close()
#print toReturn
#return toReturn_seq
#----------------------------AA percentage------------------------------------------------------#
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def aa_quick_fasta_db(q,jobId):
import MySQLdb
from Config import *
# connect
db = MySQLdb.connect(host=SQL_HOST, user=SQL_UN, passwd=SQL_PS,
db=SQL_DB,read_default_file=SQL_CNF)
cursor = db.cursor()
# execute SQL select statement
query = '%s '%(cols_common) + 'WHERE
PROTEINS.\"{0}\/100";'.format(q)

query = query.replace('"','')
query = query.replace('\\','')
# print query
cursor.execute(query)
db.commit()
numrows = int(cursor.rowcount)
toReturn_seq = []
if numrows == 1:
row = cursor.fetchone()
toReturn_seq.append(row)
else:
for x in range(0,numrows):
row = cursor.fetchone()
toReturn_seq.append(row)
fo = open('%s%s_query_seq.fasta'%(OUTPUT_DIR,jobId),'w')
for head in toReturn_seq:
fo.write('>')
fo.write(head[0])
fo.write('\n')
fo.write(head[1])
fo.write('\n')
fo.close()
#print toReturn
#return toReturn_seq
#----------------------------Length--------------------------------------------------------------#
def length_quick_fasta_db(q,jobId):
import MySQLdb
from Config import *
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# connect
db = MySQLdb.connect(host=SQL_HOST, user=SQL_UN, passwd=SQL_PS,
db=SQL_DB,read_default_file=SQL_CNF)
cursor = db.cursor()
# execute SQL select statement
query = '%s '%(cols_common) + 'WHERE PROTEINS.Length
\"{0}\";'.format(q)
query = query.replace('"','')
query = query.replace('\\','')
cursor.execute(query)
db.commit()
numrows = int(cursor.rowcount)
toReturn_seq = []
if numrows == 1:
row = cursor.fetchone()
toReturn_seq.append(row)
else:
for x in range(0,numrows):
row = cursor.fetchone()
toReturn_seq.append(row)
fo = open('%s%s_query_seq.fasta'%(OUTPUT_DIR,jobId),'w')
for head in toReturn_seq:
fo.write('>')
fo.write(head[0])
fo.write('\n')
fo.write(head[1])
fo.write('\n')
fo.close()
#print toReturn
#return toReturn_seq
#=====================================================================
======
#
# advanced SEARCH
#
#=====================================================================
======
def
a_search_fasta_db(a_organism,a_pname,a_gname,length_range,a_length,gra
fs,iuphar,a_sub_fam,a_sub_sub_fam,a_sub_type,aa,dipep,display,pro_type
,jobId):
import MySQLdb
from Config import *
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# connect
db = MySQLdb.connect(host=SQL_HOST, user=SQL_UN, passwd=SQL_PS,
db=SQL_DB,read_default_file=SQL_CNF)
cursor = db.cursor()
# If all the search term are null except "Display" and "Category"
if (display != [] or pro_type != []) and (len(a_organism) == 0 )
and a_length == '' and (len(iuphar) == 0 ) and (len(grafs) == 0 ) and
(len(a_sub_fam) ==0) and (len(a_sub_sub_fam) == 0) and
(len(a_sub_type) == 0) and (len(aa) == 0) and (len(dipep) == 0 ):
if pro_type != [] or display != []:
if len(pro_type) == 1:
if pro_type[0] == 'cgf_type':
#Every box is empty, only pro_type = cg_type
query = '%s '%(cols_common)+ 'WHERE
PROTEINS.PROTEIN_TYPE = "CGF";'
elif pro_type[0] == 'cg_type':
#Every box is empty only pro_type = cn_type
query = '%s '%(cols_common)+ ' WHERE PROTEINS.PROTEIN_TYPE
= "CG";'
elif pro_type[0] == 'cn_type':
query = '%s '%(cols_common) + ' WHERE
PROTEINS.PROTEIN_TYPE = "CN";'
elif pro_type[0] == 'cnt_type':
query = '%s '%(cols_common) + ' WHERE
PROTEINS.PROTEIN_TYPE = "CNT";'
elif len(pro_type) == 2:
if pro_type[0] == 'cg_type':
if pro_type[1] == 'cgf_type':
query = '%s '%(cols_common)+ 'WHERE
PROTEINS.PROTEIN_TYPE = "CG" OR PROTEINS.PROTEIN_TYPE = "CGF";'
elif pro_type[1] == 'cn_type':
query = '%s '%(cols_common)+ 'WHERE
PROTEINS.PROTEIN_TYPE = "CG" OR PROTEINS.PROTEIN_TYPE ="CN";'
elif pro_type[1] == 'cnt_type':
query = '%s '%(cols_common) + 'WHERE
PROTEINS.PROTEIN_TYPE = "CG" OR PROTEINS.PROTEIN_TYPE = "CNT";'
elif pro_type[0] == 'cgf_type':
if pro_type[1] == 'cn_type':
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query = '%s '%(cols_common)+ 'WHERE
PROTEINS.PROTEIN_TYPE = "CGF" OR PROTEINS.PROTEIN_TYPE = "CN";'
elif pro_type[1] == 'cnt_type':
query = '%s '%(cols_common)+ 'WHERE
PROTEINS.PROTEIN_TYPE = "CGF" OR PROTEINS.PROTEIN_TYPE ="CNT";'
else:
query = '%s '%(cols_common)+ 'WHERE
PROTEINS.PROTEIN_TYPE = "CN" OR PROTEINS.PROTEIN_TYPE ="CNT";'
elif len(pro_type) == 3:
if pro_type[0] == 'cg_type':
if pro_type[1] == 'cgf_type' and pro_type[2] ==
'cn_type':
query = '%s '%(cols_common)+ 'WHERE
PROTEINS.PROTEIN_TYPE = "CG" OR PROTEINS.PROTEIN_TYPE ="CGF" OR
PROTEINS.PROTEIN_TYPE = "CN";'
elif pro_type[1] == 'cgf_type' and pro_type[2] ==
'cnt_type':
query = '%s '%(cols_common)+ 'WHERE
PROTEINS.PROTEIN_TYPE = "CG" OR PROTEINS.PROTEIN_TYPE ="CGF" OR
PROTEINS.PROTEIN_TYPE = "CNT";'
elif pro_type[1] == 'cnt_type' and pro_type[2] ==
'cn_type':
query = '%s '%(cols_common)+ 'WHERE
PROTEINS.PROTEIN_TYPE = "CG" OR PROTEINS.PROTEIN_TYPE ="CN" OR
PROTEINS.PROTEIN_TYPE ="CNT";'
else:
query = '%s '%(cols_common)+ 'WHERE
PROTEINS.PROTEIN_TYPE = "CGF" OR PROTEINS.PROTEIN_TYPE ="CN" OR
PROTEINS.PROTEIN_TYPE = "CNT";'
else:
query = '%s '%(cols_common)+ ';'

#-------------------when there is a query term------------------------------------------------------------#
elif (display != [] or pro_type != []) and ((len(a_organism) != 0)
or (a_length != '') or (len(iuphar) != 0) or (len(grafs) != 0) or
(len(a_sub_fam) !=0) or (len(a_sub_sub_fam) != 0) or (len(a_sub_type)
!= 0) or (len(aa) != 0 ) or (len(dipep) != 0 )):
if pro_type != [] or display != []:
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if len(pro_type) == 1:
if pro_type[0] == 'cgf_type':
#Every box is empty, only pro_type = cg_type
query = '%s '%(cols_common)+ 'WHERE
PROTEINS.PROTEIN_TYPE = "CGF" AND ('
elif pro_type[0] == 'cg_type':
#Every box is empty only pro_type = cn_type
query = '%s '%(cols_common)+ ' WHERE PROTEINS.PROTEIN_TYPE
= "CG" AND ('
elif pro_type[0] == 'cn_type':
query = '%s '%(cols_common) + ' WHERE
PROTEINS.PROTEIN_TYPE = "CN" AND ('
elif pro_type[0] == 'cnt_type':
query = '%s '%(cols_common) + ' WHERE
PROTEINS.PROTEIN_TYPE = "CNT" AND ('
elif len(pro_type) == 2:
if pro_type[0] == 'cg_type':
if pro_type[1] == 'cgf_type':
query = '%s '%(cols_common)+ 'WHERE
(PROTEINS.PROTEIN_TYPE = "CG" OR PROTEINS.PROTEIN_TYPE = "CGF") AND ('
elif pro_type[1] == 'cn_type':
query = '%s '%(cols_common)+ 'WHERE
(PROTEINS.PROTEIN_TYPE = "CG" OR PROTEINS.PROTEIN_TYPE ="CN") AND ('
elif pro_type[1] == 'cnt_type':
query = '%s '%(cols_common) + 'WHERE
(PROTEINS.PROTEIN_TYPE = "CG" OR PROTEINS.PROTEIN_TYPE = "CNT") AND ('
elif pro_type[0] == 'cgf_type':
if pro_type[1] == 'cn_type':
query = '%s '%(cols_common)+ 'WHERE
(PROTEINS.PROTEIN_TYPE = "CGF" OR PROTEINS.PROTEIN_TYPE = "CN") AND ('
elif pro_type[1] == 'cnt_type':
query = '%s '%(cols_common)+ 'WHERE
(PROTEINS.PROTEIN_TYPE = "CGF" OR PROTEINS.PROTEIN_TYPE ="CNT") AND ('
else:
query = '%s '%(cols_common)+ 'WHERE
(PROTEINS.PROTEIN_TYPE = "CN" OR PROTEINS.PROTEIN_TYPE ="CNT") AND ('
elif len(pro_type) == 3:
if pro_type[0] == 'cg_type':
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if pro_type[1] == 'cgf_type' and pro_type[2] ==
'cn_type':
query = '%s '%(cols_common)+ 'WHERE
(PROTEINS.PROTEIN_TYPE = "CG" OR PROTEINS.PROTEIN_TYPE ="CGF" OR
PROTEINS.PROTEIN_TYPE = "CN") AND ('
elif pro_type[1] == 'cgf_type' and pro_type[2] ==
'cnt_type':
query = '%s '%(cols_common)+ 'WHERE
(PROTEINS.PROTEIN_TYPE = "CG" OR PROTEINS.PROTEIN_TYPE ="CGF" OR
PROTEINS.PROTEIN_TYPE = "CNT") AND ('
elif pro_type[1] == 'cnt_type' and pro_type[2] ==
'cn_type':
query = '%s '%(cols_common)+ 'WHERE
(PROTEINS.PROTEIN_TYPE = "CG" OR PROTEINS.PROTEIN_TYPE ="CN" OR
PROTEINS.PROTEIN_TYPE ="CNT") AND ('
else:
query = '%s '%(cols_common)+ 'WHERE
(PROTEINS.PROTEIN_TYPE = "CGF" OR PROTEINS.PROTEIN_TYPE ="CN" OR
PROTEINS.PROTEIN_TYPE = "CNT") AND ('
else:
query = '%s '%(cols_common)+ 'WHERE ('
else:
query = '%s '%(cols_common) + 'WHERE ('
#toReturn = [('ID','Entry
name','Length','Type','Genus','Species','Common
name','GRAFS','IUPHAR')]

#----------------------------Organism part-----------------------------------------------------#
# For only one organism
if len(a_organism) ==1 and a_organism[0] != '':
query = query + ' Organism_v2.Common_name LIKE \"%{0}%\" OR
Organism_v2.Genus LIKE \"%{0}%\" OR Organism_v2.Species LIKE
\"%{0}%\"'.format(a_organism[0])
query = query + ');'
# for multiple organism
elif len(a_organism) > 1 and a_organism[0] != '':
for i in range(0,len(a_organism)-1):
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query = query + ' Organism_v2.Common_name LIKE \"%{0}%\" OR
Organism_v2.Genus LIKE \"%{0}%\" OR Organism_v2.Species LIKE \"%{0}%\"
OR'.format(a_organism[i])
query = query + ' Organism_v2.Common_name LIKE \"%{0}%\" OR
Organism_v2.Genus LIKE \"%{0}%\" OR Organism_v2.Species LIKE \"%{0}%\"
OR'.format(a_organism[-1])
query = query + ');'
#--------------------------Length part-----------------------------------------------------------#
# For organism query null
if a_length != '' and (len(a_organism) == 0 or a_organism[0] ==
''):
if length_range == 'less_than':
query = query + 'PROTEINS.Length<' + a_length
query = query + ');'
elif length_range == 'greater_than':
query = query + 'PROTEINS.Length>' + a_length
query = query + ');'
elif length_range == 'equal_to':
query = query + 'PROTEINS.Length=' + a_length
query = query + ');'
#For organism query not null
elif a_length != '' and (len(a_organism) >= 1 or a_organism[0] !=
''):
query = query[:-1] + 'AND ('
if length_range == 'less_than':
query = query + 'PROTEINS.Length<' + a_length
query = query + ');'
elif length_range == 'greater_than':
query = query + 'PROTEINS.Length>' + a_length
query = query + ');'
elif length_range == 'equal_to':
query = query + 'PROTEINS.Length=' + a_length
query = query + ');'
#------------------------GRAFS and IUPHAR --------------------------------------------------------#
#Replacing the input to match the sql field names
iuphar = [w.replace('ClassA','Class A') for w in iuphar]
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iuphar
iuphar
iuphar
iuphar
iuphar
iuphar

=
=
=
=
=
=

[w.replace('ClassB','Class B') for
[w.replace('ClassC','Class C') for
[w.replace('ClassD','Class D') for
[w.replace('ClassE','Class E') for
[w.replace('ClassF','Class F') for
[w.replace('ClassT2R','Class T2R')

w in iuphar]
w in iuphar]
w in iuphar]
w in iuphar]
w in iuphar]
for w in iuphar]

grafs = [w.replace('Glutamate','Glutamate-like') for w in grafs]
grafs = [w.replace('Secretin','Secretin-like') for w in grafs]
grafs = [w.replace('Rhodopsin','Rhodopsin-like') for w in grafs]
grafs = [w.replace('Adhesion','Adhesion-like') for w in grafs]
grafs = [w.replace('fungal','Fungal pheromone') for w in grafs]
grafs = [w.replace('camp','cAMP receptor') for w in grafs]
grafs = [w.replace('taste2r','Taste2R') for w in grafs]
# Query for organism and length both null for GRAFS and IUPHAR
if a_length == '' and (len(a_organism) == 0 ) and ((len(grafs) != 0
) or (len(iuphar) != 0)):
#Query for GRAFS and IUPHAR both inputs
if (len(grafs) != 0 ) and (len(iuphar) != 0):
# Only one GRAFS input
if len(grafs) == 1:
query = query + ' GRAFS.GRAFS = \"{0}\"'.format(grafs[0])
# Multiple GRAFS input
elif len(grafs) > 1:
for i in range(0,len(grafs)-1):
query = query + ' GRAFS.GRAFS = \"{0}\"
OR'.format(grafs[i])
query = query + ' GRAFS.GRAFS = \"{0}\" '.format(grafs[1])
query = query + ' OR '
# Only one IUPHAR input
if len(iuphar) == 1:
query = query + ' IUPHAR.IUPHAR =
\"{0}\"'.format(iuphar[0])
query = query + ');'
#Multiple IUPHAR input
elif len(iuphar) > 1:
for i in range(0,len(iuphar)-1):
query = query + ' IUPHAR.IUPHAR = \"{0}\"
OR'.format(iuphar[i])
query = query + ' IUPHAR.IUPHAR = \"{0}\"
'.format(iuphar[-1])
query = query + ');'
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# If only GRAFS is used
elif (len(grafs) != 0) and (len(iuphar) == 0 ):
if len(grafs) == 1:
query = query + ' GRAFS.GRAFS = \"{0}\"'.format(grafs[0])
query = query + ');'
elif

len(grafs) > 1:

for i in range(0,len(grafs)-1):
query = query + ' GRAFS.GRAFS = \"{0}\"
OR'.format(grafs[i])
query = query + ' GRAFS.GRAFS = \"{0}\" '.format(grafs[1])
query = query + ');'
# If only IUPHAR is used
elif (len(iuphar) != 0 ) and (len(grafs) ==

0):

if iuphar[0] != '' and len(iuphar) == 1:
query = query + ' IUPHAR.IUPHAR =
\"{0}\"'.format(iuphar[0])
query = query + ');'
elif

len(iuphar) > 1:

for i in range(0,len(iuphar)-1):
query = query + ' IUPHAR.IUPHAR = \"{0}\"
OR'.format(iuphar[i])
query = query + ' IUPHAR.IUPHAR = \"{0}\"
'.format(iuphar[-1])
query = query + ');'
# Length, orgnaism not null with GRAFS and IUPHAR
elif (a_length != '' or (len(a_organism) != 0)) and ((len(grafs) !=
0) or (len(iuphar) != 0)) :
query = query[:-1] + 'AND ('
if (len(grafs) > 0 ) and (len(iuphar) > 0):
if

len(grafs) == 1:
query = query + ' GRAFS.GRAFS = \"{0}\"'.format(grafs[0])

elif

len(grafs) > 1:

for i in range(0,len(grafs)-1):
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query = query + ' GRAFS.GRAFS = \"{0}\"
OR'.format(grafs[i])
query = query + ' GRAFS.GRAFS = \"{0}\" '.format(grafs[1])
query = query + ' OR '
if

len(iuphar) == 1:
query = query + ' IUPHAR.IUPHAR =
\"{0}\"'.format(iuphar[0])
query = query + ');'
elif

len(iuphar) > 1:

for i in range(0,len(iuphar)-1):
query = query + ' IUPHAR.IUPHAR = \"{0}\"
OR'.format(iuphar[i])
query = query + ' IUPHAR.IUPHAR = \"{0}\"
'.format(iuphar[-1])
query = query + ');'
elif (len(grafs) != 0 ) and (len(iuphar) == 0):
query = query[:-1] + 'AND ('
if len(grafs) == 1:
query = query + ' GRAFS.GRAFS = \"{0}\"'.format(grafs[0])
query = query + ');'
elif

len(grafs) > 1:

for i in range(0,len(grafs)-1):
query = query + ' GRAFS.GRAFS = \"{0}\"
OR'.format(grafs[i])
query = query + ' GRAFS.GRAFS = \"{0}\" '.format(grafs[1])
query = query + ');'
elif (len(iuphar) != 0) and (len(grafs) ==
query = query[:-1] + 'AND ('
if len(iuphar) == 1:
query = query + ' IUPHAR.IUPHAR =
\"{0}\"'.format(iuphar[0])
query = query + ');'
elif

0 ):

len(iuphar) > 1:

for i in range(0,len(iuphar)-1):
query = query + ' IUPHAR.IUPHAR = \"{0}\"
OR'.format(iuphar[i])
query = query + ' IUPHAR.IUPHAR = \"{0}\"
'.format(iuphar[-1])
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query = query + ');'
#----------------------------Sub-family----------------------------------------------------#
# When length, organism, GRAFS and IUPHAR are null except Sub-family
if (len(a_organism) == 0 or a_organism[0] == '') and a_length ==''
and (len(iuphar) == 0 or iuphar[0] == '') and (len(grafs) == 0 or
grafs[0] == ''):
#query = query[:-1] + 'AND ('
print "ami ekhane",a_sub_fam
if len(a_sub_fam) == 1:
query = query + 'Ll_class.sub_family LIKE
\"%{0}%\"'.format(a_sub_fam[0])
query = query + ');'
elif len(a_sub_fam) > 1:
query = query[:-1] + 'AND ('
for i in range(0,len(a_sub_fam)-1):
query = query + 'Ll_class.sub_family LIKE \"%{0}%\"
OR'.format(a_sub_fam[i])
query = query + ' Ll_class.sub_family LIKE \"%{0}\%"
'.format(a_sub_fam[-1])
query = query + ');'
# When one or more queries are not null
else:
if len(a_sub_fam) == 1:
query = query[:-1] + 'AND ('
query = query + ' Ll_class.sub_family LIKE
\"%{0}%\"'.format(a_sub_fam[0])
query = query + ');'
elif len(a_sub_fam) > 1:
query = query[:-1] + 'AND('
for i in range(0,len(a_sub_fam)-1):
query = query + ' Ll_class.sub_family LIKE \"%{0}%\"
OR'.format(a_sub_fam[i])
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query = query + ' Ll_class.sub_family LIKE \"%{0}%\"
'.format(a_sub_fam[-1])
query = query + ');'

#----------------------------Sub-sub-family----------------------------------------------------#
# When length, organism, GRAFS and IUPHAR are null except Sub-family
if (len(a_organism) == 0 or a_organism[0] == '') and a_length ==''
and (len(iuphar) == 0 or iuphar[0] == '') and (len(grafs) == 0 or
grafs[0] == '') and (len(a_sub_fam) == 0 or a_sub_fam[0] == '') :
if

len(a_sub_sub_fam) == 1:

query = query + 'Ll_class.s_sub_family LIKE
\"%{0}%\"'.format(a_sub_sub_fam[0])
query = query + ');'
elif len(a_sub_sub_fam) > 1:
query = query[:-1] + 'AND ('
for i in range(0,len(a_sub_sub_fam)-1):
query = query + 'Ll_class.s_sub_family LIKE \"%{0}%\"
OR'.format(a_sub_sub_fam[i])
query = query + ' Ll_class.sub_family LIKE \"%{0}\%"
'.format(a_sub_sub_fam[-1])
query = query + ');'

# When one or more queries are not null
else:
if len(a_sub_sub_fam) == 1:
query = query[:-1] + 'AND ('
query = query + ' Ll_class.s_sub_family LIKE
\"%{0}%\"'.format(a_sub_sub_fam[0])
query = query + ');'
elif len(a_sub_sub_fam) > 1:
query = query[:-1] + 'AND('
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for i in range(0,len(a_sub_sub_fam)-1):
query = query + ' Ll_class.s_sub_family LIKE \"%{0}%\"
OR'.format(a_sub_sub_fam[i])
query = query + ' Ll_class.s_sub_family LIKE \"%{0}%\"
'.format(a_sub_sub_fam[-1])
query = query + ');'

#----------------------------Sub-type----------------------------------------------------#
# When length, organism, GRAFS and IUPHAR are null except Sub-family
if (len(a_organism) == 0 or a_organism[0] == '') and a_length ==''
and (len(iuphar) == 0 or iuphar[0] == '') and (len(grafs) == 0 or
grafs[0] == '') and (len(a_sub_fam) == 0 or a_sub_fam[0] == '') and
(len(a_sub_sub_fam) == 0 or a_sub_sub_fam[0] == ''):
#query = query[:-1] + 'AND ('
#print "ami ekhane",a_sub_fam
if len(a_sub_type) == 1:
query = query + 'Ll_class.sub_type LIKE
\"%{0}%\"'.format(a_sub_type[0])
elif len(a_sub_type) > 1:
query = query[:-1] + 'AND ('
for i in range(0,len(a_sub_type)-1):
query = query + 'Ll_class.sub_type LIKE \"%{0}%\"
OR'.format(a_sub_type[i])
query = query + ' Ll_class.sub_type LIKE \"%{0}\%"
'.format(a_sub_type[-1])
query = query + ');'
# When one or more queries are not null
else:
if len(a_sub_type) == 1:
query = query[:-1] + 'AND ('
query = query + ' Ll_class.sub_type LIKE
\"%{0}%\"'.format(a_sub_type[0])
query = query + ');'
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elif len(a_sub_type) > 1:
query = query[:-1] + 'AND('
for i in range(0,len(a_sub_type)-1):
query = query + ' Ll_class.sub_type LIKE \"%{0}%\"
OR'.format(a_sub_type[i])
query = query + ' Ll_class.sub_type LIKE \"%{0}%\"
'.format(a_sub_type[-1])
query = query + ');'
#--------------------------Protein name-----------------------------------------------------------#
# For organism query null
if (len(a_organism) == 0 or a_organism[0] == '') and a_length ==''
and (len(iuphar) == 0 or iuphar[0] == '') and (len(grafs) == 0 or
grafs[0] == '') and (len(a_sub_fam) == 0 or a_sub_fam[0] == '') and
(len(a_sub_sub_fam) == 0 or a_sub_sub_fam[0] == '') and
(len(a_sub_type) == 0 or a_sub_type[0] != ''):
if len(a_pname) == 1:
query = query + 'PROTEINS.Protein_Name LIKE
\"%{0}%\"'.format(a_pname[0])
query = query + ');'
elif len(a_pname) > 1:
query = query[:-1] + 'AND ('
for i in range(0,len(a_pname)-1):
query = query + 'PROTEINS.Protein_Name LIKE \"%{0}%\"
OR'.format(a_pname[i])
query = query + ' PROTEINS.Protein_Name LIKE \"%{0}\%"
'.format(a_pname[-1])
query = query + ');'
# When one or more queries are not null
else:
if len(a_pname) == 1:
query = query[:-1] + 'AND ('
query = query + ' PROTEINS.Protein_Name LIKE
\"%{0}%\"'.format(a_pname[0])
query = query + ');'
elif len(a_pname) > 1:
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query = query[:-1] + 'AND('
for i in range(0,len(a_pname)-1):
query = query + ' PROTEINS.Protein_Name LIKE \"%{0}%\"
OR'.format(a_pname[i])
query = query + ' PROTEINS.Protein_Name LIKE \"%{0}%\"
'.format(a_pname[-1])
query = query + ');'
#--------------------------Gene name-----------------------------------------------------------#
# For organism query null
if (len(a_organism) == 0 or a_organism[0] == '') and a_length ==''
and (len(iuphar) == 0 or iuphar[0] == '') and (len(grafs) == 0 or
grafs[0] == '') and (len(a_sub_fam) == 0 or a_sub_fam[0] == '') and
(len(a_sub_sub_fam) == 0 or a_sub_sub_fam[0] == '') and
(len(a_sub_type) == 0 or a_sub_type[0] != '') and (len(a_pname) == 0
or a_pname[0] == '') :
if len(a_gname) == 1:
query = query + 'PROTEINS.Gene_Name LIKE
\"%{0}%\"'.format(a_gname[0])
query = query + ');'
elif len(a_gname) > 1:
query = query[:-1] + 'AND ('
for i in range(0,len(a_gname)-1):
query = query + 'PROTEINS.Gene_Name LIKE \"%{0}%\"
OR'.format(a_gname[i])
query = query + ' PROTEINS.Gene_Name LIKE \"%{0}\%"
'.format(a_gname[-1])
query = query + ');'

# When one or more queries are not null
else:
if len(a_gname) == 1:
query = query[:-1] + 'AND ('
query = query + ' PROTEINS.Gene_Name LIKE
\"%{0}%\"'.format(a_gname[0])
query = query + ');'
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elif len(a_gname) > 1:
query = query[:-1] + 'AND('
for i in range(0,len(a_gname)-1):
query = query + ' PROTEINS.Gene_Name LIKE \"%{0}%\"
OR'.format(a_gname[i])
query = query + ' PROTEINS.Gene_Name LIKE \"%{0}%\"
'.format(a_gname[-1])
query = query + ');'

#------------------------ AA part----------------------------------------------------------#
# When length, organism, GRAFS and IUPHAR are null except amino acid
percentages
if (len(a_organism) == 0 or a_organism[0] == '') and a_length ==''
and (len(iuphar) == 0 or iuphar[0] == '') and (len(grafs) == 0 or
grafs[0] == '') and (len(a_sub_fam) == 0 or a_sub_fam[0] == '') and
(len(a_sub_sub_fam) == 0 or a_sub_sub_fam[0] == '') and
(len(a_sub_type) == 0 or a_sub_type[0] == '') and (len(a_pname) == 0
or a_pname[0] == '') and (len(a_gname) == 0 or a_gname[0] == '') :
if

len(aa) == 1:

query = query + 'PROTEINS.{0}/100'.format(aa[0])
query = query + ');'
elif len(aa) > 1:
query = query[:-1] + 'AND ('
for i in range(0,len(aa)-1):
query = query + 'PROTEINS.{0}/100 OR'.format(aa[i])
query = query + ' PROTEINS.{0}/100 '.format(aa[-1])
query = query + ');'
# When one or more queries are not null with amino acid percentages
else:
if len(aa) == 1:
query = query[:-1] + 'AND ('
query = query + ' PROTEINS.{0}/100'.format(aa[0])
query = query + ');'
elif len(aa) > 1:
query = query[:-1] + 'AND('
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for i in range(0,len(aa)-1):
query = query + ' PROTEINS.{0}/100 OR'.format(aa[i])
query = query + ' PROTEINS.{0}/100 '.format(aa[-1])
query = query + ');'
#------------------------ Dipeptide part----------------------------------------------------------#
dipep
dipep
dipep
dipep

=
=
=
=

[w.replace('AS',
[w.replace('IF',
[w.replace('IN',
[w.replace('IS',

'AS1')
'IF1')
'IN1')
'IS1')

for
for
for
for

w
w
w
w

in
in
in
in

dipep]
dipep]
dipep]
dipep]

if (len(a_organism) == 0 or a_organism[0] == '') and a_length ==''
and (len(iuphar) == 0 or iuphar[0] == '') and (len(grafs) == 0 or
grafs[0] == '') and (len(aa) == 0 or aa[0] == '') and
(len(a_sub_fam) == 0 or a_sub_fam[0] == '') and (len(a_sub_sub_fam) ==
0 or a_sub_sub_fam[0] == '') and (len(a_sub_type) == 0 or
a_sub_type[0] == '') and (len(a_pname) == 0 or a_pname[0] == '') and
(len(a_gname) == 0 or a_gname[0] == '') :
if len(dipep) == 1:
query = query + ' AA_Dipeptide.{0}'.format(dipep[0])
query = query + ');'
elif len(dipep) > 1:
query = query[:-1] + 'AND ('
for i in range(0,len(dipep)-1):
query = query + ' AA_Dipeptide.{0} OR'.format(dipep[i])
query = query + ' AA_Dipeptide.{0} '.format(dipep[-1])
query = query + ');'
else:
if len(dipep) == 1:
query = query[:-1] + 'AND('
query = query + ' AA_Dipeptide.{0}'.format(dipep[0])
query = query + ');'
elif len(dipep) > 1:
query = query[:-1] + 'AND('
for i in range(0,len(dipep)-1):
query = query + ' AA_Dipeptide.{0} OR'.format(dipep[i])
query = query + ' AA_Dipeptide.{0} '.format(dipep[-1])
query = query + ');'
# For removing query mistakes
query = query.replace('AND AND', 'AND')
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query = query.replace('AND () AND', 'AND')
query = query.replace(';) AND (',';')
query = query.replace('WHERE AND', 'WHERE')
query = query.replace('OR)',')')
print 'query print'
print query
#---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------#
#Creating fasta file
cursor.execute(query)
db.commit()
numrows = int(cursor.rowcount)
toReturn_seq = []
if numrows == 1:
row = cursor.fetchone()
toReturn_seq.append(row)
else:
for x in range(0,numrows):
row = cursor.fetchone()
toReturn_seq.append(row)
fo = open('%s%s_query_seq.fasta'%(OUTPUT_DIR,jobId),'w')
for head in toReturn_seq:
fo.write('>')
fo.write(head[0])
fo.write('\n')
fo.write(head[1])
fo.write('\n')
#print head
fo.close()
return toReturn_seq

APPENDIX K: WEB-SERVER OUTPUT PAGE
$def with (setup,rows,link,fastalink)
<html>
<head>
<meta charset="utf-8" />
<title>UTEP GPCR Results </title>
$:{setup['css']}
$:{setup['favIco']}
<!-<script type="text/javascript"
src="../static/js/Table_Sorter_and_Filter.js"></script> -->
<script
src="../UTEP_GPCR/static/js/jquery.js"></script>
<script src="../UTEP_GPCR/static/js/sorttable.js"></script>
<script src="../UTEP_GPCR/static/js/filter.js"></script>
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<script
src="../UTEP_GPCR/static/js/floatThead/jquery.floatThead.min.js"></scr
ipt>
<script
src="../UTEP_GPCR/static/js/expandContract.js"></script>
<script>
jQuery(window).load(function () {
console.log('page is loaded');
// May need to put modal here and close it when the
page finished loading
jQuery(window).scroll(function() {
var table = jQuery('#table');
table.floatThead(); // Float the table
headersheaders
});
});
</script>
</head>
<body>
<div id="page-wrap">
<div id="header-wrap">

$:{setup['banner']} </div>

<hr>
$:{setup['navBar']}
<br/>
<div id="main-content">

<h2>Results Table</h2>
<br>

<h6>
<h6>
<h6>

<b> The number of proteins found: </b> $:rows[0][0] </h5>
<b>Query terms: </b>

<b>Display: </b>

$:rows[0][1]</h6>

$:rows[0][2]</h6>

<b>Download:</b> <a href="${link}" download target='_blank'>Result
table(csv)&emsp;</a>
<a href="${fastalink}">FASTA file</a>
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<br>
<br>
<input type="text" placeholder="Search" id="search"
class="search_box" style="width:25%; margin-left:25"
onkeyup="filter(this.id)">
<div class="row">
<table border="1" id="table" name="table" class="sortable" >
<tr style="cursor:hand;">

$for hdr in rows [1][0:]:
<th>${hdr}</th>
</tr>
$if len(rows) > 2:
$for row in rows[2:]:
<tr><td><a
href="https://www.uniprot.org/uniprot/$:{row[0]}"
target='_blank'>$:{row[0]}</td>
$for item in row[1:-1]:
$if len(str(item)) > 40 and "href=" not in
item:
<td>
<div __state="contracted"
onclick="toggleExpand(this);">
<div class="expanded"
style="display:none">$:{item} </div>
<div class="contracted"
style="display:block"> $:{str(item)[:40]} ...</div>
</div>
</td>
$else:
<td>$:{item}</td>
<td>
$if len(row[-1]) > 50:
<div __state="contracted"
onclick="toggleExpand(this);">
<div class="contracted"
style="display:block">
$for pdb_row in row[-1].split(' ')[0:10]:
<a
href="https://www.rcsb.org/structure/$:{pdb_row}"
target=\'_blank\'>$:{pdb_row} </a><br>
...</div>
<div class="expanded" style="display:none">
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$for pdb_row in row[-1].split('
<a
href="https://www.rcsb.org/structure/$:{pdb_row}"
target=\'_blank\'>$:{pdb_row} </a><br>
</div>
</div>

'):

$elif len(row[-1]) > 1:
$for pdb in row[-1].split(' '):
<a
href="https://www.rcsb.org/structure/$:{pdb}" target='_blank'>$:{pdb}
</a><br>
$else:
$:{row[-1]}
</td></tr>
</table>
Click <a href="../kbegum/database"> here </a> to
return to the main search page.
$else:
</table> Click <a href="../kbegum/database"> here </a>
to return to the main search page.

</div>
</div> <!-- main-content -->
$:{setup['menu']}
</body>
</html>

APPENDIX L: PARSING RESULT FROM SVM-PROT AND GPCR-CA
SVM-PROT

import numpy
import re
infile = open("3063_gpcr.xls","r")
#infile = open("full_length_1_try.xls","r")
lines = infile.read()
#print lines
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#The index of the word Query repeated in the .xls file
start_position1 = [m.start() for m in re.finditer('Query=',lines)]
query = ''
for start in start_position1:
x = lines[start:]
stop = x.find('//')
y = x[:stop]
query = query + y
#
print query
fo = open('ID_length_3063_gpcr.csv','a')
#fo = open('ID_length.csv','a')
words1 = query.split()
m = 0
n = 0
for word in words1:
n = n + 1
#print word
if word.startswith('Query='):
m = m + 1
ID = word.replace('Query=','')
fo.write(str(m))
fo.write(',')
fo.write(ID)
fo.write(',')
print str(m)
if word.startswith('Length='):
L = word.replace('Length=','')
fo.write(L)
fo.write('\n')
fo.close()
# For the molecular function
start_position2 = [m.start() for m in re.finditer('Your protein may
belong to the following families:',lines)]
# The total number of authors
all_mol_type = ''
sep_mol_type = []
for start in start_position2:
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x = lines[start:]
stop = x.find('//')
y = x[:stop]
all_mol_type = y
#

print all_mol_type
words2 = all_mol_type.split('\r\n')
sep_mol_type.append(words2)

#print sep_mol_type

fo1 = open("type_3063_gpcr.csv","a")
#fo1 = open("type.csv","a")
#Cleaning the list from \t\t or ''
for seq_list in sep_mol_type:
for seq in seq_list:
while seq == '\t\t' in seq_list:
seq_list.remove(seq)
while seq == '' in seq_list:
seq_list.remove(seq)
#print sep_mol_type
#Checking the length
#for seq_list in sep_mol_type:
#print len(seq_list)
#print seq_list
filtered_list_mol_func = [] #saves only molecular function
filtered_list_bio_proc = [] #saves only biological procession
filtered_list_broad_def_func = [] #saves only broadly defined function
from itertools import groupby
for seq_list in sep_mol_type:
#Only Molecular function and Biological process is present
if ('Molecular Function:' in seq_list) and ('Biological Process:'
in seq_list) and ('Broadly Defined Function:' not in seq_list):
#print seq_list
filtered_list = [list(group) for k, group in
groupby(seq_list, lambda x: x == "Biological Process:") if not k]
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filtered_list_mol_func = filtered_list[0]
filtered_list_bio_proc = filtered_list[1]
if len(filtered_list_mol_func) == 4:
#print 'only 1'
a = filtered_list_mol_func[3].split('\t')
a[2] = float(a[2])
if (a[0].startswith('G') or a[0].startswith('7')) and
a[2] > 90:
#print 'PG'
#fo1.write('PG\n')
if (a[0].startswith('7')):
fo1.write(str(a[0]))
fo1.write('\n')
else:
fo1.write('PG\n')
else:
#print 'PN'
fo1.write('PN\n')
elif len(filtered_list_mol_func) == 5:
#print 'only 2'
a = filtered_list_mol_func[3].split('\t')
b = filtered_list_mol_func[4].split('\t')
a[2] = float(a[2])
b[2] = float(b[2])
if ((a[0].startswith('G') or a[0].startswith('7')) and
a[2] > 90) or ((b[0].startswith('G') or b[0].startswith('7')) and b[2]
> 90):
#print 'PG'
#fo1.write('PG\n')
if(a[0].startswith('7')):
fo1.write(str(a[0]))
fo1.write('\n')
else:
fo1.write('PG\n')
else:
#print 'PN'
fo1.write('PN\n')
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elif len(filtered_list_mol_func) > 5:
#print '3 or more'
a = filtered_list_mol_func[3].split('\t')
b = filtered_list_mol_func[4].split('\t')
c = filtered_list_mol_func[5].split('\t')
a[2] = float(a[2])
b[2] = float(b[2])
c[2] = float(c[2])
if ((a[0].startswith('G') or a[0].startswith('7')) and
a[2] > 90) or ((b[0].startswith('G') or b[0].startswith('7')) and b[2]
> 90) or ((c[0].startswith('G') or c[0].startswith('7')) and c[2] >
90):
#fo1.write('PG\n')
if(a[0].startswith('7')):
fo1.write(str(a[0]))
fo1.write('\n')
elif (b[0].startswith('7')):
fo1.write(str(b[0]))
fo1.write('\n')
else:
fo1.write('PG\n')
else:
#print 'PN'
fo1.write('PN\n')

elif ('Molecular Function:' in seq_list) and ('Broadly Defined
Function:' in seq_list) and ('Biological Process:' not in seq_list):
filtered_list = [list(group) for k, group in
groupby(seq_list, lambda x: x == "Broadly Defined Function:") if not
k]
filtered_list_mol_func = filtered_list[0]
filtered_list_broad_def_func = filtered_list[1]
#filtered_list = filtered_list[0]
if len(filtered_list_mol_func) == 4:
#print 'only 1'
a = filtered_list_mol_func[3].split('\t')
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a[2] = float(a[2])
if (a[0].startswith('G') or a[0].startswith('7')) and
a[2] > 90:
#print 'PG'
fo1.write('PG\n')
if (a[0].startswith('7')):
fo1.write(str(a[0]))
fo1.write('\n')

#

else:
fo1.write('PG\n')
else:
if len(filtered_list_broad_def_func) == 1:
x =
filtered_list_broad_def_func[0].split('\t')
x[2] = float(x[2])
if x[0].startswith('Transmembrane') and
x[2] > 90:
#print 'PNT'
fo1.write('PNT\n')
else:
#print 'PN'
fo1.write('PN\n')
elif len(filtered_list_broad_def_func) > 1:
x =
filtered_list_broad_def_func[0].split('\t')
y =
filtered_list_broad_def_func[1].split('\t')
x[2] = float(x[2])
y[2] = float(y[2])
if (x[0].startswith('Transmembrane') and
x[2] > 90) or (y[0].startswith('Transmembrane') and y[2] > 90):
#print 'PNT'
fo1.write('PNT\n')
else:
#print 'PN'
fo1.write('PN\n')
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elif len(filtered_list_mol_func) == 5:
#print 'only 2'
a = filtered_list_mol_func[3].split('\t')
b = filtered_list_mol_func[4].split('\t')
a[2] = float(a[2])
b[2] = float(b[2])
if ((a[0].startswith('G') or a[0].startswith('7')) and
a[2] > 90) or ((b[0].startswith('G') or b[0].startswith('7')) and b[2]
> 90):
#print 'PG'
#fo1.write('PG\n')
if (a[0].startswith('7')):
fo1.write(str(a[0]))
fo1.write('\n')
elif (b[0].startswith('7')):
fo1.write(str(b[0]))
fo1.write('\n')
else:
fo1.write('PG\n')
else:
if len(filtered_list_broad_def_func) == 1:
x =
filtered_list_broad_def_func[0].split('\t')
x[2] = float(x[2])
if x[0].startswith('Transmembrane') and
x[2] > 90:
#print 'PNT'
fo1.write('PNT\n')
else:
#print 'PN'
fo1.write('PN\n')
elif len(filtered_list_broad_def_func) > 1:
x =
filtered_list_broad_def_func[0].split('\t')
y =
filtered_list_broad_def_func[1].split('\t')
x[2] = float(x[2])
y[2] = float(y[2])
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if (x[0].startswith('Transmembrane') and
x[2] > 90) or (y[0].startswith('Transmembrane') and y[2] > 90):
#print 'PNT'
fo1.write('PNT\n')
else:
#print 'PN'
fo1.write('PN\n')
elif len(filtered_list_mol_func) > 5:
#print '3 or more'
a = filtered_list_mol_func[3].split('\t')
b = filtered_list_mol_func[4].split('\t')
c = filtered_list_mol_func[5].split('\t')
a[2] = float(a[2])
b[2] = float(b[2])
c[2] = float(c[2])
if ((a[0].startswith('G') or a[0].startswith('7')) and
a[2] > 90) or ((b[0].startswith('G') or b[0].startswith('7')) and b[2]
> 90) or ((c[0].startswith('G') or c[0].startswith('7')) and c[2] >
90):
#

#print 'PG'
fo1.write('PG\n')
if (a[0].startswith('7')):
fo1.write(str(a[0]))
fo1.write('\n')
elif (b[0].startswith('7')):
fo1.write(str(b[0]))
fo1.write('\n')
elif (c[0].startswith('7')):
fo1.write(str(c[0]))
fo1.write('\n')
else:
fo1.write('PG\n')

else:
if len(filtered_list_broad_def_func) == 1:
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x =
filtered_list_broad_def_func[0].split('\t')
x[2] = float(x[2])
if x[0].startswith('Transmembrane') and
x[2] > 90:
#print 'PNT'
fo1.write('PNT\n')
else:
#print 'PN'
fo1.write('PN\n')
elif len(filtered_list_broad_def_func) > 1:
x =
filtered_list_broad_def_func[0].split('\t')
y =
filtered_list_broad_def_func[1].split('\t')
x[2] = float(x[2])
y[2] = float(y[2])
if (x[0].startswith('Transmembrane') and
x[2] > 90) or (y[0].startswith('Transmembrane') and y[2] > 90):
#print 'PNT'
fo1.write('PNT\n')
else:
#print 'PN'
fo1.write('PN\n')
# All present (Molecular, Biology + Broadly)
elif ('Molecular Function:' in seq_list) and ('Broadly Defined
Function:' in seq_list) and ('Biological Process:' in seq_list):
#print seq_list
filtered_list = [list(group) for k, group in
groupby(seq_list, lambda x: x == "Biological Process:") if not k]
filtered_list1 = [list(group) for k, group in
groupby(filtered_list[1], lambda x: x == "Broadly Defined Function:")
if not k]
#print filtered_list[0]
filtered_list_mol_func = filtered_list[0]
filtered_list_bio_proc = filtered_list1[0]
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filtered_list_broad_def_func = filtered_list1[1]
if len(filtered_list_mol_func) == 4:
#print 'only 1'
a = filtered_list_mol_func[3].split('\t')
a[2] = float(a[2])
if (a[0].startswith('G') or a[0].startswith('7')) and
a[2] > 90:
#print 'PG'
#fo1.write('PG\n')
if (a[0].startswith('7')):
fo1.write(str(a[0]))
fo1.write('\n')
else:
fo1.write('PG\n')
else:
if len(filtered_list_broad_def_func) == 1:
x =
filtered_list_broad_def_func[0].split('\t')
x[2] = float(x[2])
if x[0].startswith('Transmembrane') and
x[2] > 90:
#print 'PNT'
fo1.write('PNT\n')
else:
#print 'PN'
fo1.write('PN\n')
elif len(filtered_list_broad_def_func) > 1:
x =
filtered_list_broad_def_func[0].split('\t')
y =
filtered_list_broad_def_func[1].split('\t')
x[2] = float(x[2])
y[2] = float(y[2])
if (x[0].startswith('Transmembrane') and
x[2] > 90) or (y[0].startswith('Transmembrane') and y[2] > 90):
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#print 'PNT'
fo1.write('PNT\n')
else:
#print 'PN'
fo1.write('PN\n')
elif len(filtered_list_mol_func) == 5:
#print 'only 2'
a = filtered_list_mol_func[3].split('\t')
b = filtered_list_mol_func[4].split('\t')
a[2] = float(a[2])
b[2] = float(b[2])
if ((a[0].startswith('G') or a[0].startswith('7')) and
a[2] > 90) or ((b[0].startswith('G') or b[0].startswith('7')) and b[2]
> 90):
#print 'PG'
#fo1.write('PG\n')
if (a[0].startswith('7')):
fo1.write(str(a[0]))
fo1.write('\n')
elif (b[0].startswith('7')):
fo1.write(str(b[0]))
fo1.write('\n')
else:
fo1.write('PG\n')
else:
if len(filtered_list_broad_def_func) == 1:
x =
filtered_list_broad_def_func[0].split('\t')
x[2] = float(x[2])
if x[0].startswith('Transmembrane') and
x[2] > 90:
#print 'PNT'
fo1.write('PNT\n')
else:
#print 'PN'
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fo1.write('PN\n')
elif len(filtered_list_broad_def_func) > 1:
x =
filtered_list_broad_def_func[0].split('\t')
y =
filtered_list_broad_def_func[1].split('\t')
x[2] = float(x[2])
y[2] = float(y[2])
if (x[0].startswith('Transmembrane') and
x[2] > 90) or (y[0].startswith('Transmembrane') and y[2] > 90):
#print 'PNT'
fo1.write('PNT\n')
else:
#print 'PN'
fo1.write('PN\n')
elif len(filtered_list_mol_func) > 5:
#print '3 or more'
a = filtered_list_mol_func[3].split('\t')
b = filtered_list_mol_func[4].split('\t')
c = filtered_list_mol_func[5].split('\t')
a[2] = float(a[2])
b[2] = float(b[2])
c[2] = float(c[2])
if ((a[0].startswith('G') or a[0].startswith('7')) and
a[2] > 90) or ((b[0].startswith('G') or b[0].startswith('7')) and b[2]
> 90) or ((c[0].startswith('G') or c[0].startswith('7')) and c[2] >
90):
#

#print 'PG'
fo1.write('PG\n')
if (a[0].startswith('7')):
fo1.write(str(a[0]))
fo1.write('\n')
elif (b[0].startswith('7')):
fo1.write(str(b[0]))
fo1.write('\n')
elif (c[0].startswith('7')):
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fo1.write(str(c[0]))
fo1.write('\n')
else:
fo1.write('PG\n')

else:
if len(filtered_list_broad_def_func) == 1:
x =
filtered_list_broad_def_func[0].split('\t')
x[2] = float(x[2])
if x[0].startswith('Transmembrane') and
x[2] > 90:
#print 'PNT'
fo1.write('PNT\n')
else:
#print 'PN'
fo1.write('PN\n')
elif len(filtered_list_broad_def_func) > 1:
x =
filtered_list_broad_def_func[0].split('\t')
y =
filtered_list_broad_def_func[1].split('\t')
x[2] = float(x[2])
y[2] = float(y[2])
if (x[0].startswith('Transmembrane') and
x[2] > 90) or (y[0].startswith('Transmembrane') and y[2] > 90):
#print 'PNT'
fo1.write('PNT\n')
else:
#print 'PN'
fo1.write('PN\n')

#Only Molecular Function is present
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elif ('Molecular Function:' in seq_list) and ('Biological
process:' not in seq_list) and ('Broadly Defined Function:' not in
seq_list):
if len(seq_list) == 4:
#print 'only 1'
a = seq_list[3].split('\t')
a[2] = float(a[2])
if (a[0].startswith('G') or a[0].startswith('7')) and
a[2] > 90:
#fo1.write('PG\n')
if (a[0].startswith('7')):
fo1.write(str(a[0]))
fo1.write('\n')
else:
fo1.write('PG\n')
else:
fo1.write('PN\n')

elif len(seq_list) == 5:
#print 'only 2'
a = seq_list[3].split('\t')
b = seq_list[4].split('\t')
a[2] = float(a[2])
b[2] = float(b[2])
if ((a[0].startswith('G') or a[0].startswith('7')) and
a[2] > 90) or ((b[0].startswith('G') or b[0].startswith('7')) and b[2]
> 90):
#print 'PG'
#fo1.write('PG')
if (a[0].startswith('7')):
fo1.write(str(a[0]))
fo1.write('\n')
elif (b[0].startswith('7')):
fo1.write(str(b[0]))
fo1.write('\n')
else:
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fo1.write('PG\n')
else:
#print 'PN'
fo1.write('PN\n')
elif len(seq_list) > 5:
#print '3 or more'
a = seq_list[3].split('\t')
b = seq_list[4].split('\t')
c = seq_list[5].split('\t')
a[2] = float(a[2])
b[2] = float(b[2])
c[2] = float(c[2])
if ((a[0].startswith('G') or a[0].startswith('7')) and
a[2] > 90) or ((b[0].startswith('G') or b[0].startswith('7')) and b[2]
> 90) or ((c[0].startswith('G') or c[0].startswith('7')) and c[2] >
90):
#print 'PG'
#fo1.write('PG\n')
if (a[0].startswith('7')):
fo1.write(str(a[0]))
fo1.write('\n')
elif (b[0].startswith('7')):
fo1.write(str(b[0]))
fo1.write('\n')
elif (c[0].startswith('7')):
fo1.write(str(c[0]))
fo1.write('\n')
else:
fo1.write('PG\n')
else:
#print 'PN'
fo1.write('PN\n')
elif 'Molecular Function:' not in seq_list :
#print 'no molecular'
fo1.write('no molecular\n')
else:
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fo1.write('problem\n')
fo1.close()
GPCR-CA

import re
from mechanize import Browser
infile = open('500_gpcr3.fasta', 'r')
lines = infile.readlines()
seqs = []
tempseq = ''
for line in lines:
if line[0] == '>' and not tempseq:
tempheader = line.strip()
elif line[0] == '>':
seqs.append([tempheader,tempseq])
tempheader = line.strip()
tempseq = ''
else:
tempseq = tempseq + line.strip()
seqs.append([tempheader,tempseq])
print seqs
fo = open("111result_500_gpcr3.csv","a")
for s in seqs:
browser = Browser()
browser.open("http://www.jci-bioinfo.cn/GPCR-GIA")
browser.select_form('form1')
browser.select_form(nr=0)
browser['protein'] = s[1]
response = browser.submit()
content = response.read().decode('utf-8')
r = content.split('<td width="62%" align="left" valign="bottom"
class="predresult">')
r1 = r[1].split('</td>')
fo.write(s[0])
fo.write(',')
fo.write(r1[0])
fo.write('\n')
fo.close()
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APPENDIX M: RECEPTORS IN GPCRDB AND GPCR-PENDB

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•

Class A
Receptors that are not in GPCRdb but available in GPCR-PEnDB
Ultraviolet-sensitive opsin
• Ocellar opsin
Putative tyramine receptor
• Octopamine receptor, 1,2, beta-1R,-2R,-3R,
Oamb
Putative vomeronasal receptor-like protein
• Octopressin receptor
Putative gustatory receptor clone
• Odorant receptor 131
Putative G-protein coupled receptor
• Olfactory receptor
Putative gonadotropin-releasing hormone II
receptor
• Protein trapped in endoderm-1
Putative violet-sensitive opsin
• Protein UL78
Retinochrome
• Pyrokinin-1 receptor
Tyramine/octopamine receptor
• QRFP-like peptide receptor
viral G-protein coupled receptor
• RPE-retinal G protein-coupled receptor
Violet-sensitive opsin
• RYamide receptor
Vomeronasal type-1 receptor
• Sex peptide receptor
Tyramine receptor
• Trissin receptor
Red-sensitive opsin• Vertebrate ancient opsin
Putative olfactory receptor
• Visual pigment-like receptor peropsin
Putative neuropeptide Y receptor
• Serpentine receptor
Tachykinin-like peptides receptor

Both in GPCRdb and
GPCR-PEnDB
Calcitonin gene-related
peptide type 1 receptor
Calcitonin receptor
Corticotropin-releasing
factor receptor 1,2
Gastric inhibitory
polypeptide receptor
Glucagon receptor
Glucagon-like peptide 1
receptor
Growth hormone-releasing
hormone receptor
Parathyroid hormone 2
receptor
Parathyroid
hormone/parathyroid
hormone-related peptide
receptor
Pituitary adenylate cyclaseactivating polypeptide type I
receptor
Secretin receptor
Vasoactive intestinal
polypeptide receptor

•
•

•
•

•

•
•

Class B1 (Secretin)
Not in
GPCRdb
Calcitonin
•
receptor-like
•
protein 1
Diuretic
hormone
receptor (DH•
R)
G-protein
coupled
•
receptor 157
G-protein
•
coupled
receptor Mth,
•
Mth2 (Protein
•
methuselah)
G-protein
coupled
•
receptor seb2
•
Latrophilin
•
Cirl
•
Latrophilin
•
receptor-like
protein A
•
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Not in GPCR-PEnDB
ADCYAP receptor type I
Adenylate cyclase activating
polypeptide 1 (Pituitary) receptor type
I
calcitonin gene-related peptide type 1
receptor
Calcitonin receptor, isoforms, types,
fragments, like-receptors
Corticotropin releasing hormone
receptor 1,2
Deleted
G protein-coupled pituitary GHRH
receptor (Growth hormone-releasing
hormone receptor)
Gastric inhibitory polypeptide
receptor
Glucagon like peptide 1,2 receptor
Glucagon receptor
Parathyroid hormone 1,2 receptor
parathyroid hormone/parathyroid
hormone-related peptide receptor,
isoforms
Secretin receptor

•

Vasoactive intestinal
polypeptide receptor 2

•

•

Latrophilinlike protein
1,2
PDF receptor
(Pigmentdispersing
factor
receptor)
(Protein
groom-ofPDF)
Probable Gprotein
coupled
receptor Mthlike 1-14

•
•

Uncharacterized protein (290)
Vasoactive intestinal peptide receptor
1,2
Vasoactive intestinal polypeptide
receptor 1,2
VPAC1 receptor

•
•

Class B2 (Adhesion)

•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Both in GPCRdb and
GPCR-PEnDB
Adhesion G proteincoupled receptor A1-A3
(G-protein coupled
receptor 123-125)
B1-B3
D1-D2
E1-E4
F1-F5
G1-G7
L1-L4
V1
G-type receptor 1-3
(CD antigen CD97)
Putative adhesion G
protein-coupled
receptor E4P
Cadherin EGF LAG
seven-pass G-type
receptor 1-3

Not in GPCRdb
•
•

•

•
•
•

Adhesion G proteincoupled receptor A1
(G-protein coupled
receptor 123) Mouse
B1 (Brain-specific
angiogenesis
inhibitor 1) Rat,
Mouse
D1 (G-protein
coupled receptor
133) Mouse
E2 (EGF-like
module receptor 2)
Dog
F2 (G-protein
coupled receptor
111) Rat, mouse

Not in GPCR-PEnDB
•

A1-A3

•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

B1-B3
D1-D2
E1-E4
F1-F5
G1-G7
L1-L4
V1
Deleted
latrophilin1,2,3,
isoforms
probable Gprotein
coupled
receptor 113,
125
Protocadherinlike wing
polarity
protein stan
Unreviewed
proteins

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

•

•
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•

•

•

Other
species
except
human,
zebra
fish,
mouse,
rat
||
||
||
||
||
||
||

Both in GPCRdb and GPCRPEnDB
• Extracellular calcium-sensing
receptor (CaSR)
• Gamma-aminobutyric acid
type B receptor subunit 1,2
• G-protein coupled receptor
family C group 6 member A,
B, C, D
• Metabotropic glutamate
receptor 1-8
• Probable G-protein coupled
receptor 156, 158, 179
• Probable metabotropic
glutamate receptor mgl-1
• Retinoic acid-induced protein 3
• Taste receptor type 1 member
1,2,3 (G-protein coupled
receptor 70)

Class C (Metabotropic Glutamate)
Not in GPCRdb
Not in GPCR-PEnDB
•

•

•

•
•
•
•
•

•

Gamma-aminobutyric
acid type B receptor
subunit 1,2 (not for C
elegans)
G-protein coupled
receptor family C
group 6 member A
(don’t have from
bovine goldfish and
zebrafish)

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

(Odorant receptor
5.24), (Odorant
receptor ZO6)
o Bovine
Probable G-protein
coupled receptor
CG31760
Protein bride of
sevenless
Vomeronasal type-2
receptor 1, 26, 116
Metabotropic
glutamate receptor
(DmGluRA)
Metabotropic
glutamate receptorlike protein A-R

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Calcium polyvalent cation receptor 1
(extracellular calcium-sensing receptor
isoform X1)
Calcium sensing receptor
CASR isoform 1 (CASR isoform 2)
(Calcium sensing receptor)
Deleted
Extracellular calcium sensing receptor
G protein-coupled receptor class C
group 6 member A, isoform X1-X3
Chimpanzee,
Horse,
Green anole, American chameleon,
Little brown bat,
Western lowland gorilla,
Dog,
Wild turkey,
Mallard, Anas boschas, Zebra fish
Gabbr2 protein, isoform 1
Gamma-aminobutyric acid (GABA) B
receptor, 2
Glutamate metabotropic receptor 1-8,
Glutamate receptor, metabotropic 1-8b,
isoforms,
G-protein coupled receptor T1R3
GRM proteins and isoforms (1-7),
LOC100127664 protein,
LOW QUALITY PROTEIN:
metabotropic glutamate receptor 1, 6
metabotropic glutamate receptor 1-8,
isoforms, fragments
Taste 1 receptor member 1-3, types,
isoforms
Uncharacterized protein (261)

Class F (Frizzled)
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Both in GPCRdb and GPCR-PEnDB
Frizzled-1 (Fz-1) (cFz-1)
Frizzled-1 (Fz-1) (hFz1) (FzE1)
Frizzled-1 (Fz-1) (mFz1)
Frizzled-1 (Fz-1) (rFz1)
Frizzled-1 (Fz-1) (Xfz1)
Frizzled-10 (Fz-10) (CD antigen CD350)
Frizzled-10 (Fz-10) (cFz-10)
Frizzled-10 (Fz-10) (hFz10) (FzE7) (CD
antigen CD350)
Frizzled-2 (Fz-2) (cFz-2) (Fragment)

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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Not in GPCRdb
Frizzled (Frizzled-1) (dFz1)
Frizzled (Frizzled-1) (dFz1)
Frizzled and smoothened-like protein A
Frizzled and smoothened-like protein B
Frizzled and smoothened-like protein C
Frizzled and smoothened-like protein D
Frizzled and smoothened-like protein E
Frizzled and smoothened-like protein F
Frizzled and smoothened-like protein G
Frizzled and smoothened-like protein H

•
•

Frizzled-2 (Fz-2) (hFz2) (FzE2)
Frizzled-2 (Fz-2) (mFz2) (Frizzled-10) (Fz-10)
(mFz10)
Frizzled-2 (Fz-2) (rFz2)
Frizzled-2 (Fz-2) (Xfz2)
Frizzled-3 (Fz-3) (hFz3)
Frizzled-3 (Fz-3) (mFz3)
Frizzled-3 (Fz-3) (Xfz3)
Frizzled-4 (Fz-4) (cFz-4)
Frizzled-4 (Fz-4) (hFz4) (FzE4) (CD antigen
CD344)
Frizzled-4 (Fz-4) (mFz4) (CD antigen CD344)
Frizzled-4 (Fz-4) (rFz4) (CD antigen CD344)
Frizzled-4 (Fz-4) (Xfz4)
Frizzled-5 (Fz-5)
Frizzled-5 (Fz-5) (hFz5) (FzE5)
Frizzled-5 (Fz-5) (mFz5)
Frizzled-5 (Fz-5) (Xfz5)
Frizzled-6 (Fz-6)
Frizzled-6 (Fz-6)
Frizzled-6 (Fz-6) (hFz6)
Frizzled-6 (Fz-6) (mFz6)
Frizzled-7 (Frz7) (Fz-7)
Frizzled-7 (Fz-7) (cFz-7)
Frizzled-7 (Fz-7) (hFz7) (FzE3)
Frizzled-7 (Fz-7) (mFz7)
Frizzled-8 (Fz-8)
Frizzled-8 (Fz-8) (hFz8)
Frizzled-8 (Fz-8) (mFz8)
Frizzled-8 (Fz-8) (Xfz8)
Frizzled-9 (Frizzled-like protein 9) (rFz9)
Frizzled-9 (Fz-9) (cFz-9) (Fragment)
Frizzled-9 (Fz-9) (hFz9) (FzE6) (CD antigen
CD349)
Frizzled-9 (Fz-9) (mFz3) (mFz9) (CD antigen
CD349)
Protein smoothened (SMOH) (Smooth)
(dSMO)
Smoothened homolog (SMO)
Smoothened homolog (SMO)
Smoothened homolog (SMO) (Fragment)
Smoothened homolog (SMO) (Protein Gx)

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Frizzled and smoothened-like protein J (Cell
number regulator protein A)
Protein mom-5
Frizzled and smoothened-like protein K
Frizzled and smoothened-like protein L
Frizzled and smoothened-like protein M
Frizzled and smoothened-like protein N
Frizzled and smoothened-like protein O
Frizzled and smoothened-like protein P
Frizzled and smoothened-like protein Q
Frizzled/smoothened-like sans CRD protein A
Frizzled/smoothened-like sans CRD protein B
Frizzled/smoothened-like sans CRD protein C
Frizzled/smoothened-like sans CRD protein D
Frizzled/smoothened-like sans CRD protein E
Frizzled/smoothened-like sans CRD protein F
Frizzled/smoothened-like sans CRD protein G
Frizzled/smoothened-like sans CRD protein H
Frizzled/smoothened-like sans CRD protein J
Frizzled-10-A (Fz-10A) (Xfz10-A)
Frizzled-10-B (Fz-10B) (Xfz10-B) (Frizzled9) (Fz-9) (Xfz9)
Frizzled-2
Frizzled-2 (dFz2)
Frizzled-3 (dFz3)
Frizzled-3 (Fz-3) (cFz-3) (Fragment)
Frizzled-4 (dFz4)
Frizzled-6 (Fz-6) (cFz-6) (Fragment)
Frizzled-7-A (Fz-7-A) (Xfz7-A)
Frizzled-7-B (Fz-7-B) (Xfz7-B)
Frizzled-8 (Fz-8) (cFz-8) (Fragment)
Protein mom-5

Taste 2 Receptors
Both in GPCRdb and GPCR-PEnDB
Not in GPCRdb
Taste receptor type 2 member 1, 3, 4, 5, 7, 8,
• Taste receptor type 2 member 40, 62, 64, 66,
9, 10, 13, 14, 16, 19, 20, 30, 31, 38, 39, 40,
102, 103, 104, 105, 106, 107, 109, 110, 113,
41, 42, 43, 45, 46, 50, 60, 70, 103, 105, 106,
114, 116, 117, 120, 123, 124, 125, 129, 134,
107, 109, 110, 113, 114, 119, 123, 140, 143,
135, 136, 143
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